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Amy A Cervantes September 12th-17th, 2006 
Greek week was held during the second week 
.· of September this faiL Greek students com-
pete in different events. There were many 
events held such as a blood drive, service day, 
a SK run, ultimate Frisbee, and hayrides. Greek 
week is arranged by the Interfraternity coun-
cil and the Panhellenic CounciL"" The purpose 
is to get all the different Greek houses to-
gether for a week long of fun and friendly 
competition" Andrew Arnold from the Greek 
~--~~~~~~ Week Committee. 
The Greeks showed their soft side in the fall 
by having a Linking Hearts CarnivaL Differ-
ent houses make booths for children who are 
up for adoption and perspective parents come 
and interact with the children. Penny wars 
were also held and the money raised was 
donated to the Junior Diabetes Research 
Foundation. The Greek Community Cel-
ebrates in helping the Community of Rolla. 
Many Greek houses competed in the float 
and banner competition. Opening and clos-
ing games were held by the Airport and 
houses played games like soccer and vol-
leybalL Greeks also held ldi-Odysseys at 




Congratulations to the winners 
of Greek week 2006: Kappa 
Sigma and Zeta Tau ~lpha. 
UOMECOMING 
Amy A Cervantes October 20th-22nd, 2006 
This year's homecoming theme was ,.Rolla wood" and every-
one dressed to impress. To start off the celebration Friday 














Haunted Mine fundraiser going on at 
the UMR's experimental mine. 
Saturday the football game began at 
lpm. It was UMR vs. Southern 
Nazarene University. The miners won 
17-4. During the half time show Homecoming King and Oueen Were announced. 
Margaret Thompson, a biological sciences 
major was named Oueen. Philip Schloss, 
a Mechanical Engineering major, gained 
the title of King. Then that evening there 
was an Oscars A. ward Banquet at 
Havener from 5:45 to 9pm. There were 
also red carpet interviews of alumni by 
our Joan Rivers, Ms. A.manda Engelke. 

FKEJIKEK'S DJILL 
Amy A Cervantes October 25th, 2006 
The 23"d annual Freaker's 
Ball is a free concert 
event for all of those 
here in Rolla round Hal-
loween. This year Mark 
won the contest by 
dressing up like a robot. 
<lower righb First place 
won one hundred and fify 
dollars. Second place re-
ceived one hundred dol-
lars. The audience votes 
for the contestant 
through their applause. 
Freaker's Ball was held at 
All Stars on Pine Street 
this year. It was a free 
event that was sponsored by KMNR. Security was high priority for KMNR and therefore 
there were many KMNR workers watching out for under age drinkers. 
The three bands that played were PomeRoy, Te fever, and Discount Fire 12\rms. About 
175 people attended Freaker's Ball this year. 
KMNR's Kristin Rhodes expects that 
next year there will be more UMR 
students going to Freaker's baiL #It 
is just an event to draw out the 
students of Rolla" she says. 
Then everyone danced the 
night away at another sue-
cessful KMNR event. 

KUMOKS 
Mark .aDO' McNeal November 2nd-4th, 2006 
The UMR Theatre Depart-
, ... ,_,_J • ment kicked off its 2006-2007 
I season with the fall production 
1 of Neil Simon's hysterical 
I comedy Rumors, the third 
Neil Simon play to be per-
formed by the department, 
along side The Odd Couple and 
Fools. Living up to its 
playwright's reputation, Ru-
(~ ..... mors keeps the audience in 
stitches throughout the entire 
performance. \&lhether it's the 
entire cast prattling about like 
hens over the actions of two 
characters who never once appear on stage, well-timed slapstick or frequent ex-
changes of sarcastic diatribes, there's never a dull moment 
The play centers around a would-be anniversary celebration that just keeps tak-
ing one worse turn after another until it's evolved into a chaotic comedy of errors. 
The first couple arrives to the hosts' house only to find Charlie, the 
husband, has unexplainably 
shot himself through the 
~ ear, and his wife, the 
cook, and butler are no-
where to be found. 
Panicking, the couple 
attempts to protect 
Charlie from scandal 
by concocting fib 
after ridiculous fib 
to the other 





able whether or not the characters still know which way is 
up, let alone the audience. Then just when it seems things 
are finally settling as the play begins to wrap up, one last 
twist surfaces before the blackout as offstage one of 
the hosts makes a first, and unexpected #entrance" 
into the plot, leaving the others and the audience to 
wonder whether one particular yarn, out of the 
many spun about Charlie's situation that evening, 
just might actually have turned out to be true. 
It's a priceless theatre experience that leaves 
the audience exhausted from laughter. The 
utmost sympathies go to everyone unfor-
tunate enough to make it to one of the pro-
ductions. 
fusion, pomp and circum-
stance take over as the sto-
ries increase in both num-
bers and embellishment, 
more unfortunate events 
occur, such as two cops 
showing up to investigate a 
car accident involving one of 
the couples and shots re-
ported at the house, and 
everyone gets mixed up 
about who knows what and 
who told what to whom until 
there are so many decep-




Amy A Cervantes 
After hours of playing the top eight table 
started to be formed. 
The Top Eight Winners: 
1st place: Jason Durbin 
2nd place: Sean Smith 
3rd place: Sccott Johnson 
4th place: Tim Gross 
5th place: Christian Berens 
November 3rd, 2006 
SUIYs Leisure and Recreation committee hosted 
a wonderful event during the faiL Approxi-
mately 41 G people attend the Fall tournament. 
There were many door prizes and Grand prizes. 
The Grad Prizes included an i-pod nano, 
widescreen LCD monitor, poker table, clay 
poker chips, external hard drive, book store, 
gift certificate and 2GB flash drive. The door 
~· prizes included Octagonal poker table, poker ~~w~ chip set, gift certificates and poker bible. The 
~ tournament was a great stress reliever for all 
of those who attended. 
Gth place: Vaughn Sauer 
?th place: Mike Laurentius 
8th place: Jason Mills. 
The students of Rolla played until one O'clock in 
the morning. 
Big thank you goes out to Delta Sigma 
Phi for providing the dealers of the tour-
nament 
Your time and effort was much appre-
ciated!-Erin Duggan Director of Lei-
sure and Recreation Committee. 
LITTLE Snor OF 
noKKOKS 
Amy A Cervantes March lst-3rd, 2007 
The spring musical put on by UMR students 
was anything but a horror. It was a comic 
story of a mutant plant that comes to earth 
to conquer us aiL A lowly flower shop 
worker named Seymour dreams of one day 
making it big and having Audrey, Seymour's 
crush, love him. One day Seymour buys a 
mysterious plant that leads him into trouble. 
The plant turns out to be carnivore 
and Seymour pacifies its thirst for blood by 
===~~~j~~~~~=~~~~~ feeding it his rival, Audrey's boyfriend. 
• ~ Seymour then feeds the plant his boss Mr. 
Mushnik and eventually Audrey as welL The plant eventually takes the life of Seymour and 
infests the rest of the plant. 
The cast of Little Shop of Horrors convinced us all that mutant plants were a viable threat. 
Nate Eloe plays the shop owner, Mr. Mushnik. Adam Kay plays the shop worker Seymour. 
/ 
Angela Reinholdt plays the romantic interest of Seymour a 
flower shop worker named Audrey. Jim Driscoll played a 
____._~ variety of parts that required quite a few costume changes. 
He played Oin Scrivello, a dentist; Skip Spence, an East Coast 
agent; an opportunist; and Mrs. Lnce. The Trio of girls that 
narrated the story were portrayed by Katie Bryant, Amanda 
Engelke, and Michelle Rader. 
The Mutant plant was played by two 
people. The puppeteer was Wendy King 
and the voice of the plants was done by 
Dan MarinceL The play was directed by 
John Woodfin with assistance from three 
student directors Adam Blinzler, Diana 
Meyers, and Katie Nisbett 
The moral of the story is don't feed mu-
tant plants your rival, boss or girlfriend, 
this always leads to trouble. 
Katie Bryant took the time to describe the schedule of practices for 
the play. They worked six days a week three hours a day four 
months before the play. There was also much prae-
tice on your own part on the side. 'When asked 
if she had enjoyed being in the musical 
she said that she would do it all over 
again and had enjoyed all the fun re-
ally cool people. The worst part about 
the musical was the time commitment 
and the late nights. 'When she was on 
stage she described it as hard but a rush. 
CJIMFUS N 
Amy A Cervantes 
Along with raising money for the event 
the participants gain point in their effort to 
become the year's campus Man. On the 
night of the second contestants competed 
in penny wars, casual wear, beach wear, 
and talent. The contestants with the most 
points continue on to the question and 
answer section. 
The memorable portions of the evening 
included a contestant with inflatable beach 
wear. For the talents, Mo Hajaj went as far 
March 2nd, 2007 
Kappa Delta's campus Man is an annual 
event that raises support for Prevent 
child 7\buse 1\rnerica. Eighty percent of 
the money raised goes to Prevent child 
7\buse Missouri and the rest goes to 
Prevent Child 7\buse 7\merica. Contes-
tants raise money by ticket sales, t-shirts, 
pin sales, and penny wars. This year four-
teen participants from different organiza-
tions competed. 
as to belly dance. DC McNeal, repre-
senting Kappa Kappa Psi, preformed the 
ghost busters' theme song for his talent. 
~ile another contestant put together a 
short video spoof of 24. Frank Virant, 
representing Four North, made sand-
wiches with power tools for his talent 
The winner of the competition was 
Carlos Vega a senior in Geological engi-
neering. He was there representing 
Lambda Sigma Pi. 
Mo Hajaj <SUB) 
Charlie Frankoviglia 
<Toastmasters) 
Devin Simms <Zeta Tau Al-
pha) 
Kappa Delta Campus Man 
Contestants 
Frank Virant <4 North) 
Aaron Attebery <Beta Sigma 
Psi) 
Jonathan Kampunzu <Chi 
Omega) 
Andy Guthrie <Da 
Vinci) 
Adam Parker<Delta Tau Delta) 
Brian Ewert <Kappa Alpha) 
D.C. McNeai <Kappa Kappa Psi) 
Carlos Vega <lambda Sigma 
Pi) 
Cody Massar <Pi Kappa Phi) 
Michael Mueller <Res College 
Association) 
Jacob Sherry <Res Hall Asso-
ciation) 
Matt House <Sigma Chi) 
INTE KNJITI 0 NJIL 
STUDENTS DliY 
Amy A Cervantes March 11th, 2007 
International Students Day was held in Havener 
Cafeteria and Lobby. 
Displays were open from 10:30 to 1:30. The 
international buffet was open from 12 to 2. Fi-
nally the cultural show was held at 2pm. 
Food from different ethnicities and backgrounds 
was served at the buffet. Students could pay 
with their school points for the buffet. The vari-
ous countries represented included India,. China,. 
Turkey,. Malaysia and Jordan. International 
Students Day allowed students to learn 
about different cultures. It also helps stu-
dents of different groups interact. The in-
ternational Student Club organized the 
event with help from SUB. It is also spon-
sored by UMR STUCO,. SUB,. UMR Inter-
national Affairs,. Phelps County Bank and 
Investment Realty. 
Students and Faculty showed artifacts 
from their native countries. The 
booths were set up all around 
Havener attracted many students. 
\<?lith much luck next year there will 
be more countries and many more 
cultural experiences. 
There was a live band preforming 
in the atrium of Havener. During 
the cultural show different students 
preformed many dances for Inter-
national Students day. 
ggTn JINUJIL 
ST. lliT'S 
March 15th-17th, 2007 
I 
Kon IJIKJIVONIJIN 
lnke Merchant March 15th-17th, 2007 
For the third year in a row, the 
planners of St. Pat's Alternative 
Programming provided a high quality 
program series for the students at the 
University of Missouri- Rolla. As in 
previous years, the group planning 
the event brought in a well-known 
comedian for some free entertain-
ment as an alternative to drinking for 
the night. This year the comedian was 
Rob Paravonian. 
Rob was ushered in by a brief perfor-
mance by a new stand-up artist; un-
fortunately, he got stage fright and 
was only able to utter the words #How are y'all doing tonight?" before running off-
stage. Thankfully, Rob had no such problems, as he took the stage immediately after-
wards and began to entertain the audience of approximately 150 students. 
Rob started off, as all comedians do when they come to UMR, by getting the easy 
laughs and making fun of UMR. Granted, we'Ve all heard the usual UMR jokes, but they're 
always fun to laugh at again. Rob's comedy style, for those of you who have never 
heard or seen him, consists largely of musical comedy. Rob even said during his act that 
he's a #musician and a comedian ... ," and his humor definitely integrated both. This was 
not done in an Adam Sandler type of way, but rather by being more original and making 
fun of things that the students at UMR would understand; in other words, nerdy things. 
Rob's comedy was very focused for this college, and overall I was quite impressed with 
his ability to create a comedy sketch for 
the students here at UMR. He integrated a 
vast amount of the typical #Rolla jokes" 
together with more technical jokes <i.e. the 
ones that you would get #only at UMR .. ~, 
In summation, I would highly recommend 
Rob Paravonian to anyone who has not 
heard him yet. Search Google Video for 
him; his comedy was refreshingly unique 
and different from the normal comedians 
who are brought to campus. Good work 
St. Pat's AL T, and hopefully next year 
they can bring in an equally good comedian 8, 
to entertain us! ~ 
ST lliT'S liLT! 
Miles Netockny <Kate Oliver) March 15th-17th, 2007 
Wednesday, March 14th 
For those of you who do not wish to take part in alco-
holic activities, wish to take a break from drinking, or 
don't feel like partying at 11:00 am, there are still lots 
of things for you to do. The University has lots of 
scheduled events that will be lots of fun and are pretty 
entertaining without the influence of alcohoL These 
are called St. Pat's Alternative Programs, and listed 
below is the schedule of these events <thanks to St 
Pat's Alternative Programming committee and 
Jennifer Bowen. 
10:00 pm Comedian, Rob Par avonian ® Havener 
11:30 pm- 6:00am Dodgeball® Miner Rec 
Thursday, March 15th 
11:00 am Gonzo Games ® Frat Row 
7:00pm Dating Game & Movie Night® Res College 
11:00 pm Late Night Breakfast ® T J 
Friday, March 16th 
11:00 am Gonzo Games ® Frat Row 
9:00 pm Coronation ® Leach Theater 
9:00 pm ABS Step Show ® Multipurpose 
11:00 pm Poker Tournament® 
T J Cafeteria and Ray I Cafeteria 
12:00 am Late Night Breakfast ® Res 
College 
Saturday, March 17th 
11:00 am Parade® Pine Street, Rolla MO 
6:00 pm St Pats Concert ® Multipurpose 
8:00 pm Old Skool Game Night ® T J S 
Lounge and Mac Lounge 
11:00 pm Late Night Breakfast® 
Holtman Lounge, Ouad 
COKONJITION 
Amy A Cervantes 
Court for the 2007: Ray 
Beezley, St Patrick; 
Daniel Kienitz, 1st Master 
Guard;Chris to ph er 
Schwartz, 2nd Master 
Guard; Joshua Bliar, 
1st Guard; Anna 
Trumble, 2nd Guard; 
Andrew Skaggs, 
Herald; Darrin 
Smith 1st Page-, , 
Joe Landis, 2nd 
Page; Phillip 
Ford, Trumpeter; Taylor Stevens, Page; Anna 
Kaczmarek, Page; Riley Berens, Crown Bearer; Makiah Mar-
March 16th, 2007 
shal, Flower Girl; Alyson Habermehl, 2006 Oueen; Lady Mary Williams, 
Parade Marshal; Steven Dubelman, Soloist; Sir W. Lance Haynes, Master of 
Ceremonies. 
The coronation started with the herald making the proclamation of the entrance of the court. 
The ceremonies continued with the arrival of the queen and her court. Next the student 
honorees representing various organization were knighted. Those knighted then kissed the 
holy stone. Chancellor Carney along with various members of the Rolla Community were 
also knighted. 
The major highlight of the night had to be the pre-
sentation of the new Oueen. Jessica Mueller was 
proclaimed the centennial Oueen. She had a won-
derful night as she also 
got proposed to on 
stage by her boyfriend 
who happened to be one 
of the guards. 
With such a wonderful 
coronation the St. Pats 
Committee will have to 
work hard to top them-
selves next year. 
ST. lJirs IJIKJIDE 
Amy A Cervantes 
This year's St Patrick's Parade started out 
COLO!! As it had been warm the entire 
week before St Pats it was unusual that 
on the morning of the parade it started to 
snow. It snowed during the entire parade. 
Despite this fact, there were many stu-
dents and townies lined up on the streets 
at llam. During the parade there were 
various floats made by the Rolla students 
representing different organizations. As 
always St. Patrick and court were the first 
float to go along the parade route. This 
year's theme was 
March 17th, 2007 
Superheros and Villains. The Ninja Turtles even made a special ap-
pearance. Most floats passed out green beads and the crowd 
fought for every chance of getting them. When the 
~( Budweiser Clydesdales entered the entire crowd looked 
in awe. The chancellor was riding in the Drriage waved at 
all the adoring fans. 
100 alumni, students, and members of the community helped 
paint the streets green in the early morning. 
The parade was a wonderful break from all the other activities 
of St. Pat's week. 
ST lli'PS CONCEKT 
lnke Merchant March 17th, 2007 
Months before St. Pat's, the St. PaP's concert was being hyped up by the organizers. The 
show had been so hyped that it was thought to be the biggest in UMR/s history; while 
that's not saying much, everyone that had a ticket was so excited about the show that 
when the doors were supposed to open at 5 PM, the line was wrapped entirely around 
Gale-Bullman. To the displeasure of the frostbitten line, the doors to the concert were not 
actually opened until 6 PM. It was easy for anyone to think at this point that it was going 
to be just another over hyped event and there was every indication that this was going to 
be a big bust even though, for at least a week beforehand, the concert had been sold out. 
Ben Swagman, SUIYs Concerts Director, is reported as saying that they sold about 2800 
tickets, of which about 40 percent were student tickets. 
At 6 PM when everyone was let in, it was clear that the security wasn't messing around. 
They searched every person for unapproved items such as cameras and alcohoL Then to 
the crowd's surprise, after taking so long to get through security, the concert started 
promptly at 6:30. Swagman explained that the big reason that there was even an issue of 
opening late stemmed from the production company's trucks being pulled over at a weigh 
station in St. Clair due to being overweight 
Starting off the show, Modem Day ZerO's set lasted about 30 minutes and was full of en-
ergy. Zach Broderick, MOils guitarist, charged the audience by first stepping out onto the 
barricade. He eventually jumped out to crowd surf with his guitar in hand with the crowd 
underneath him. MDZ finished off their set with a great introduction to Trapt. 
After a 0 hour set change, Trapt took the stage. The audience was obviously ready for 
them after the long wait. They played for about an hour during which Chris Brown, Trapt's 
lead singer, ended up singing while being held up on the barricade by his tour manager and 
a member of the security force. It was fairly clear that the concert-goers were happy 
with the performance, as the crowd surfing really started to pick up during Trapt's. 
Shinedown took the stage and fed directly off the energy that the two previous bands 
created. Shinedown may have only played for an hour, but the crowd seemed to embrace 
every minute of it. So much so, in fact, that Shinedown came out for an encore where 
they took requests from screaming fans. The peak moment was of course when Brent 
Smith, Shinedown's lead singer, went into the crowd escorted by security. Brent made it 
all the way up to the top of the first story bleachers and during his crowd visit he contin-
ued with the performance, really bringing the show to the people. 
In closing, I think the concert overall was a great success. In the big picture, it is clear that 
the bar has been raised for the centennial celebration. I look forward to seeing what these 
organizations are going to do to top themselves next year. There were over 100 people 
involved in putting the concert on and they should be proud of the final product. The dedi-
cation that the organizers had really showed through; hopefully it will be the same next 
year. Finally, on next year's note, Swagman wouldn't give any names of bands that they 
were looking into, but mentioned that n-the scale of next year's show depended on the 
success of this show. Clearly this one was a success." 
® 
GKEEK SING 
Milford Cubicle <Ben Williams) April 14th, 2007 
On Saturday April 14th, the Greek com-
munity at UMR came together to put on 
Greek Sing 200 7, a night where participat-
ing fraternities and sororities each formed 
a band and played a couple songs for the 
crowd. The event was held at CJ's Up-
town <formerly All-Stars Bar and Grilb 
and started at seven o'clock. The theme 
this year was n-Anything Goes," which 
meant the bands could pick any two songs 
they wanted to play. 
The concert was a charity event, with the 
participating bands collecting enough 
canned food to feed 1,200 families, ae-
cording to the inside of the program. The money made from the cover charges for the 
concert will be going towards Children's Miracle Network. 
Tau Kappa Epsilon started with a simple yet solid performance of n-1 Do Anything" and 
n-Rock Show" by Simple Plan and Blink 182, respectively. 
Delta Sigma Phi then took the stage with one of the most dynamic performances of the 
night. Vocalist Tim Gowan ripped through an energetic performance 
of Incubus' n-Anna Molly" before having a dual vocalist trade-off with 
John Conroy on Avenged Sevenfold's n-Bat Country." 
Phi Kappa Theta first performed a cover of n-Party Hard" by Andrew 
\&T.K. before inexplicably changing their entire lineup for n-Love 
Roller Coaster'' by Red Hot Chili Peppers. ChiO Martha Leahy per-
formed vocal duties for the latter song. 
Pi Kappa Alpha performed 
next with a Finch and 
OAR song. n-~at It Is To 
Burn" was a very good 
performance, while staying 
true to the originaL n-Crazy 
Game of Poker'' was a fun, lighthearted song 
that included two dual-guitar jams. Chi Omega 
was next with n-One Way or Another" and n-I 
Love Rock & Rolr' by Blondie and Joan Jett, 
respectively. 
Delta Tau Delta got the crowd into a ska mood 
with their take on Mighty Mighty Bosstones and 
Reel Big Fish. Their impressive bassist kept a 
groove while the horns <consisting of a saxo-
phone and trumpeb kept things energetic. 
Kappa Alpha played next and were one of the 
highlights of the evening. While they played two 
very accurate covers <Foo Fighter's "Monkey 
Wrench" and Jimmy &t World's "Bleed Ameri-
can"), they also incorporated the audience into the former song and had the most interae-
tion with them. Neither of the bands they covered are known for their technically chal-
lenging music, but Kappa Alpha did them justice with the abundance of energy they put 
into the performance. 
Zeta Tau Alpha continued the excitement and the crowd participa-
tion with a lively set that included the most performers on stage 
out of any of the bands. Zeta performed "Life is a Highway" <Tom 
Cochran) first, followed by "What I Like About You" <Romantics), 
with the latter song including an enjoyable keyboard solo by Katie 
Buchmeier. Out of all the bands, Zeta seemed to have the most 
fun up on stage; whether it was because of the material they were 
playing or the amount of people on stage, the whole band cer-
tainly could have fooled me into thinking they'Ve been playing 
shows for a while. 
Sigma Chi followed with what could arguably be called the most 
unique performance of the evening. 'With the bassist in weird 
makeup and the dual vocalists <one male and Lisa Stine from Chi0), 
they definitely had a different take on Tool's "Schism" and 
Avenged Sevenfold's "Beast & Harlot" Particularly during the 
latter song, Sig Chi showed that they could really rock out and get the crowd going. The 
guitarist also nailed the solo in "Beast & Harlot." Sig Chi also easily had the best drumming 
of the night, with drummer Tom Carstens utilizing the double bass pedals like a demon. 
Overall, Zeta Tau Alpha easily had the best performance among the sororities with their 
crowd participation and obvious enthusiasm, and 
they even outperformed most of the fraternities. 
Among fraternities, Kappa Alpha and Delta Sig 
were definitely the best performers, both in ex-
ecution of the songs and in stage presence. I'm 
hard-pressed to decide on a clear winner between 
them. All the bands put on a great show for a 
great cause, and all the participating sororities and 
fraternities deserve a thanks for hosting yet an-
other great Greek Sing. 
DLOCK lliKTY 
Miles Netockny<Kate Oliver) April 21st, 2007 
Fun, games, and music filled the Havener lawn 
Saturday during the annual Block Party cel-
ebration, which began at 2pm and lasted until 
almost midnight 
The fun-filled afternoon began with several 
inflatable games, including an obstacle course, 
giant slide, sumo wrestling, boxing, and Velcro 
wall with accompanying Velcro suit, to enter-
tain both UMR students and Rolla citizens. 
Meanwhile many booths from other organiza-
tions were set up close-by. The physics de-
partment raised money by making liquid nitrogen ice cream and root beer while selling 
physics department shirts. The anime club hosted 
DDR competitions. The Society of Women En-
gineers <SWE) gave away homemade cookies 
while collecting donations to benefit their organi-
zation. Also, a caricature-artist drew many fun 
faces for those who were interested. Last, but 
certainly not least, a dunking tank was set up to 
dunk many campus leaders from RHA, SUB, 
StuCo, and others, charging students $1 per 3 
throws to put their skills to the test. 
A karaoke van was stationed nearby to let 
Rollians try out their singing skills with #Rolla 
Idol" and entertain many others with background music. 
Chartwell's hosted a delicious barbeque which 
included hamburgers, salad, green beans, pinto 
beans, tortellini, chips, and brownies. 
Next, two bands took stage and provided evening 
entertainment. Pauline's Basement began the 
evening around 7:00 with some jazzy indie-rock 
and were followed by Building Rome around 8:00, 
who played some Weezer-inspired pop-punk. 
The evening closed with a bang with the start of 
fireworks, echoing across the entire town of 
Rolla, and ending with a showing of Saw III outside 
Havener. 
~ 
Left: Stuck on you .. 
Left: One minutue caricatures 
Right: He doesn't look to worried ... 




Date Opponent Final Score 
2/2/07 ~ortlleastern State L 2-5 
' 
2/2/07 ~ortheastern State L, 1-14 
2/11/07 Ba.cone L 0-1 
' 
2/11/07 Bacone w 6-3 
' 
2/22/07 Truman State w 9-1 
' 
2/22/07 Truman State W, 13-2 
2/28/07 Maryville W,4-3 
2/28/07 Maryville w 5-1 
' 
3/6/07 Lincoln W,4-1 
3/6/07 Lincoln W7-2 
' 
3/10/07 Bellarrnine L,0-2 
3/10/07 Bellarrnine L 2-3 
' 
3/11/07 Bellarrnine w 7-1 
' 
3/14107 Missouri-St. Louis L 2-6 
' 
3/14107 Missouri-St. Louis L,8-11 
3/17/07 SIU-Edwardsville L,0-2 
3/18/07 SIU-Edwardsville L,0-6 
3/18/07 Sill-Edwardsville L 0-1 
' 
3/24107 Kentucky Wesleyan L,5-6 
3/24107 Kentucky Wesleyan L,0-1 
3/25/07 Kentucky Wesleyan W,4-3 
I 
3/28/07 Southern Indiana L,6-7 
3/28/07 Southern Indiana L 0-2 
' 
3/31/07 Lewis W, 1-0 
3/31/07 Lewis W, 12-6 
4/1/07 Lewis w 3-2 
' 
4/3/07 Southern Indiana L 8-9 
' 
4/7/07 Indiana polis W,3-2 
4/7/07 Indianapolis L, 2-12 
4/8/07 Indiana polis L 3-5 
' 
4/12/07 Drury L, 0-3 
4/12/07 Drury W,2-0 
4/17/07 Drury w 6-2 
' 
4/21/07 Saint Joseph's L, 2-3 
4/21/07 Saint Joseph's L, 2-6 
4/22/07 Saint Joseph's L, ll-18 
4/26/07 Rockhurst L 1-2 
' 
4/26/07 Rockhurst L 0-1 
' 
4/28/07 Quincy L, 10-12 
4/28/07 Quincy L 1-2 
' 
4/29/07 Quincy w 8-7 
' 
5/1/07 Rockhurst W,4-3 
5/5/07 Northern Kentucky w 1-0 
' 
5/5/07 Northern Kentucky L, 0-4 
5/6/07 Northern Kentucky W,4-3 

DATE OPillNENT lliRE 
11/15/06 RhemaBible w71-55 
11/17/06 Mis.:Durt Western L 49-98 
11/18/06 Truman State L 62-76 
11/25/06 Linmln W64-60 
11/27/06 Stl.DuisPhannacy W76-ffi 
11/30/06 Saint}osheph's L 73-80 
12/2/06 Indianarnlis W85-71 
12/7/06 Rcx:khurst L 76-820T 
12/9/06 Drury L 66-80 
12/18/06 Central Christian W104-30 
12/30/06 Oakland City W78--62 
1/4/07 Sill-Edwardsville L 43-60 
1/6/07 Quincy L 79-86 
1/11/07 Northern Kentucky L 73-81 
1/ 13/07 Pellarmine L 72-85 
1/18/07 WrronsinParkside W97-92 
1/20/07 Lewt L 59-79 
1/23/07 Oakland City L 59-63 
1/27/07 Mis.:Duir -StLouis L 76-78 
2/1/07 Kentucky Wesleyan L 97-106 
2/3/07 SJuthemindiana L 80-98 
2/6/07 Mis.:Duri-StLouis L 81-87 
2/10/07 S:>uthemlndiana L 64-80 
2/15/07 Rcx:khurst L 58-80 
2/17/07 Drury L 82-86 
2/22/07 Sill-Edwardsville L 58-72 
2/24/07 Quincy L 83-92 
0 
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W".Y"<' Sl<~l< ' W 
Sclgill<JW \';Iiley Sl<ll<' W 
L y llll L 
Cuncro11 W 






Oakland Cily W 
SJU-Edwardsvi lle L 
Qu incy L 





Missouri-51. Louis W 
Kentucky Wesleya n L 
Southern Indiana W 
Missouri-St. Louis W 
Southern Indiana W 
Roc:khursl W 
Drury L 
SIU-Edwardsvi lle W 
Quincy W 
Northern Kentucky L 
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8/25/06 Tn 1111<111 St<llc l~ol lc!,Mo. 
8/30/06 M iW)ll ri St;-1 tc Sprillgf'ic:lcl, Mo. 
9/8/07 Wisconsin Stout l~oll c-1, Mo. 
(MSM UM I~Ath lc:tic:ll;-lllof"Fc-m rcNight ) 
9/22/06 Butler lncl iarr(J IX)Iis, Ind. 
9/29/06 Arkansas-Mont iccllo Rolla, Mo. 
10/6/06 Saint joscph's* Rensselaer, Ind. 
10/13/06 Southern Nazarene &thany,Okla. 
10/20/06 Central State* Rolla, Mo. 
10/27/06 Lincoln* Rolla, Mo. 
11/3/06 Tiffin* Tiffin, Ohio. 
11/10/06 Kentucky Wesleyan* Owensboro, Ky. 
*DenotesGreatlakesFootbaUConferencegame 
No. Name Pos. Ht. Wt. Yr. 
1 Daudi White DB 6-0 195 Sr. 
2 Caleb Rangel LB 6-2 215 Sr. 
3 Jerome Miller RB 5-11 195 Fr. 
4 Robbie Woodard DB 6-1 200 So. 
4 Michael Hickman DB 5-9 175 Fr. 
5 Chad Shockley WR 6-0 200 Fr. 
6 Brian Jordan DB 5-11 195 So. 
7 Brandon Landry WR 6-0 195 Sr. 
8 Jason Aubrey QB 6-0 210 Fr. 
9 Brian Gronewold DB 6-0 185 Jr. 
10 Joe Winters QB 6-3 205 Sr. 
11 R.J. Miller LB 6-0 230 Jr. 
12 Corey Taylor DB 5-10 190 Fr. 
13 Mark Becker QB 6-4 230 Sr. 
14 Matt Sachtleben QB 6-2 185 So. 
15 Keith Cannon QB 6-1 190 Jr. 
16 Mike Greaving WR 6-1 205 So. 
17 Jon Iglehart DB 6-0 195 Sr. 
18 Bryan Crider TE 6-2 215 Fr. 
19 Jon Landstra DB 6-0 195 Fr. 
20 Lance Efftink WR 5-10 195 Fr. 
21 Phillip Tillman DB 5-7 155 So. 
22 David Shields RB 5-9 190 So. 
23 Torey Patton DB 5-8 160 Fr. 
24 Ashton Gronewold WR 5-10 190 Jr. 
25 Jamel Anderson LB 5-11 245 Jr. 
26 Reggie Pierre DB 5-7 165 Sr. 
27 Dallas Whitehouse RB 5-9 205 Fr. 
28 Jamel Sims DB 6-2 180 Sr. 
29 Keith Homco DB 5-7 195 So. 
29 Daniel LaMar WR 5-9 145 Fr. 
30 Matt Padilla RB 5-10 210 Sr. 
31 Adam Clark WR 5-8 155 So. 
32 Kirk Stilwell DB 5-7 160 Fr. 
33 Oliver Carter LB 6-1 265 Jr. 
34 Garyion Turner lB 5-9 235 Jr. 
35 Brandon Kessler DL 6-1 245 Jr. 
36 Mark Kuelker LB 5-11 225 So. 
37 Steve Swanson LB 5-11 220 So. 
38 Sam Pitsch · DB 6-2 185 Fr. 
39 Evan Zych DB 5-9 165 Fr. 
40 William Langhans RB 5-10 170 Fr. 
41 Renny Dillinger PK 5-11 180 Jr. 
42 Justin Butler LB 5-8 210 So. 
43 Gabriel Cunha LB 5-9 220 Sr. 
43 Justin Philpy DL 6-2 265 Fr. 
44 Ryan Sadil TE 5-11 225 Fr. 
45 Tommy Humphrey DB 6-2 195 Fr. 
46 Justin Galvin LB 6-0 205 Fr. 
47 Avian Jordan LB 6-2 255 Sr. 
47 Jared Bahr TE 6-1 215 Fr. 
48 Sean Kelley LB 5-8 205 Sr. 
49 Matt Loula DL 6-2 230 So. 
50 Andrew Ravadge OL 6-3 310 Jr. 
51 Brandon Cronin OL 6-0 220 So. 
52 Adam Keithly OL 6-1 290 Jr. 
52 Kellen Weaver LB 5-10 250 Fr. 
54 Levi Gross OL 5-11 285 Fr. 
54 Nicholas Williams DL 6-2 240 Fr. 
55 Eric Poythress LB 60 245 Fr. 
56 Matt Hallam OL 5-11 250 Fr. 
57 Nick Carter LB 6-0 240 Fr. 
58 Matt Morrow DL 6-1 225 So. 














































Steve Edwards LB 5-1 1 205 Fr. 
Nick Koudys OL 5-8 220 So. 
Adam Strein DL 6-1 245 Fr. 
Steve Franklin OL 5-11 295 So. 
John Krumme OL 5-11 270 Fr. 
Josh Hesse OL 6-1 270 Jr. 
Sean Edwards DL 5-10 235 Fr. 
James Smith OL 6-4 255 Jr. 
Ken Pearce OL 6-7 305 Sr. 
Doug Beach OL 5-11 265 Fr. 
Kalvin Bishop DL 6-0 290 Jr. 
Andrew Bulen DL 6-0 265 So. 
Brandon Jordan OL 6-3 265 So. 
Adam Helton OL 6-5 295 Fr. 
Abraham Van Dyke DE 6-0 240 Fr. 
Geoff Stafford OL 6-3 285 Jr. 
Scott Pitsch OL 6-3 270 So. 
Derek Drussa DL 6-2 300 Sr. 
Jeremy Davidson OL 6-0 270 Fr. 
Scott Ricks DL 6-0 260 Fr. 
Colin Douthit OL 6-3 250 Fr. 
Nathan Binder WR 6-2 180 Fr. 
Chris Norgren DL 6-3 230 Fr. 
Ryan Vessell WR 5-8 165 So. 
Clint Cottrell WR 6-3 205 So. 
Brian Mueller TE-P 6-1 230 Fr. 
Mark Scabarozi WR 6-3 185 Fr. 
Luchien Blantt WR 6-1 255 Jr. 
Danny Koehler TE 6-3 225 So. 
Trey Hoffman WR 5-10 190 Fr. 
Ben Longstreet WR 5-7 155 Fr. 
Phillip Shields DL 5-9 230 Jr. 
Willie Sanchez DL 5-11 245 Sr. 
Matt Kuelker DL 5-11 250 Fr. 
Tim Valencia PK-P 5-10 185 Jr. 
Michael Dreyer DE 6-1 245 Jr. 
Loren Severs DL 6-5 245 Fr. 
Matt Tosh DL 6-1 245 Fr. 
Patrick Akley DL 6-1 260 So. 
Keith Kernan LB 6-1 190 Fr. 
Ryan O'Leary DL 6-0 215 Fr. 
Brendan Weidner LB 6-1 215 Jr. 
Dallas Massie DL 6-2 275 Jr. 
Kyle Rose DL 5-10 245 Fr. 
Head Coach: Kirby Cannon 
Assistant Coaches: Marc Kolb (assistant head coach/offensive 
coordinator) , Travis Boulware (defensive backs) , Erik Kruppe 
(linebackers) , Bryan Johnson (offensive line) , Josh Richards 
(running backs) , Evan Gray (student asst.) , Clarence Chaney 
(student asst.) , Kyran Weaver (student asst.) , Jordan Tucker 
(student asst.) 
acr11 
Date Opponent Location Result 
2/1 8/2007 Li ndenwcxx:l St. Charles, MO Scrimmage 
2/25/2007 Harding Loss 9-19 
3/10/2007 RHIT - CCLA Rolla,MO Win 9-7 
3/17/2007 UMRAlumni Rol1a,MO Scrimmage 
4/7/2007 UofA Rolla,MO Loss4-ll 
4/14/2007 SLU Rolla,MO Loss8-14 
4/21/2007 Augustana Rock Island, IL Loss3-15 

















OFFICERS FDR 2007--08: 
President Pa u I Card well 
Vice-President Adam Markus 
Secretary: Tom Graff 
Treasurer. Ryan Hiestand 
Public Relations: Steve Grelle 
Head Coach Michael Martin 
II liSter 
Position last Name, First Name 
M Bartell Andrew 
D Bell Ryan 
M Blaschke,N Chaz 
D Craft Aaron 
M Graff Tom 
G Grelle Steve 
M Hall Ryan 
D Hiestand Ryan 
M Katzer Daniel 
M King Derek 
M Markus Adam 
D Martin Peter 
D McDonald Travis 
M Miller Tocld 
MIA Mueller Brian 
M Schrenk Joel 
M Semar Ryan 
M Volker Clark 
M Weinmann Lance 
M Zimmermann Glenn 
• 
BII'S 
Date Opponent Score 
8/25/06 St. Mary's L 1-3 
8/26/06 Christian Brothers L 1-2 
9/1/06 Missouri Southern w 1-0 
9/3/06 Quincy w 2-0 
9/8/06 Gannon Un iversity L 0-3 
9/10/06 Ashland w 2-1 
9/15/06 Northern Kentucky w 2-1 
9/17/06 Bellarmine L 0--2 
9/22/06 Lewis L 1-4 
9/24/06 Wisconsin-Parkside L 0-3 
9/29/06 Drury w 1-0 
10/1/06 Rockhurst L 1-2 
10/4/06 Missouri-St. Louis w 3-1 
10/6/06 Kentucky Wesleyan w 4-1 
10/8/06 Southern Indiana T 2-2 
10/11/06 Sill-Edwardsville L 0--5 
10/13/06 Saint Joseph's w 3-1 
10/15/06 Indiana poLs w 2-0 
10/20/06 Truman T 1-1 
10/22/06 Wisconsin-Parkside L 2-3 
11•1111'S S11ccer 
Date Opponent Score 
8/26/06 Central Methcx:list L 1 2 
8/30/06 Southwest Baptis1 L 01 
9/1/06 Saginaw Va lley Stale L 01 
9/3/06 Quincy L 0-2 
9/8/06 Mercy hurst L 0-2 
9/J0/06 Ashland L 0-3 
9/15/06 Northern Kentucky L 0-1 
9/]7/06 Be Harmine L 1-2 
9/20/06 STU-Edwardsville L 0--2 
9/24/06 Wisconsin-Parkside L 0-1 
9/29/06 Drury T 0-0 
10/1/06 Rockhurst L 0--4 
10/4/06 Missouri-St. Louis L 0-2 
10/6/06 Kentucky Wesleyan w 3-1 
10/8/06 Southern Indiana w 2-1 
10/13/06 Saint Joseph's w 2-1 
10/15/06 Indianapolis L 1-2 
10/20/06 WilJiam Wocx:ls w 3-0 
Date Opponent Score 
2/23/07 Oklahoma Science & Arts L 6-7 
' 
2/23/07 Northwestern (Iowa) W,12-11 
3/2/07 Newman w 5-2 
' 
3/2/07 Rockhurst L 2-8 
' 
3/2/07 Stephens w 8-0 
' 
3/5/07 Lincoln W, 16-8 
3/6/07 Lincoln W,4-0 
3/8/07 Missouri Sou them W,8-1 
3/8/07 Missouri Southern W7-5 
' 
3/9/07 Pittsburg State L 2-4 
' 
3/9/07 Southwest Baptist W,9-7 
3/10/07 Missouri Southern L 7-9 
' 
3/10/07 Central Missouri W7-6 
' 
3/17/07 Saint Joseph's w 3-0 
' 
3/17/07 Saint Joseph's L 8-9 
' 
3/18/07 Indianapolis L, 1-9 
3/18/07 Indianapolis W7-4 
' 
3/25/07 Kentucky-Wesleyan w 5-1 
' 
3/25/07 Kentucky-Wesleyan w 9-1 
' 
• 
3/29/07 Truman St21tc L,0 2 
3/29/07 Truman Stale W,32 
4/1/07 Quincy L,0 2 
4/1/07 Quincy L, 1-5 
4/2/07 Missouri-St. Lou is W,8-4 
4/2/07 Missouri-St. Lou is L, 3-11 
4/6/07 Lewis w 9-1 , 
4/6/07 Lewis w 3-2 , 
4/7/07 Wisconsi n-Parkside w 8-5 , 
4/7/07 Wisconsin-Parkside W,6-4 
4/10/07 Lincoln W, JJ -2 
4/10/07 Lincoln W,6-2 
4/15/07 :&llarmine w 7-4 , 
4/15/07 :&Harmine w 9-2 , 
4/21/07 Southern Indiana L, 3-4 
4/21/07 Southern Indiana L, 2-1] 
4/22/07 Southern Illinois-Edwardsville L, 1-2 
4/22/07 Southern Illinois-Edwardsville W,8-0 
4/29/07 Rockhurst W,4-2 
4/29/07 Rockhurst L 4-5 , 
5/4/07 Wisconsin-Parkside L, 1-4 
5/4/07 Indianapolis W, 11-9 
5/4/07 Quincy W,6-0 
5/5/07 Southern Indiana W,6-2 
5/5/07 Lewis L 2-6 , 
5/10/07 Lewis W,5-4 
5/11/07 Ferris State L, 4-12 
5/12/07 Grand VaJley State L 4-5 , 

Date Opponent Score 
10/7/06 Show Me State Showdown 3rd/6 
10/21/06 Lindenwood Invitational 1 st/4 
11/10/06 Drury L, 100-104 
11/17-11/19 Western Kentucky Invitational 2nd/3 
12/1-12/2 Ark-Little Rock Invitational lst/6 
1/5-1/6 Indianapolis Invitationa I lst/6 
1/19-1/20 Washington University Invitational lst/7 
1/26/07 Truman State W, 124-76 I 2/14-2/17 New South Championships Day 1-2-3-4 
3/14-3/17 NCAA Division II Championships 4th 
Tracll & Jielll 

2007 Miner Track & Field Roster Matt Morrow Throws Jr. 
Name Events Yr. Chris Murray Dist. So. 
Brett Agee Dist. Fr. Matt Osmond 
MD So. 
Jared Anders PV So. ian Packard Spr. 
So. 
Matt Bartels H/Jp/Sp Sr. Jeff Pike Jumps So. 
Steve Berg Hur. Fr. Jens Rodman Dist. Fr. 
Nathan Binder Spr. Fr. Paul Roland MD Fr. 
Josh Bird Dist. So. AndrewRopp Dist. Fr. 
Gary Black Dist. Jr. Matt Russell Dist. Jr. 
Joshua Boeckmann MD Fr. Kurt Schauwecker Dist. So. 
Chris Carsten Throws Sr. Jesse Scott Hur/Spr Sr. 
Andrew Conrad Dist. Sr. Phillip Shields Throws Jr. 
WesCroom MD So. Jamel Sims Hur/Spr Sr. 
Jarryd Dean Jumps Fr. Tyrone Smith Jumps S r. 
Stuart Denson Sp/Jp So. MarkSpaw Dist. Fr. 
Renny Dillinger Jr. ChrisTeel Dist. Fr. 
Wes Everhart Jav. So. Chris Thielker Dist. So. 
Thomas Green Dist. So. Greg Thome Dist. Fr. 
Heath Groom Jav. Jr. Ryan Vessell Spr. Jr. 
Lucas Handley PV Sr. Kai-EI Waters-Jones LJITJ Fr. 
Nathaniel Hay Dist. So. Kyle Williams Hur./Jp. Fr. 
Jordan Henry PV So. Jordan Wilson Dist. Fr. 
Josh Hesse Thr. Sr. Nicholas Windhorst HJ Fr. 
Bryan Hogan Spr. Fr. Nathan Young Dist. Fr. 
Joffroi Holcombe Dist. Jr. 
Peter Hollenbeck PV Fr. 
Jon Iglehart Spr. Sr. 
Joe Karas MD So. 
Michael Knickerbocker Dist . Jr. 
Logan MacCash PV/Spr. Fr. 
Brandon Marchegiani Hur/Spr Sr. 
Head Coach: Sterling Martin 
Charles Melton Spr. So . Assistant Coach: Bryan Schiding 
• 
2007 Miner Cross Country Rosterr 
Name Yr. 
Brett Agee Fr. 
Piotr Baidas Fr. 
Josh Bird So. 
Gary Black Sr. 
Andrew Conrad Sr. 
Thomas Green So. 
Nathaniel Hay So. 
Joffroi Holcombe Jr. 
Josh Hurford So. 
Joe Karas Fr. 
Michael Knickerbocker Jr. 
Kevin Mennel Jr. 
Chris Murray So. 
Jens Rodman Fr. 
Andrew Ropp Fr. 
Matt Russell Jr. 
Kurt Schauwecker So. 
Mark Spaw Fr. 
Chris Teel Fr. 
Chris Thielker So. 
Greg Thome Fr. 
Jordan Wilson Fr. 
Nathan Young Fr. 
Head Coach: Sterling Martin 




For all of those who have always wanted a girl's volleyball team for UMR 
your dreams have come true! In the fa ll of 2007 the first ever season of UMR 
girls vo lleyball w ill start. Jason Holt was named the head coach, Heather 
Roberts is the ass istant coach and Kristine Conley is the student helper. The 
first scrimmage is to be he ld on M onday, August 20th at 7pm. The first 
game will be held in the Gale-Bullman Mu ltipurpose building on Friday, Sep-
tember the 7th at 7pm. For more game information go to the website 
campus.umr.edu/sports/women/volleyballhtmL Also, check out the players 
that have signed letters of intent to come to play volleyball at UMR. Go out 
and support our newest sports team at all the home games! 
IISII!r 
Number Name Position Year Hometown/Pervious School 
1 Annie Smith liDS Fr. St. Louis, MoJincarnate Word Academy 
2 Bridget Williams liDS Fr. Topeka,KanJHayden HS 
3 Leandra Pelae OH Fr. Dunlap, TIJJDunlap HS 
4 Hope Mooberry MH Fr. Morton, IllJMorton HS 
5 Jessica La ughary OH Fr. Wheaton, MoJWheaton HS 
6 Stephanie Harman liDS Jr. Carl Junction, MoJWebb City HS 
7 Kit Spears OH Fr. Valley Center, KanNalley Center HS 
8 Lauren Summerville RS/S Fr. Fenton, MoJRockwocxJ Summit HS 
9 Tory Smiley s Fr. Springfield, MoJGlendale HS 
10 Lynsey Jorgenson MH So. St. Louis, MoJLindbergh HS 
11 Kade Herington MH Fr. Kalona, Iowa/Mid-Prairie HS 
12 Ashlyn Balensiefer s Fr. Lafayette, IndJMcCutcheon HS 
13 Samantha Klump MH Fr. Ash Grove, MoJHomeschooled 
14 Kaci Herron MH Fr. Jonesboro, Ark! Jonesboro HS 
15 Lisa Bradley s Fr. Littleton, ColoJColumbine HS 
16 Laura Sicking OH So. St. Louis, MoJNerinx Hall Academy 
18 MaddieOwak OH Fr. Tinley Park, IllJChicago Chrisdan HS 
20 Lisa Robinson OH So. Lake Charles, LaJSt. Louis Catholic HS 


Wfy Leave Ro{{a When So Much 
Js Happening? 
MANY PEOPLE, INCLUDING MYSELf, HAVE COMPLAINED 
THAT THERE IS NOTHING TO DO IN ROLLA. IT TURNS 
OUT THAT THERE ARE TONS Of THINGS TO DO, YOU JUST 
HAVE TO DO SOME SEARCHING TO REALLY fiND OUT 
THAT THERE ARE TONES Of LITTLE TREASURES HIDDEN 
IN THE ROUGH COUNTRYSIDE Of CENTRAL MISSOURL 
fEELING BORED? THERE ARE MANY THINGS TO DO! WHY DON'T YOU TRV: 
*PLAYING BOARD GAMES IN THE MIDDLE Of THE 
RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE LOUNGE 
*WATCHING MOVIES DURING FINALS WEEK IN-
STEAD Of STUDYING LIKE ONE SHOULD. 
*SUPPORTING THE MINERS WHETHER IT BE 
SCREAMING AT THE SIDE Of THE fOOTBALL fiELD 
OR HECKLING THE OPPOSITION IN THE MULTIPUR-
POSE BUILDING. 
*WRITING ON PEOPLE'S WALLS ON fACEBOOK OR 
EVEN BETTER, TALKING TO THEM IN PERSON. 
*GoiNG TO ONE Of THE MANY LOCAL PARKS AND 
fALLING ASLEEP IN THE GRASS. 
*TAKING A ROADTRIP TO A NEARBY CITY WHETHER 
TO SHOP fOR ANTIQUES, SPELUNK, OR ANALYZE HOW 
PEOPLE INTERACT IN BIG CITIES LIKE COLUMBIA, 
KANSAS CITY, OR ST. LoUIS. 
*PAINTING ALLA POLLACK, IT'S A GREAT STRESS RE-
LIEVER AND CAN BENEFIT MORE THAN YOURSELF. 
I *READING A BOOK, AFTER ALI., THERE ARE AT LEAST 
A FEW GOOD BOOKS OUT THERE. 
*STARTING A SMALL SERVICE PROJECT, YOU'RE BUSY 
AND YOU'LL FEEL GOOD AT THE END Of THE DAY. 
*SEEING HOW MANY MORE MOVIES YOU COULD 
WATCH BEFORE THE END Of THE SEMESTER USING 
THE 1001 MOVIES You SHOULD SEE BEFORE You DIE 
BOOK. 
*PLAYING A GAME LIKE VOLLEYBALL OUT IN THE RAIN. 
*GoiNG DOWN TO ALLEY CATS AND RELAXING WITH A 
NEVER-ENDING CUP Of TEA. 
*SEEING WHO'S PLAYING AT THE UPTOWN. 
*LOOKING AT THE NEWLy BLOOMING FLOWERS DURING 
THE DAZED LATE SCHOOL MONTHS. 
*DRESSING UP IN A COSTUME AND RUNNING 
AROUND CAMPUS JUST FOR FUN. 
*HELPING ORGANIZE A TOURNAMENT Of A FUN GAME 
(DODGEBALl, VOLLEYBALl, HALO, THE LIST IS END-
LESS} 
*JOINING A NEW CLUB OR ORGANIZATION (BUT THAT'S 
A WHOLE OTHER SECTION} 
*GoiNG FOR A SWIM IN THE MULTI-PURPOSE BUILD-
ING IN THE MIDDLE Of WINTER. 
*SITTING BACK RELAXING AND WORKING ON THAT 
FLAWLESS f ARMESRS TAN THAT YOU HAVE GAINED 
OVER THE PAST SUMMER. 
~A 'Few L lnforseen 'Disasters 
DOWfR 0UTftGf~ 
BACK IN HIGH SCHOOL THERE WAS NOTHING BETTER THAN FINDING OUT THAT SCHOOL WAS CANCELLED 
FOR A DAY. IT DIDN'T MA TIER WHY, IT WAS JUST A FREE DAY THAT WOULD END UP GETTING ITS SWEET 
REVENGE DURING THE END OF THE YEAR WHEN SENIORITIS AND SPRING FEVER HIT. RARELY IS THERE A 
DAY IN COLLEGE THAT THE ENTIRE COLLEGE CAMPUS RESULTS IN A NO SCHOOL DAY. WE AT UMR; HOW-
EVER, WERE STRUCK BY LUCK WHEN A GENERA TOR FAILED ON SUNDAY Nov. 12, 2006 NIGHT WHEN A FUSE 
BLEW. THE NEXT DAY THE CAMPUS WAS WITHOUT POWER AND ALL CLASSES WERE CANCELED. A FREE 
DAY IN COLLEGE. IN THE EVENING THERE WAS A BLANKET EMAIL SENT TO ALL STUDENTS STATING THE 
CAUSE OF THE BLACKOUTS. 
ICf STORM 
NATURE CAN BE SO BEAUTIFUL AT THE SAME TIME, HOWEVER, NATURE CAN BE VERY DANGEROUS. ON THE 
WEEKEND OF FRIDAY JAN 12TH THROUGH SUNDAY JANUARY 14TH, AN ICE STORM ROLLED THROUGH THE 
MIDWEST AND PELTED THE ROLLA AREA WITH SHEETS OF SNOW AND SEALED IT AWAy IN ICE. MOST TREES 
ON CAMPUS WERE BUCKLING WITH THE WEIGHT OF THE ICE ON THEIR BRANCHES. THIS POSED A SAFETY 
PROBLEM IF ONE OF THE BRANCHES FELL ON THE ALREADY ICE COVERED GROUND. LANSCAPING SERVICES 
WERE ASSIGNED TO CLEAR OFF AREAS OF HIGHER RISK AND CLEAN UP THE FROSTY FLORAL DEBRIS. ONE Of 
THE MOST EFFECTED AREA OF CAMPUS BY THE ICE STORM WAS THE QUADRANGLE WHERE THERE WERE 
FOUR ENTIRE EVERGREEN TREES THAT WERE UPROOTED BY THE SHEER WEIGHT Of THE ICE IN ADDITION TO 
LOW AND WEAK BRANCHES THAT FELL HAPHAZARDLY AROUND THE SIX BUILDINGS. 
@ 
TJ flU fPIDtMIC 
AN EPIDEMIC OF THE STOMACH FLU HIT THOMAS JEFFERSON HALL THIS WEEKEND, BEGINNIN
G THURSDAy 
EVENING. AT LEAST 40 STUDENTS, AND COUNTING, HAVE BEEN IMPACTED AND HAVE SHOWN FLU-LIKE SYMP-
TOMS. THE FLU HAS BEEN SHOWN TO HAVE A SHELF-LIFE OF APPROXIMATELY 72 HOURS, ALTHOUGH SOME 
STUDENTS HAVE GOTTEN WELL BEFORE THAT TIME LIMIT. 
THERE HAS BEEN SPECULATION ABOUT WHETHER THE ILLNESS IS ACTUALLY THE STOMACH F
LU OR IF IT IS 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT SUCH AS FOOD POISONING. THE REASONING BEHIND THINKING IT MAY 
BE FOOD POI-
SONING IS THAT THE OUTBREAK OCCURRED ALL AT ONCE AND VERY RAPIDLY. SOME STUDENT
S THREW UP 
AT REGULAR INTERVALS (I.E. EVERY 30 MINUTES) AND OTHERS GOT COMPLETELY BETTER AFTER VOMITING A 
fEW TIMES. LASTLY, IT WAS THOUGHT TO BE SUSPICIOUS THAT ONLY THOMAS JEFFERSON HA
LL RESIDENTS 
WERE GETTING ILL, AND NOT THE RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE {WHOSE RESIDENTS PRIMARILY EAT AT HAVENER) 
NOR THE QUADRANGLE (WHOSE RESIDENTS PRIMARILY EAT AT EITHER RA YL OR HAVENER~ RESIDENTIAL 
liFE AND STUDENT AFFAIRS HAVE LOOKED INTO THIS VERY SERIOUSLY. ACCORDING TO HOSP
ITAL PROCE-
DURE, If fOOD POISONING WAS SUSPECTED THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT WOULD BE AT THE TH
OMAS 
}E ' ffERSON CAFETERIA FINDING AND RESOLVING THE PROBLEM. THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT HAS NOT BEEN 
CALl£o, DESPITE THE AMOUNT OF TJ @ 
RESIDENTS WHO HAVE GONE TO THE HOSPITAL THUS fAR FOR DEHYDRATION CAUSED BY THE ILLNESS. IN 
ADDITION THERE HAS BEEN NO COMMON FOOD FOUND BETWEEN ALL Of THE INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE , 
GONE TO THE HOSPITAL (THEY ALL HAVE BEEN ASKED WHAT THEY HAVE EATEN FOR THE PAST 36 
HOURS.) THIS HAS LEO THE UNIVERSITY TO BELIEVE THAT IT IS A VIRAL INFECTION, WHOSE CHARACTER-
ISTICS ARE VERY SIMILAR TO THE STOMACH FLU. 
RESIDENTIAL LIFE AND (HARTWELL'S HAVE TEAMED UP TO DO THEIR PART IN HELPING KEEP HEALTHY 
RESIDENTS HEAL THY AND HELPING SICK RESIDENTS GET BETTER. IN THE TJ CAFETERIA, TONGS WERE 
MONITORED SO THAT THE HANDLE RARELY (IDEALLY NEVER) TOUCHED ANY FOOD TO KEEP DISEASE OUT 
Of THE FOOD. ALSO, POPSICLES WERE AVAILABLE INSTEAD Of ICE CREAM DURING FRIDAY'S LUNCH. fLU 
PACKS WERE MADE AVAILABLE FOR THOSE WHO WERE TOO ILL TO EAT DINNER OR GO ALL THE WAY TO 
HAVENER FOR DINNER. THE PACKS INCLUDE "CLEAR BROTH, }ELL-0, POPSICLES, FORTIFIED JUICES, CLEAR 
BEVERAGES AND SODA CRACKERS" ACCORDING TO THE PRESS RELEASE SENT OUT TO THE STUDENTS. 
PACKS CAN EITHER BE PICKED UP AT HAVENER OR TJ, OR THEY CAN BE DELIVERED TO THE SICK 
RESIDENT'S ROOM. 
fiRf! 
[ARL Y IN THE MORNING ON SUNDAY THE 7TH, CUSTODIAL STAFF AT THOMAS }EFFERSON HALL NOTED A 
DISTINCT ELECTRICAL BURNING SMELL THEY ALERTED THEIR SUPERVISOR, AND AT 6:49 AM THE FIRE ALARM 
WAS PULLED, EVACUATING THE BUILDING Of ITS ROUGHLY 160 RESIDENTS. WHILE THOMAS JEFFERSON IS 
ABLE TO HOLD UP TO 860 STUDENTS, MANY WERE NOT YET IN THE BUILDING SINCE IT WAS A MOVE-IN OA Y. 
A PRESS RELEASE HAS BEENE-MAILED TO THOMAS }EFFERSON HALL RESIDENTS EXPLAINING THE INCIDENT. 
ROLLA EMERGENCY SERVICES RESPONDED VERY QUICKLY TO THE ALARM, WITH THE FIRST FIRE TRUCK 
ARRIVING APPROXIMATELY ONE MINUTE AFTER THE ALARM WAS PULLED. WHEN ALL WAS SAID AND DONE, A 
TOTAL Of SEVEN FIRE TRUCKS, AN AMBULANCE, ROLLA POLICE, UMR POLICE, AND A MOBILE COMMAND 
CENTER HAD ARRIVED. 
DURING THEIR ATTEMPTS TO LOCATE THE SOURCE Of THE SMOKE, EMERGENCY SERVICES WERE FORCED TO 
TEAR A HOLE IN THE KITCHEN CEILING. THE POWER TO THE BUILDING WAS CUT IN CASE THE FIRE WAS 
ELECTRICAL IN NATURE, AND WATER WAS SPRAYED INTO THE KITCHEN AND BASEMENT HAD BLOWN INTO AN 
AIR DUCT CAUSING THE PAPER AND SOME INSULATION TO BEGIN SMOLDERING. No FLAMES RESULTED, BUT 
SMOKE BEGAN TO FILL THE CAFETERIA AND KITCHEN AREAS. IN ORDER TO ENSURE THE BUILDING WAS 
CLEAR Of STUDENTS, RESCUE PERSONNEL SWEPT THE BUILDING, KEYING INTO STUDENT ROOMS TO ENSURE 
THAT THEY WERE EMPTY. AT LEAST ONE STUDENT RECEIVED A CITATION FOR FAILING TO EXIT THE BUILD-
ING. CITATIONS ARE GIVEN TO THOSE REMAINING INSIDE BUILDINGS WITH POTENTIAL FIRES BECAUSE THOSE 
PEOPLES' CHOICE UNNECESSARILY RISKS FIREFIGHTERS' LIVES. 
STUDENTS EXITING TJ WERE ASKED TO LEAVE THE PREMISES, SEEKING REFUGE IN THE RESIDENTIAL 
COLLEGE AND VARIOUS RESTAURANTS AROUND TOWN UNTIL THEY WERE ALLOWED TO REENTER THE BUILD-
ING AROUND lOAM. THERE WAS NO DAMAGE TO STUDENT ROOMS, AND THERE WERE NO INJURIES. 
THOSE IMPACTED BY THE EVENT WERE EXTREMELY COOPERATIVE. STUDENTS WERE SEEN PROVIDING 
SHUTTLE SERVICES TO THE RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE, BRINGING FOOD FOR THOSE WHO REMAINED ON SITE, AND 
HUDDLING TOGETHER FOR WARMTH. 
@ 
lnTfRnftTIOnftl TfRRORISM ftT UMR 
TUESDAY MORNING AT APPROXIMATELY 2:32 A.M., UMR PO WAS CALLED IN REFERENCE TO A UMR STU-
DENT THREATENING TERRORIST ACTIONS IN THE FORM Of BOMBS AND ANTHRAX. THE STUDENT IN QUES-
TION WAS APPREHENDED AND ARRESTED INSIDE Of THE BUTLER-CARLTON CIVIL ENGINEERING BUILDING 
SOON AFTER THE INCIDENT BEGAN. AFTER THE OCCURRENCE, THE BUILDING WAS EVACUATED AND 23 
PEOPLE (INCLUDING 8 STUDENTS, ONE PROFESSOR, AND 14 OTHER INDIVIDUALS) WHO WERE PRESENT IN THE 
BUILDING AT THAT TIME WERE QUARANTINED IN THE NEARBY PHYSICS BUILDING. THE POLICE BELIEVED 
AT THAT TIME THEY MAY HAVE FOUND BOMB-MAKING MATERIALS IN THE FORM Of A WHITE POWDER 
WITHIN A CLOSE PROXIMITY Of THE STUDENT. 
SINCE THIS INCIDENT HAS OCCURRED, LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENTS HAVE CONFIRMED THAT THREATS MADE 
BY THE STUDENT WERE IN NO WAY ACCURATE. THIS INCIDENT ESCALATED VERY QUICKLY THROUGHOUT 
THE DAY, BEGINNING WITH THE PRESENCE Of THE ROLLA POLICE, U.M.R. CAMPUS POLICE, THE PHELPS 
COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT, THE MISSOURI HIGHWAY PATROL, THE fEDERAL BUREAU Of INVESTIGA-
TION, AND THE fORT LEONARD WOOD EXPLOSIVE OPERATIONS DIVISION. DUE TO THE EXTREME SEVER-
ITY Of TERRORIST THREATS IN OUR POST-9/11 WORLD, IT BECAME APPARENT THAT THESE ORGANIZATIONS 
WOULD BE NEEDED HERE ON CAMPUS AND THAT THIS WOULD HAVE A RESOUNDING EFFECT ON UMR's 
CAMPUS. THE FIRST Of THESE REPERCUSSIONS WAS THE EVENTUAL CANCELLATION Of CLASSES AT UMR 
AND THE SAINT PATRICK CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL THIS IS VERY CONCERNING TO ME. 
ONE Of THE ASPECTS Of THIS EVENT THAT HAS BEEN COVERED RECENTLY IS THE fACT THAT THE STU-
DENT IN QUESTION IS AN INTERNATIONAL GRADUATE STUDENT. THIS ISSUE HAS BEEN BROUGHT UP NOT 
ONLY IN MEDIA COVERAGE FROM OUTSIDE SOURCES BUT ALSO DURING THE PRESS CONFERENCES THAT 
OCCURRED ON TUESDAY. THIS BEGS THE QUESTION, "WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO MENTION THE NATIONAL-
ITY OF THE STUDENT?" IT HAS BEEN MENTIONED THAT THIS STUDENT IS INDIAN, AND AS SUCH HAS 
BROUGHT INTO QUESTION THE FACT THAT THEY ARE INTERNATIONAL IN ADDITION TO MENTIONING THE 
FACT THAT THE STUDENT WAS INTERNATIONAL, THERE HAS ALSO BEEN THE QUESTION AS TO WHETHER OR 
NOT THIS WOULD AFFECT THE RELATIONS Of UMR TO INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS AND WHETHER OR NOT 
THIS EVENT HAD ANY CONNECTION TO 9/ll 
To ASSUME THAT THIS INCIDENT INHERENTLY IS RELA TEO TO ETHNICITY Of THE SUSPECT IS NOT ONLY 
fOOLISH BUT ALSO OffENSIVE TO THE LARGE POPULATION Of INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS HERE AT UMR. 
THis INCIDENT IS EXTREMELY SERIOUS AND COULD BE CONSIDERED A MA TIER Of HOMELAND SECURITY; 
HOWEVER, IT IS NOT AN ISSUE THAT SHOULD REVOLVE AROUND WHETHER OR NOT THE STUDENT IN QUES-
TION IS FROM A FOREIGN COUNTRY. I CONTACTED THE STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT, LAUREN HUCHINGSON, 
AND SHE SAID "THE STUDENTS THAT I HAVE SPOKEN TO CONCERNING THE INCIDENT THAT OCCURRED 
TUESDAY MORNING FEEL THAT THIS ISSUE SHOULD REVOLVE SOLELY AROUND THE THREATS Of INDIVIDUAL 
AND COMMUNITY HARM AND NOT THE ETHNICITY Of THE STUDENT IN QUESTION AS PORTRAYED BY EX-
TERNAL MEDIA." I HOPE THAT STUDENTS TAKE THE TIME TO BECOME EVEN MORE fAMILIAR WITH THIS 
INCIDENT. HOWEVER, 1 WOULD ALSO ENCOURAGE EVERYONE TO KEEP IN MIND THAT ASSUMING THIS ISSUE 
HAD ANYTHING TO 00 WITH THE RACE Of THE STUDENT IN QUESTION IS EXCEPTIONALLY CLOSE -MINDED 
AND DISCRIMINATORY As SUCH, J HOPE THAT ALL FUTURE DISCUSSION WILL FOCUS ON THE INCIDENT 
ITSELF, AND NOT THE. ETHNICITY Of THE SUSPECT. 
ON MARCH 7TH, 2007, READERS Of THE MARVEL SERIES CIVIL WAR LEARNED THAT CAPTAIN 
AMERICA THE EMBODIMENT Of THE AMERICAN DREAM WAS DEAD. IN THE SERIES, STEVE 
ROGERS (THE ALTER-EGO Of CAPTAIN AMERICA) WAS SHOT AS HE WAS WALKING UP THE 
STEPS TO THE COURTHOUSE WHERE HE WAS SUPPOSED TO GO TO TRIAL FOR DEFYING A SU-
PERHERO REGISTRATION LAW. 
THE IDEA THAT SUPERHEROES DIE, DISSAPEAR, LOSE THEIR POWERS IS NOT UNCOMMON IN THE 
COMIC BOOK WORLD AND THE REVIVAL Of THESE SAME CHARACTERS IS ALSO NOT UNCOMMON. 
HOWEVER, THE READERS Of COMIC BOOKS SHOULD UNDERSTAND THAT ALL Of THE CHARAC-
TERS IN THE COMIC BOOK UNIVERSE, JUST LIKE IN ALL LITERARY WORKS, CARRY A SYMBOLIC 
MEANING THAT IS MUCH MORE IMPORT ANT THAN WHEN THE GoTHAM CITY WAS SAVED AGAIN 
OR If THE GREEN GoBLIN WAS THWARTED YET AGAIN. THE SYMBOLISM Of THE HERO EMBOD-
IES THE QUALITIES AND CHARACTERISTICS THAT WE ALL SHOULD STRIVE FOR. fOR THIS REA-
SON ALONE THE DEATH Of CAPTAIN AMERICA WAS DEVASTATING. 
CAPTAIN AMERICA WAS THE EMBODIMENT Of AMERICAN STRENGTH. [MERGING FROM THE 
CONFLICT Of WORLD WAR IL CAPTAIN AMERICA PROTECTED THE UNITED STATES FROM THE 
AXIS Of [VIL AND LATER EVEN FOUGHT COMMUNISM. HOWEVER, IN THE NEW MARVEL COMIC 
BOOK SERIES CIVIL WAR, AS HE CLIMBS THE STEPS TO THE COURT HOUSE, AS HE WAS ABOUT 
TO GO ON TRIAL, HE WAS SHOT. THE AMERICAN STRENGTH HE SYMBOLIZED HAS ENDURED 
FOR OVER SIXTY YEARS AND YET IN THIS AGE IT HAS SEEMED TO HAVE fALTERED. 
IN AN INTERVIEW WITH CNN EXPRESSED THEIR CONCERN ON THE IMPORTANCE Of THE DEATH 
Of THE SUPERHERO. 
MAR VEL SAYS THE COMIC STORY LINE CCJVIL WAR.l WAS INTENTIONALLY WRITTEN AS AN 
ALLEGORY TO CURRENT REAL-LIFE ISSUES LJJ(E THE PATRIOT ACT, THE WAR ON TERROR AND 
THE SEPTEMBER 11 ATTAC/(5. 
''EVERY CHILD J(NEW ABOUT 9/1~" SAYS DAN BUCJ(LEY, PRESIDENT OF MARVEL COMICS. '1F 
CHE"l COULD SEE A TV HE /(NEW WHAT 9/11 WAS. THE OTHER SIMILARITIES rTo.J THINGS GO-
ING ON ARE JUST PART OF STORYTELLING." 
IN TROUBLED TIMES CAPTAIN AMERICA DEFENDED US AGAINST THE THREATS AND RESTORED 
THE BELIEF Of THE AMERICAN DREAM. [VEN THOUGH CAPTAIN AMERICA WAS NOT AS ACTIVE 
IN THE LAST FEW YEARS AS HE ONCE WAS, HE STILL STOOD FOR EVERYTHING THAT HE ONCE 
STOOD FOR IN THE 40'S. RIGHT NOW WE ARE IN A TROUBLED TIME. THERE IS UNCERTAINTY IN 
THE HEARTS Of SOME AMERICANS. UNFORTUNATELY CAPTAIN AMERICA CAN'T SAVE US THIS 
TIME. WE AS INDIVIDUALS HAVE TO BECOME MORE LIKE THE LATE SUPERHERO AND BECOME 
SUPERHEROS {OR SUPERHEROINS~ WE CAN LEARN FROM HIS EXAMPLE AND ORA W TO BECOME 
BETTER INDIVIDUAL$. WE CAN BECOME THE EMBODIMENT Of AMERICAN STRENGTH. AND 
WITH THAT STRENGTH, WE CAN CAN CONQUER ANY PROBLEMS THAT WE fACE, TOGETHER AS A 
COUNTRY. 
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BOTH PROJECT X AND OPENING WEEK ARE MANDATORY fOR ALL fRESHMEN AND 
BOTH ARE AN INTEGRAL PART Of ANY fRESHMAN'S fiRST YEAR IN COLLEGE AT THE 
UNIVERSITY Of MISSOURI - ROLLA. fRIENDSHIPS ARE fORGED, ENEMIES ARE IDEN-
TifiED, RESOURCES ARE fOUND AND EXPLOITED, AND ONE REALIZES THE NECESSARY 
DEPENDENCE ON ENERGY DRINKS. THIS TIME IS WHEN fRESHMEN ARE MOST VUL-
NERABLE AND SUSCEPT ABLE TO PEER PRESSURE AND WHAT OTHERS THINK. THIS 
ALSO HAPPENS TO BE THE TIME WHEN THE BEST Of EACH PERSON COMES OUT TO 
GATHER fRIENDS, DOMINATE THE COMPETITION IN THE PROJECT X COMPETITION, OR 
WHATEVER IS NEEDED TO BE SUCCESSfUL IN COLLEGE. OPENING WEEK ALLOWS ALL 
fRESHMEN TO SLIDE INTO THE COLLEGE LifESTYLE AND ADJUST BEfORE SCHOOL 
ACTUALLY STARTS AND THERE WON'T BE TIME. AND WINNING A fREE MEAL WITH 
THE CHANCELLOR IS ALSO PRETTY COOL TOO. 
@ 
An Jntrotfuction to LIMR 
T1 ' Poo{-Les~Pafooza! 
As fiNALS LOOMED OMINOUSLY OVER THE END OF THE 
SPRING SEMESTER, THE SPIRITS OF THE STUDENTS 
WERE NOT DAMPENED AS THEY CELEBRATED AT THE 
TJ POOL -LESS-PALOOZA! DUE TO CONSTRUCTION, THE 
POOL WAS NOT OPEN. PARTICIPANTS CELEBRATED THE 
SMALL PARKING LOT OF TJ WITH GIANT INFLATABLE 
PARTY TOYS AND FOOD IN A CARNIVAL OR SCHOOL 
PICNIC TYPE ATMOSPHERE. THIS JOVIAL JUBILEE AL-
LOWED EVERYONE TO HAVE ONE LAST FLING PRIOR TO 
THE END OF THE YEAR STRESSES THAT INCLUDE fiNALS, 
MOVING, AND SUMMER WORK (OR LACK THERE OF} 
Just a 'Few Miners Cutting LIp a Rug 
~n~ct€~ M€ss€c. 
WHILE SOME PEOPLE JUST SAT THERE THIS YEAR AND THOUGHT TO 
THEMSELVES "I WISH I COULD DANCE," TWO FRESHMEN ANNE ACTON 
AND AMANDA KOENIG TOOK CHARGE AND CREA TEO A SMALL MINI 
ORGANIZATION THAT REMEDIED THIS LETHARGIC ATTITUDE. BACK 
HOME THESE TWO INDIVIDUALS TORE UP THE DANCE FLOOR WITH 
THEIR UNIQUE FORM Of SWING DANCING AND MISSING THIS AT UMR, 
THEY DECIDED TO BRING THEIR STYLE HERE. THE SWING DANCING 
GROUP MET TWICE A WEEK AND ANYONE, REGARDLESS Of EXPERI-
ENCE, WAS WELCOMED WITH OPEN ARMS. DANCERS 
MET IN THE MULTIPURPOSE BUILDING SPECIFI-
CALLY IN THE AEROBICS ROOM EVERY 
SUNDAY AND WEDNESDAY NIGHT 
FROM ~OPM TO 10:00PM TO 
TEACH, DEVELOP, LEARN, 
OR PRACTICE MORE THAN 80 DIFFERENT FEATS Of ACRo-
BA TIC SWING DANCING. ONCE DURING THE YEAR THE 
GROUP TOOK A FIELD TRIP UP TO THE CASA LOMA BALL-
ROOM IN ST. LOUIS TO TRY OUT THEIR NEWLY AQUIRED 
DANCING SKILLs. THIS SMALL GROUP Of HARDCORE DANCERS 
IS ALWAYS ENCOURAGING MORE MEMBERS TO JOIN SO If YOU 
WANT TO LEARN TO DANCE OR JUST CAN'T STOP DANCING, HEAD 
ON OVER AND DANCE YOUR DREAMS A WAY. 
"You have the emotion of a pogo-stick!" 
Pictures by 
Udnesy Coale 
Chinese Spring 'Festiva{ 
~nf'((~~ ~~ss~c, 
THE CHINESE SPRING fESTIVAL CELEBRATES 
THE LUNAR NEW YEAR AND IS THE MOST 
IMPORTANT FESTIVAL IN ASIA. THE CEL-
EBRATION TYPICALLY LASTS SEVERAL DAYS 
IN CHINA AND IS A TIME FOR RENEW A4 
GATHERING WITH FAMILY, AND PAYING 
RESPECT TO ANCESTORS AND ELDERS. 
THE CHINESE SPRING fESTIVAL AT UMR 
WAS CELEBRATED ON JANUARY 29TH. 
THE FESTIVAL CONSISTED OF A CHINESE 
CULTURAL SHOW AND THEN WAS FOLLOWED BY A MEAL 
THE RANGE OF PERFORMANCES IN THE PROGRAM WERE VAST AND VERY ENTERTAINING. 
PERFORMERS PLA YEO MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS BOTH NATIVE TO CHINA LIKE THE GUZHENG (A 
ZITHER TYPE INSTRUMENT) OR NOT SO NATIVE LIKE THE PIANO, ACTED IN A PLAY OF ARE-
MADE CHINESE CLASSIC, SANG AND DANCED IN AN CHOREOGRAPHY, PERFORMED TRADITIONAL 
DANCES WITH SUCH ACCESSORIES AS FANS AND RIBBONS, AND DEMOSTRA TED TRADITIONAL 
CHINESE CULTURE SUCH AS STYLES OF KUNG FU AND THE ANIMATED STORY OF A DRAGON. 
AFTER THE CULTURAL SHOW, THE FESTIVITIES MOVED TO THE HAVENER CENTER. AUTHEN-
TIC CHINESE CUISINE PROVIDED BY CHINESE STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS ASSOCIATION. 
@ 
'Dwafi Night 
A SPECTACLE Of LIGHTS AND CULTURE SPARKED THE 
EVENING Of NOVEMBER 12TH, 2006 WHEN THE UNI-
VERSITY Of MISSOURI - ROLLA'S INDIA ASSOCIATION 
CELEBRATED DIW ALI 2006. 
DIW ALI, LITERALLY MEANING "ROW Of LIGHTS," IS A 
FESTIVAL Of LIGHTS CELEBRATED BY BELIEVERS Of 
HINDI, JAIN, SIKH, AND BUDDHIST RELIGIONS. THE 
LIGHTS SYMBOLIZE THE TRIUMPH Of GOOD OVER EVIL, 
FOUND IN MANY Of THE RELIGIONS' STORIES. THIS 
CELEBRATION ALSO MARKS THE BEGINNING Of THE 
HINDU YEAR. 
UMR's INDIA ASSOCIA liON'S DIW ALI CELEBRATION 
STARTED OUT WITH A CULTURAL FAIR COMPRISING Of 
VARIOUS DANCES, MUSICAL PERFORMANCES, A fASHION 
SHOW, AND VIDEO CLIPS PRODUCED BY UMR's INDIA 
ASSOCIATION. THE VIDEO CLIPS CAN BE SEEN ON BOTH 
GooGLE VIDEO AND YOUTUBE, AND THERE ARE LINKS 
TO THE VIDEO CLIPS ON THE ASSOCIATION'S WEB PAGE, 
WWW.UMR.EDU/ -INDIA. 
DURING THE MAIN PORTION Of THE CULTURAL FAIR, 
THE DANCING PORTION, DANCES RANGED FROM MODERN 
TO FOLK STYLES, SUCH AS SOME 1950'S DANCES FROM 
INDIA'S CULTURE, THE BIHU DANCE- A FOLK DANCE 
THAT REPRESENTS YOUTHFUL PASSION, 1980'S DANCING 
ABOUT INDIA'S CINEMA, AND GHARBA- DANDIV A - A 
LIVELY DANCE ALSO CALLED THE "DANCE Of SWORDS." 
AFTER THE CULTURAL fAIR, THE CELEBRATION WASN'T 
OVER QUITE YET. A FIREWORK DISPLAY WAS PUT ON, 
FOLLOWED BY DINNER TO CELEBRATE THE EVENT. 
@ 
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IT WAS A WET OA Y OUTSIDE BUT THERE WAS A 
PARTY INSIDE ELK'S LODGE IN ROLLA. THE MS. 
BLACK AND GoLD PAGEANT WAS TAKING PLACE. AN 
HOUR BEFORE THE PAGEANT THE TEN CONTESTANTS 
WERE GETTING READY. SOME WERE PRACTICING FOR 
THE TALENT PORTION OF THE COMPETITION WHILE 
OTHERS WERE PREPARING FOR THE OPENING DANCE. 
THE TEN CONTEST ANTS WERE COURTNEY BARBER, 
BROOKE BEESON, JASMINE BOYD, ANDREA HUTSON, 
STEPHANIE VALE~ CHARAY CYRUS, CRYSTAL JACK-
SON, Cy ARA COLEMAN, AND EBONI CONNERS. THE 
TEN LADIES WERE ALL COMPETING FOR THE FIVE 
HUNDRED OOLLAR SCHOLARSHIP AND THE TITLE OF 
QUEEN. THE MEN Of ALPHA PHI ALPHA INVOLVED 
IN THE PAGEANT WERE DUANE ALEXANDER, CHRISTOPHER CAMPBELL, CLARENCE CHANEY, STEVEN 
fRANKLIN, KEENAN MILLER, ANDRE DAVIS, NICKOLAS McfOWLAND, AND DRAMOND ASHFORD. THE 
GUYS PLAYED VARIOUS ROLES IN THE PAGEANT SUCH AS ESCORTS OR IN SOME CASES DANCING WITH 
THE LADIES. 
THE EVENING STARTED WITH THE LOVELY LADIES OOING AN OPENING DANCE. NEXT THE LADIES CAME 
TO THE MEAT OF THE COMPETITION INCLUDING CASUAL WEAR, BUSINESS WEAR, TALENT AND FORMAL 
WEAR. THE HOSTS OF THE NIGHT, INCLUDING ANDRE DAVIS, 
TRANSITIONEO VERY WELL BETWEEN THE DIFFERENT EVENTS 
BY HAVING RAFFLES IN BETWEEN THE EVENTS. THE TALENT 
COMPETITION SHOWED THE VARIOUS SIDES OF THE LADIES. 
COURTNEY AND ANDREA UNITED IN THEIR TALENT. WHILE 
ANDREA PLA YEO THE PIANO COURTNEY SANG. BROOK BEESON 
AND EBONI CONNERS BOTH SANG FOR THE EXCITED AUDIENCE. 
STEPHANIE V ALEZ PERFORMED BELLY DANCING TO SHAKIRA 
WITH ONE OF THE MEN Of ALPHA PHI ALPHA. CRYSTAL JACK-
SON PLA YEO A WONDERFUL PIECE ON THE VIOLIN FOR HER 
TALENT. IN THE FINAL STAGES OF THE NIGHT THE WINNERS 
WERE ANNOUNCED. THIRD PLACE WENT TO EBONI CONNERS A 
FRESHMAN IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. SECOND PLACE WENT 
TO STEPHANIE VALEZ A JUNIOR IN CHEMISTRY. fiRST PLACE 
WENT TO CRYSTAL JACKSON A FRESHMAN IN MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERING. 
AFTER THE CROWNING OF THE 2006 QUEEN THE MEN Of ALPHA 
PHI ALPHA HAD A STEP SHOW. ALUMNI OF THE UNIVERSITY, 
UMR STUDENTS, AND fAMILY OF THE CONTESTANTS DANCED 
THE NIGHT AWAY. 

Salsa Night 
JANUARY 26TH 2007 WHEN THE CAMPUS WAS STILL SUffER-
ING fROM THE UNUSUAL MISSOURI WEATHER INDUCED COLD 
SPELL, THINGS WERE HEATING UP IN THE SOUTHWESTERN 
BELL CULTURAL CENTER THE SociETY OF HISPANIC PRo-
FESSIONAL ENGINEERS HOSTED A SALSA NIGHT TO INTRo-
DUCE BASIC DANCE STEPS TO THREE TYPES Of MEXICAN 
MUSIC SALSA, MERENGUE, AND REGGAETON. SALSA IS A 
SLOWER TYPE OF DANCE WITH MUSIC SIMILAR TO A MAMBO, 
RUMBA OR OTHER SPANISH CUBAN MUSIC. MERENGUE MUSIC 
IS BASICALLY SPANISH CLUB MUSIC AND THE ACCOMPANYING 
DANCE IS SIMILAR TO A BALLROOM TYPE OF DANCE. 
REGGAETON COULD BE CALLED SPANISH HIP-HOP DUE TO 
THE FACT THAT IT IS A BLENDING OF REGGAE, DANCEHALL, 
BOMBA AND HIP-HOP MUSIC STYLES FOR A fAST PACE LA TIN 
EXPERIENCE. 
ABOUT 40 GUYS AND DOLLS SHOWED UP AND DANCED INTO 
THE NIGHT. A OJ BY SHPE WAS THERE TO PLAY MUSIC. 
ALMOST NONSTOP WITH THE EXCEPTION OF ONE OR TWO 
INTRODUCTORY "HOW TO" SONGS. DURING THESE INTRODUC-
TORY SONGS, STEPHANIE V ALEZ AND JACKIE NORNO DEMON-
STRATED THE RUDIMENTARY STEPS AND URGED EVERYONE 
TO "FEEL THE RHYTHM." REGARDLESS If EVERYONE FELT 
THE RHYTHM QR NOT, EVERYONE WHO SHOWED UP HAD SO 
MUCH FUN THAT SHPE DECIDED TO HOLD TWO MORE SALSA 
NIGHTS. 
Tuba CfJristn1as 
As THE CHRISTMAS SEASON ORA WS NEARER 
FOR THE STUDENTS Of UMR THOUGHTS 
BEGIN TO DANCE IN THEIR HEADS. Usu-
ALLY THESE THOUGHTS ARE RELATED TO 
FINA~ THE MEASLY BREAK BETWEEN 
SEMESTER~ OR EVEN SUGAR PLUMS FOR 
SOME. HOWEVER FOR A SMALL GROUP Of 
fANATIC LOW BRASS ONLY ONE THOUGHT 
COMES TO MIND, TUBA CHRISTMAS. fOR 
THOSE WHO DON'T KNOW, TUBA CHRISTMAS 
IS A SMALL ENSEMBLE Of LOWER BRASS 
THAT GET TOGETHER DURING THE CHRIST-
MAS SEASON TO PLAY CHRISTMAS CAROLS 
FOR PASSERSBY. THIS PAST TUBA CHRIST-
MAS WAS HELD IN THE ATRIUM Of THE 
HAVENER CENTER AND CONDUCTED BY THE TALENTED LINDA KEENEY, THE FORMIDABLE JARED SHULSE, 
AND THE GREAT DR. MILLER. THE CAROLS THAT THESE DEDICATED INDIVIDUALS PLAY RANGE FROM 
}INGLE BELLS TO GooD KING WENCESLAS. EVERYONE WHO STOPPED BY HAVENER DURING THIS MANI-
fESTATION Of THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT SEEMED TO FEEL JUST A LITTLE BIT BETTER FOR THE FINALS THAT 
WEEK AND THE NEW YEAR TO COME. 
S weetfxart dtuction 
THIS LAST VALENTINES DAY WHILE SOME Of US SPENT TIME 
WITH OUR SWEETHEARTS, OTHERS WERE SWEET ENOUGH TO 
BE SOLD fOR CHARITY {DON'T 
WORRY, IT'S LEGAL IN MISSOURI 
AS LONG AS IT IS fOR CHARITY} 
THE SWEETHEART AUCTION 
WAS SPONSORED BY RHA AND 
DELTA SIGMA PHI IN ORDER TO 
RASE MONEY fOR MDA AND 
THE CANCER fUND Of 
AMERICA. THE AUCTION STARTED PROMPTLY AT 7:00PM. EACH CONTES-
T ANT BEING SOLD WAS ASSOCIATED WITH A DONA TED ITEM fROM A LOCAL 
STORE OR SERVICE PROVIDER THESE DONATIONS RANGED fROM fREE 
PANCAKES AT DENNY'S TO A WHOLE PIE fROM SLICE Of PIE TO A fREE 
TRIP TO THE ZONE. fOLLOWING CUSTOMARY AUCTIONING PROCEDURES 
THE fUNDRAISER WAS RUN BY AN EMCEE, NICK WILLIAMS. 
SOME BIG SELLERS WERE SHAUN DIERKER WHO SOLD fOR $4~ JACOB SHERRY WHO SOLD fOR $46, 
AND LEYLA GARDNER WHO SOLD fOR $7l THE BIG SPENDER 
Of THE EVENING HAD TO BE BRADY MOORE, WHO BOUGHT A 
TOTAL Of 6 PEOPLE WORTH A TOTAL Of $96. 
THE TOTAL MONEY RAISED 
AfTER ALL AUCTION-
ING WAS COMPLETE 
SUMMED TO WELL 
OVER $600. 
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ONE Of THE GREATEST CULT CLASSICS Of THIS DAY AND AGE IS 
NONE OTHER THAN THE ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW. 
ORIGINALLY RELEASED IN 1975 IN THE UNITED KINGDOM, THIS 
TABOO fiLM CROSSED THE POND TO A GREAT fAN BASE THAT 
ENCOMPASSED THE AVERAGE COLLEGE STUDENT. IN COMMEMORA 
TION Of ALL HALLOWS [VE (OR MORE COMMONLY KNOWN AS 
HALLOWEEN) DA VINCI AND SUB PUT ON A HORRORSHOW Of A 
TIME (ARE THERE ANY DROOGS OUT THERE?~ 




ROR SHOW (IT 
WAS A PLAY BE-
FORE A MOVIE~ THE PARTICIDURING THE VIEWING Of THE 
MOVIL A GOODIE BAG WAS PANTS WERE ASKED TO PER-
FORM CERTAIN ROLES GIVEN TO EACH MOVIE W AICHER. 
INSIDE THESE GOODIE BAGS THERE WERE NOISEMAKERS, 
TOILET PAPER, RICE, NEWSPAPER, PARTY HATS, A DECK Of 
CARDS, ETC... AND A CARD THAT DICTATES WHEN THESE 
PROPS ARE TO BE PROPERLY USED. To ENCOURAGE AUDI-
ENCE PARTICIPATION WITH THE CALL BACK LINES, CERTAIN 
LINES WERE WRITTEN ON POSTERS AND HELD UP DURING 
THE MOVIL PHRASES ON THE POSTERS INCLUDED BUT 
WERE NOT LIMITED TO: "OH BRAD," "JANET," AND ALSO AS A 
COMMAND "TIME WARP." THERE WAS ALSO A CALLBACK 
LIST THAT INCLUDED COMMONLY USED LINES THAT EVERY 
ROCKY HoR-
ROR SHOW W AICHER IS SUPPOSED TO KNOW. 
CONTINUING WITH CUSTOMARY PROCEDURES fOR THE 
SHOWING Of THE ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW, PARTICI-
PANTS WERE ENCOURAGED TO DRESS UP IN COSTUMES. Cos-
TUMES RANGED FROM THE SCANTILY CLAD ROCKY, ONLY IN 
A PAIR Of GOLDEN SPEEOOS, TO A VAMPIRESS WHO WAS 
DRESSED TO KILL fOR THE BEST MALE AND FEMALE COS-
TUME THERE WERE PRIZES: A COPY Of SHOCK TREATMENT 
(THE SEQUEL Of THE ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW) AND 
A BUCKET Of CANDY. 
@ 
Neef Sonu Mono/? 
We CJot ~ lo6 'For YOu! 
~ IT SEEMS TO BE A PREREQUISITE IN ORDER TO 
BE A COLLEGE STUDENT, YOU ALMOST HAVE 
TO BE POOR. WITH CAMPUS JOBS THOUGH 
YOU MAY NOT HAVE TO RESORT TO DECIDING 
~ WHETHER YOU NEED YOUR OWN WII OR If 
YOU WANT TO EAT FOR THE NEXT FEW 
PHOTOGRAPHER OR WRITER FOR THE YEAR-
BOOK, (GO FIGURE1 fOOD DISTRUIBUTION AS-
SISTANT, CERTAIN PROGRAMS FOR UNDER 
GRADUATE RESEARCH, AND MANY MORE. 
JUST FOR A TASTE Of WHAT STUDENT LIFE HAS TO OFFER VISIT 
HTTP"/ /STUDENTLIFE.UMR.EDU/ORGANIZA TIONS/LISTING.HTML 
[ASTER, IT'S THE TIME Of YEAR THAT MUTANT 
RABBITS THAT CAN LAY CHOCOLATE AND PLASTIC 
EGGS ROAM FREE WHILE SMALL CHILDREN HUNT 
fOR BOTH THE RABBITS AND THE EGGS. THIS YEAR 
SOME COLLEGE STUDENTS ALSO JOINED IN THE HUNT 
fOR THE RAINBOW ASSORTMENT Of MUTANT EGGS. 
THE RABBITS MUST HAVE BEEN SENSITIVE TO LIGHT 
SINCE THE EVENT WAS HELD FROM 9:00PM UNTILL 
ROUGHLY 11:30. SUB MUST HAVE BEEN IN LEAGUE 
WITH THE RABBIT DON SINCE NOT ONLY WERE 
THEY SPONSORING THE EVENT, THEY ALSO WERE 
HIDING THE EGGS "UNNOTICED" AND GAVE OUT THE 
PRIZES fOR VOUCHERS FOUND IN THE PLASTIC 
OVVIOS Of MYSTERY. THE PRIZES RANGED FROM 
VARIOUS CANOY BARS TO BACKYARD SPORTS SETS 
TO THE RARE AND VERY VALUABLE NINTENOO WIL 
SUB AND THOSE RABBITS DID A VERY GOOD JOB Of 
HIDING THE EGGS. THEY WERE LITERALLY EVERY-
WHERE ON CAMPUS. SOME Of THE EGGS WERE 
STASHED BY THE MILLENIUM ARCH AND OTHERS 
WERE ACROSS CAMPUS AT STONEHENGE. THE WII-
NING EGG WAS FOUND NEAR HARRIS HALL DOWN A 
DRAIN ATTACHED TO A ROPE. SOME INDIVIDUALS 
WERE SO THOROUGH THAT THEY EVEN CHECKED 
THE DRAINAGE DITCH BY THE PHYSICS BUILDING. 
EVEN THOUGH THEY GOT STUCK AND UMRPD WAS 
CALLED THEIR RESOLVE WAS LEFT INTACT. MU-
TANT RABBITS HAVE A SICK SENSE Of HUMOR. 
Tf)e Society of Hispanic 'Professionaf 
, Engineer's 'Futbo{ito !fournanunt 
fOR THOSE WHO DON'T KNOW WHAT fUTBOLITO IS, 
HERE IS A BRIEF RUNDOWN. 
*fUTBOLITO IS PLAYED ON A SMALLER FIELD THAN A 
REGULAR FOOTBALL (OR SOCCER) FIELD. THE GOALS 
AR£ ALSO SMALLER TO ACCOUNT FOR THE SMALLER 
FIELD 
*THERE IS A PENALTY BOX AROUND THE GOAL FROM 
WHERE NO GOALS CAN BE SCORED. 
*IT'S LIKE INDOOR SOCCER BUT WITH BOUNDARIES AT 
THE EDGE OF TH£ FIELD RA TH£R THAN NO BOUN{}-
ARIES. 
fiVE TEAMS FROM ALL AROUND CAMPUS DECIDED TO 
COM£ OUT ON SATURDAY, APRIL 14TH TO COMPETE IN 
THE FOOTBOLITO TOURNAMENT SPONSORED BY SHPE. 
DUE TO RAINY CONDITIONS THAT SATURDAY, THE 
GAMES WER£ PLA Y£D IN TH£ INDOOR SOCCER fiELD 
ADJACENT TO TH£ MULTI-PURPOSE BUILDING. OUT OF 
THE FIVE TEAMS THE DREAM TEAM AND GLOBAL 
BA TILED IT OUT IN THE END AND PROVIDED A VERY 
INTERESTING GAME. GLOBAL EMERGED VICTORIOUS 
AFTER ALL THINGS WERE SAID AND DONE. 
Sociaf Networking Sites: '1ood or 'Bad? 
EVERYONE KNOWS ABOUT II. IT'S IMPOSSIBLE NOT TO KNOW WHAT f ACEBOOK IS ABOUT. SOCIAL SITES 
SUCH AS MYSPACE OR f ACEBOOK, OR EVEN BLOGGING SITES SUCH AS XANGA HAVE BECOME SO POPULAR 
THAT VIRTUALLY EVERYONE HAS AT LEAST ONE Of THESE ACCOUNTS. THESE SITES HAVE ALSO BECOME 
THE CENTER Of INTERNET SAFETY ISSUES AND EVEN MORE NEFARIOUS, THESE SITES HAVE STOLEN AN 
UNMENTIONABLE AMOUNT Of TIME FROM THE PEOPLE WHO USE THEM. JUST A SMALL INNOCUOUS SUGGES-
TION Of "oH, LET ME CHECK MY f ACEBOOK," CAN RESULT IN HOURS Of WASTED TIME THAT CANNOT BE 
SALVAGED. AS WITH ALL OTHER SENSATIONS, THERE ARE A FEW f ACEBOOK ADDICTS THAT JUST HAPPEN 
TO KNOW Of EVERYTHING THAT ANY PERSON MIGHT PUT UP ON THEIR WALL 
THERE ARE A FEW DIAMONDS IN THE ROUGH. f ACEBOOK PROVIDES AN EASY WAY TO CONTACT PEOPLE 
WHEN YOU DON'T OR CANNOT EMAIL THEM. THERE ARE INSTANCES WHERE IT IS MUCH EASIER TO 
F ACEBOOK MESSAGE SOMEONE RATHER THAN CALL OR EMAIL f ACEBOOK ALSO PROVIDES A WAY TO FIND 
PEOPLE IN YOUR CLASS OR PEOPLE WHO ALREADY TOOK A CLASS THAT YOU MIGHT BE STRUGGLING 
THROUGH. 80TH MYSPACE AND fACEBOOK ALLOW TWO PEOPLE TO KEEP IN TOUCH IN AN AESTHETI-
CALLY PLEASING WAY WITH PICTURES, WALLs, AND MESSAGES. AND XANGA IS BASICALLY A PUBLIC JOUR-
NAL WHERE PEOPLE CAN VENT THEIR FEELINGS WHILE STILL BEING ABLE TO TELL PEOPLE SOMETHING 
HOW THEY FEEL ABOUT SOMETHING IN ONE FELL SWOOP. 
REGARDLESS Of HOW EVERYONE THINKS Of fACEBOOK, MYSPAC[, OR XANGA, INTERNET SOCIAL SITES ARE 
HERE TO STAY. THEY MIGHT CHANGE THEIR APPEARANCE, RESTRICTIONS, OR OTHER SUPERFICIAL FOIBLES 
BUT NOTHING CAN ABOLISH THE IDEA Of SOCIAL NETWORKING ON THE INTERNET • 
·•• myspace.com® 
• a place for friends. 
••• xanga .com 
Tfx Hauntecf Mines 
AUTUM IS APPROACHING, AND YOU FEEL A CHILL 
IN THE AIR. LEAVES ARE LAZILY fALLING FROM 
THE TREES. THE SUN GOES DOWN AND THE DARK-
NESS SLOWLY ENVELOPES YOU. AHEAD Of YOU IS 
A CAVE. THE CAVE IS PITCH DARK. IF YOU GO IN 
THERE YOU ARE LIKELY TO BE EATEN BY A GRUE. 
YOU HEAR A LOW GROAN ECHOING FROM THE 
DEPTHS Of THE CAVE. YOU MUST BE CRAZY OR 
VERY BRAVE BECAUSE YOU DECIDE TO GO IN 
ANYWAY. AFTER A FEW STEPS YOU FINO A DOOR. 
You APPROACH A DOOR. YOU TRY TO OPEN IT 
BUT IT IS LOCKED. You REACH FOR YOUR RING 
Of SKELETON KEYS BUT SUOOENL Y YOU HEAR A 
LOUD CRASH BEHIND YOU. You TURN AROUND 
AND YOU SEE A BLOOD COVERED ZOMBIE HOLDING 
A BLOODY CHAINSA W AND SOME CRANBERRIES. 
You IMMEDIATELY ABOUT FACE AND DASH FROM 
THE CAVE. LATER YOU HEAR A KNOCK ON YOUR 
DORM ROOM DOOR AND IT TURNS OUT THAT YOU 
STUMBLED INTO THE UMR HAUNTED MINES AND 
YOU DIDN'T PAY THEM. You REMEMBER YOU ARE 
A POOR COLLEGE STUDENT AND YOU PROCEED TO 
SCREAM IN TERROR AND RUN. 
THE UMR HAUNTED MINES IS A PROGRAM PUT ON 
BY THE MINING DEPARTMENT TO RAISE MONEY FOR 
THE FIELOTRIPS FOR THE MINING DEPARTMENT. 
TICKETS WERE REQUIRED TO GO INTO THE MINE 
AND EACH WAS $5. CANNED GOODS WERE ALSO 
ACCEPTED FOR CHARITY AS A DISCOUNT FOR THE 
MINE. EVERY YEAR THIS UNDERGROUND FRIGHT 
FEST IS REBUILT TOT ALLY FROM SCRATCH AND EACH 
CONTRIBUTOR TO THE HAUNTED MINE GETS THEIR 
OWN SEPARATE ROOM THAT CAN BE ALTERED FROM 
REGULAR ROOM TO SOMETHING SINISTER 
LIMR 'Band and Orcfx:stra Concerts 
WHO DOESN'T LIKE RELAXING TO THE SLIGHTLY DISCHOROANT HARMONIES Of MR PERCY GRANGER, THE 
ERRATIC AND ANIMATED MOVEMENTS Of THE BARBER OF SEVILLE - OVERTURE, OR THE EXPRESSIVE AND 
TRANQUIL MELODIES Of THE SECOND SUITE IN F BY GUSTAV HOLST. IN ADDITION TO THESE SULTRY 
SOOTHING SOUNDS, FOR UMR STUDENTS THIS RELAXING TRIP IS FREE. THE FOUR UMR BANOS (SYMPHONIC 
BAND, CHAMBER SYMPHONIC BAND, ORCHESTRA, AND CHAMBER ORCHESTRA) EACH PLAY AROUND TWO 
CONCERTS EACH YEAR: ABOUT EIGHT CHANCES TO ACHIEVE A MUSICAL NIRVANA! AND If BAND ISN'T YOUR 
THING, THE UMR CHAMBER CHOIR AND UMR CHOIR ALSO PERFORM ABOUT TWICE A SEMESTER 
EACH BAND CONSISTS Of ROUGHLY THIRTY MEMBERS WHILE THE ORCHESTRA CONSISTS Of ROUGHLY SIXTY 
MEMBERS WHO EACH DEVOTE COUNTLESS HOURS OVER THE SEMESTER TO HONE THEIR OWN PARTICULAR 
MUSICAL SKILLS. THE MUSIC PLA YEO IS CHOSEN BY DR MILLER, THE MUSIC DIRECTOR FOR ALL Of THE 
BANDS. [ACH BAND PLAYS INTOXICATING MELODIES THAT ARE GUARANTEED TO GET STUCK IN YOUR HEAD. 
So WHETHER YOU PREFER THE BRAZEN BRASS OR THE PECULIAR PERCUSSION OR EVEN THE WONOEROUS 
WOODWINDS, THERE IS SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE TO ENJOY AT THE UMR BAND AND ORCHESTRA CON-
CERT. 
Linder Construction 
SOME THINGS ARE UNA VOIDABLE: DEATH, TAXES, AND CONTINUAL CONSTRUCTION FOR ALL COL-
LEGE CAMPUS. UMR IS NO EXCEPTION TO THIS. THE NEWEST ERECTIONS SPRINGING FROM THE 
GROUND INCLUDE THE SECOND EDITION TO THE RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE {ALLREADY INFORMALLY 
CHRISTENED THE RES-CO 2) AND THE NEW MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING BUILD-
ING TOOMEY HALL 
THE SECOND RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE IS EXPECTED TO BE COMPLETED MID TO LATE JUNE 2007. 
fOR STUDENTS OF THE FALL SEMESTER 2007 AND ONWARD THE NEW RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE 
WILL BE YET ANOTHER SPACE FOR STUDENTS TO LIVE, WORK, PLAY, AND CONGREGATE. THE 
RENOVATIONS FOR THE OLD MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING BUILDING INTO THE 
NEW TOOMEY HALL IS PROCEEDING IN TWO PHASES. PHASE I Of TOOMEY HALL IS EXPECTED 
TO BE COMPLETED BY AUGUST 16TH 2007. THIS IS THE VISIBLE RAZING AND BUILDING THAT WAS 
SEEN ALL THIS YEAR. THE SECOND PHASE Of TOOMEY HALL IS EXPECTED TO BE COMPLETED 
SEPTEMBER 9TH 2008. THIS WILL INCLUDE THE UPGRADING Of THE REMAINING PORTION Of THE 
MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING BUILDING. 
RfSIDfnTiftl COllfCJf #2 
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: 
OVER THE COURSE OF THE THE 2006-2007 
SCHOOL YEAR THERE WAS MUCH DISSCUSSION 
OVER THE NAME OF THE UNIVERSITY OF 
MISSOURI - ROLLA. CHANCELLOR CARNEY 
Ill PROPOSED THE NEW NAME FOR THE 
UNIVERSITY. THERE WERE MANY REASONS 
FOR THE CHANGE: 
To DISTINGUISH UMR FROM THE 
OTHER UNIVERSITY Of MISSOURI CAMPUSES. 
AMONG THE FOUR UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 
CAMPUSES, THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-
ROLLA IS UNIQUE BECAUSE OF ITS FOCUS AS 
A TECHNOLOGICAL RESEARCH UNIVERSITY. 
THE UNIVERSITY'S NAME, HOWEVER, DOES 
NOT REFLECT THE DISTINCTIVE NATURE Of 
THE CAMPUS. OFTEN, UMR IS VIEWED AS A 
"SATELLITE" OR "BRANCH" CAMPUS DUE TO ITS NAME OR AS A "FEEDER" CAMPUS FOR THE UNIVERSITY 
OF MISSOURI-COLUMBIA (COMMONLY REFERRED TO AS THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI) 
TO REFLECT THE UNIVERSITY'S NATIONAL MISSION. THE GOAL OF UMR's STRATEGIC ACTION PLAN 
IS TO MAKE UMR ONE OF THE NATION'S TOP FIVE TECHNOLOGICAL RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES BY 2010. 
MANY OF OUR "COMPARATORS" POSSESS NAMES THAT BETTER REFLECT THEIR MISSION. UNIVERSITIES 
SUCH AS CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, 
RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY ALL HAVE NAMES 
THAT REFLECT THEIR MISSION. 
To BROADEN OUR MARKET SHARE FOR THE BEST STUDENTS NATIONALLY. INTEREST IN ENGINEER-
ING CONTINUES TO DECLINE ON A NATIONAL LEVEL CURRENTLY, LESS THAN FIVE PERCENT OF COLLEGE-
BOUND HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS EXPRESS AN INTEREST IN ENGINEERING. COMPOUNDING THIS PROBLEM FOR 
UMR, THE NUMBER OF HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES IN MISSOURI WILL DECLINE BY AROUND TEN PERCENT 
BETWEEN 2010 AND 2013. MORE THAN SEVENTY FIVE PERCENT OF UMR STUDENTS TRADITIONALLY COME 
FROM MISSOURI, WITH THE REMAINDER COMING MOSTLY FROM CONTIGUOUS STATES. THE SHIFTING 
DEMOGRAPHICS AND DECLINING STUDENT INTEREST IN ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE THREATEN UMR'S 
FUTURE VIABILITY. A NAME THAT IS MORE DESCRIPTIVE OF OUR FOCUS IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
WILL HELP US ATTRACT THE STUDENTS INTERESTED IN SUCH AN EDUCATION. 
TO ENHANCE THE UNIVERSITY'S REPUTATION. WHILE UMR IS KNOWN IN THE MIDWEST AND IN 
SPECIALIZED CIRCLES FOR ITS ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE, IT IS LESS WELL KNOWN ON A NATIONAL AND 
INTERNATIONAL SCALE. BEYOND THE MIDWEST, PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS OFTEN VIEW UMR AS A 
BRANCH CAMPUS. ONE INDICATOR Of THIS LACK Of VISIBILITY CAN BE SEEN IN THE NUMBER Of ACT 
SCORES UMR RECEIVES FROM HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS OUTSIDE Of MISSOURL OF THE Ll MILLION SE-
NJORS IN THE NATION WHO TOO/( THE ACT IN 2006, ONLY 551 NON-MISSOURI SENIORS - OR .05 PER-
CENT - SENT THEIR SCORES TO UMR. A MORE DISTINCTIVE, MISSION-BASED NAME WOULD MORE 
EASILY ACHIEVE NATIONAL VISIBILITY FOR BOTH OUR RECRUITING EFFORTS AND OUR RESEARCH 
PROGRAMS. THIS INCREASED VISIBILITY WOULD IN TURN LEAD TO STRONGER GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
AND ADDITIONAL RESEARCH FUNDING. 
ON APRIL 6, 2007, THE UNIVERSITY Of MISSOURI BOARD Of CURATORS APPROVED UMR's PROPOSAL 
TO CHANGE OUR NAME TO MISSOURI UNIVERSITY Of SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY - MISSOURI S& T 
FOR SHORT. THE NEW NAME WILL TAKE EFFECT ON JAN.~ 2008. 
Universitv of 
Missouri -Rolla 
vs Missouri Universitv of 





























Chapter picture 2007 
Nickolas M cfow land, 
Kiley Summers, William 
Finely, Keenan Miller, 
Drammond Ashford, Alvin 
Anderson, Steven 
Franklin, Dell Thompson, 
Duane Alexander, LeRon 
Beck, Daniel Edwards, 
Chris Campbell, Andre 
Davis, Phillip Sheilds, 





Delta Sigma Phi helps out at a 
Hold'Em poker tournament held at 
UMR for students. 
From left: Ed Harster, Nathan 
Hay, Mark Scabarozi, Gary 
Clarkson 

Some members ofthe house 
playing some sand volley ball 
Tommy Brueggen, Nathan 
Cannon, Mark Burdick, Josh 
Brueggen, Dan Turner 
Associate V s Active Member 
Football Game at Schuman Park 
Nathan Cannon, Adam Paddock, 
Patrick Vandewiele, Zach Ryals, 
Steve Catlet, Tommy Brueggen 
Front row from left: 
Bryan M ell berg, 
Josh Brueggen, 
N athan Cannon, 
Nick Lueking, 
Tommy Brueggen, 
Steve Catlet, Mark 
Burdick 
Back row; from left: 
Zach Ryals, Adam 
Padock, Chris 
Foeller, Dan Aubin, 
Tyler Turner, 
Patrick Vandewiele, 
Dan Turner, Tyler 
Baker 
As the gentlemen 
ofTriangle line up 
for a family 
picture with their 
lucky dog, Lucky, 
a riot breaks out 
in the meeting 
room after Evan 
insults Andrew's 
mother. 
Back row from left: 
David Lyon, Ryan 
Kerrick, Neil Brown, 
Joe Konetski, Daria 
Petrie, Jimmy Mcgauley, 
Kevin Mueller, Dustin 
Nottage 
Third row from left: 
Evan Bertholf, Andrew 
Galvan, Colin 
Bodeman, Victor Garcia 
Second row from left: 
Quinn Uzoaru, Zach 
Maxwell, Sean Rivers, 
Chris McGauley 
First row: Lucky 
Justin Butler, Brett Marshall Factory, Phillip Tillman, 
Lagarius Criss, Jacques P Fransaw, Rodrick 
McDonald, Kyran Weaver, Erick Richardson, Ahmeed 













Hanging out at 
Kappa Alpha. 






Top row from left: 
Michael Schuessler, 
Matt Reed, Ross 
Underwood, Kyle 
Walton 




Marchand, Kyle Rose, 
Tim Strack, Jay 
Turner 
Bottom row from left: 
Dan Bordeis, Jared 
Cook 
Above: The men of Kappa Alpha celebrat-
ing after a playoff softball game. 
Top row from left: Michael Schuessler, Tim 
hill, Jared Loebs, Brandon Freeman, 
Brandon Howard, Josh Voight 
Middle Row from left: Adam Hoefer, Corey 
Taylor, Jacob Schreiner 
Front row: Cory Marchant 
The boys party on Pirate Night [right] and at 







From left: Brandon Schweitzer, Kevin 
Hudson, Grant Roesner, Thomas Scroggin, 
Josh Wiederrich, Ryan Carson, Kyle Spencer, 











Hanging out with their brothers in 
their free time. 
From left: Jeremiah Landers, 
Gavin Ackermann 
Then men ofLCA 
work to fix up the 
house. 
Above: Steve Puzach 





Pi Kappa Phi 
holds it 's Rose Ball 
Bottom Row from 
left: Andy Wolf Cody 
Massar, Alec Baird, 
Eric Batzer 
Pi Kappa Phi 
goes campmg 
Hussam R, 
Eric Batzer, Ryan 
Francka, Taylor 
Woehl, Shaun 















Batzer, Alec Bass, 
Ryan Francka, 
Cody Massar, 
Taylor Woehl, Tariq 
Rajab, Andy Wolf 


The gentlemen of Sigma Tau Gamma 
From left: MarkKeulker, Tommy Sargent, Bobby Slater, Matt Dieckmann 
Sigma Tau Gamma hangs out at the St. 
Patrick's Day celebrations. 
From left: Chris Perry, Chris Martin 

The group gathers around the cudgel 
Back row fro left: Nate Hirt, Zach Houska, 
Christian Bearnes, Brad Higgins, Andrew 
Ringwald. 
Front row from left: Alex Willingham, Devon 
Dixon, Josh Manthei, Corey Smith. 
From left: Jason White, Josh 
Manthei, Nate Hirt, Jose Rodriguez, 
and Eddie Kotowski. 
Back row from left: Jake 
Weiland, Andrew 
Ringwald, Brad Higgins, 
Christian Bearnes, Tho-
mas Carstens, Alex 
Willingham, Nick 
Robinson, Nathan 
Brownell, Brad Lewis, 
Matt May, Devin Dixon, 
Eddie Kotowski, Tony 
Friedman, Jason White, 
Jonathan Kampunzu, Jose 
Rodriguez, Nate Hirt, 
Josh Manthei. 
Front row from left: 
Phillip Tinoco, Lola, Kory 



















At a basketball game, the team 
comes together for a group huddle. 
Michael Anderson, Jason Schlueter, 
Aaron Null, Matt Tracy, Tony 
Magnan, Ryan Griffin, Adam Case 



















Front row from left: Sarah 
Rapone, Abby LaPreze, 
Heather Siscel, Silvey 
Britton 
Second row from left: 
Maria Rues, Amanda 
Brenner, Anna Sell, Tiffaney 
Campbell, Heather Parnell 
Third row from left: Erin 
Sage, abbyAlby, Erin 
Watterscheid, Katie 
McFarland, Mandy Lvellen, 
Kelsie VanHoose, Jamie 
Stratler 
Fourth row from left: 
Melanie Longi, Kelly 
Hatfield, Brandy Holley, 
Tara Banaszek, Amy Spies, 
Chrissy Shaw 
Back row from left: Amy 
Edwards, Cari Cottrell, 
Jennifer Huffmann, Katie 
Buchmeier, Beth Savage, 
Liz Politte, Colleen 
McBryan, Angela Hundt, 
Lindsey J ateff, Shannan 
Worley, Rachel Prewitt, Jen 
Abbott, Megan McLain, 
Amy Kruggel, Lindsey 
Campbell, Emma Kessler, 
Caitlin Gifford, Jenny Kelly, 
Anita Heinzke, Lindsey 
Rich, Tori Ratliff 
Zeta girls waiting for their 
events to start at the intermural 
track and field competition. 
From left: Caitlin Koebbe, 
Cassie Schmitz, Rachel Shen, 
Jennifer Elsenraat, Emily Miller, 
Stephanie Harman 
Ladies of ZTA showing 
off their walking sticks, 
which were made for a 
traditional St. Pat's 
competition. 
From left: Jenny Kelly, 
Shannan Worley, Tiffany 
Campbell, Megan 
McLain, Kelsey Hall 
KD girls hang out and 
show their sisterhood. 
Kristin Jmm, Rachel 
Jennerjohn, Addie Cable, 
Brooke Beeson, Erin 
De Vries, Nichole 
Podhorsky, Allison Miller 
The women of KD at their big 
sister revealing, where all of 
the new members find out who 
their big sister/mentor is for 
Kappa Delta. 
Rachel Jennerjohn, Sherea 
Stricklin, Robin Diebold, Molly 
Midden, Ann Marie Stracuzzi, 
Morgan Boresi, Ashley 
Banaszek, Jonita Harrison, 
Addie Cable, Danielle Warchol, 
Allison Miller, Augusta Turner, 
Gina Hentschke, Ashley Lang, 
Christina Els, Katie Baldwin, 
Emily Breckenridge 
This is a fun event called Pi Kappa Phi 
Donut Run where the men of Pi Kappa 
Phi carry Kappa Deltas on couches to 
Donut King. They are able to get deli-
cious doughnuts and socialize. 
From left: Ashley Lang, Sherea 
Stricklin, Addie Cable, Nichole 
Podhorsky, Augusta Turner 
f I 
Phi sigma Rho hang 
out at follies. 





Garber, Emily Gill, 
Stefanie Eversgard, 
Shellie Huether, 





Induction this semester. The newest 
"7~==-111 girls are in the front row. 
Last semester's initiation. 
Top row from left: Ashlee Pettus, 
Janet Strange, Stefanie Eversgard 
Middle row from left: Katie 
Scanlon, Anna Trumble, Julie 
Sullivan, Shellie Huether 
Bottom row from left: Kristin 
Russell, Erin Toney, Angie Lovins, 
Lauren Behrle, Cathy Walker 
Fourth row from left: Shellie Huether, 
Meg Partridge, Lindsey Garber, Andrea 
Cascio, Cathy Walker, Emily Datillo 
Third row from left: Camille Anerson, 
Stefanie Eversgard, Lindsay Robinson, 
Ashley Rasnic, Kristin Russel 
Second row from left: Alicia Canelos, 
Julie Sullivan, Erin Toney 
Front row from left: Michelle Patz, 
Amanda Weber, and Sara Stephans 
Bid Day 2006 
Top row from left: 
Christyn Collum, 
Melissa Skinner, Ashley 
Boudria, Dacia 
Lawellin, Jessica 
Fazio, Jamie Sansone 
Bottom row from left: 
Kari Howald, Susie 
Phillips, Kim Strazzere, 
Ashley Bruns 
Chi Omega at the Miner's 
Homecoming football game. 
Top row from left: Erin Sind, Paige 
VanM aaren, Jill H ect, Kierstyn Harvey, 
Amanda Wyatt, Lisa Stine 
Bottom row from left: Dacia Lawellin, 
Alexis Campbell, Jamie Sansone 
Chi Omega playing Tug of War at Greek Week 2006 
From left: Kim Strazzere, Cassidy Valek, Martha 
Leahy, Mandi Mueller, Lynsey Jorgenson, Kayla 
Simmons, Claudia Urrutia, Michelle Scheikel, Shayna 
Schomburg, Lisa Robinson 
6.-e.e.K A \it.J~.-d 
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Sigma Chi gathers for 
dinner at their formal. 
From left: Eddie 
Kotowski, Corey Smith, 
Dennis Trulli, Jake 
Weilland, Brandt Genez, 
Ben Loeb 
Each fall, ZTA holds 
their White Violet 
Formal which includes 
an evening of dinner, 
dancing, and awards. 
Front row from left: 
Sarah Rapone, Taylor 
Hahn 
Second row from left: 
Jamie Statler, Emily 
Tucker, Lindsey Jateff, 
Kelsie VanHoose, 
Mandy Luellen, Tara 
Banaszek 
Back row from left: 
Beth Savage, Tori 
Ratcliff, Lindsey Rich, 
Rachel Prewitt, Cassie 


















Dati llo, Meg 
Partridge 
This is Kappa Delta's annual Campus 
Man event that supports one of their 
national philanthropies, Prevent Child 
Abuse America. The event is held 
every year and eighty percent of the 
money raised goes to Prevent Child 
Abuse Missouri and twenty percent of the 
money goes to Prevent Child Abuse 
America to help children in need. 
From left: Danielle Warchol, Kyle 
M arlay, Christina Els, Sherea Stricklin, 
Katie Stockstill, Valerie Houseman, 
Addie Cable, Katie Baldwin, Laura 
Peleh, Augusta Turner, Sonny Massar 
This past October, ZTA 
held it's first ever 
"Pink Week" which 
included breast cancer 
awareness speakers, a 
volleyball tounament, 
flamingo flocking, a 
"Pink Out", and 
distribution of educa-
tional information 
about breast cancer. 
From left: Liz Politte, 
Heather Si scel, 
Lindsey Rich 
ZTA sold Pink Ribbon cookies 
on campus to benefit breast 
cancer awareness and education 
as part of"Pink Week." 
From left: Jenny Kelley, 
Shannan Worley 
Triangle Fraternity 
rented a dunk tank 
for the kids to play 
around with. 
Kevin Mueller 









Back L toR: Jacob Michael King, Jeffery Joseph Joggerst, Matthew Logan Dennis, Aaron Elisha 
Craft 
Middle L toR: Hiralkumar H. Patel, Alfred Lawrence Schovanez, Adam Jonathan Daniel , Christo-
pher Andrew Speer, Thomas Patrick Goter 
Front L toR: Michael Louis Lampe, Krista Irene Kaiser, Reanea D'Ann Hunter, Brandon Paul Distler, 
Jeff B. Harrouff 
Back (standing) L toR: Shayna Schomburg, Matt Stansfield, Drew Rothermich, Frank Morrissey, 
Kevin Laut, Lindsey Rich, Jerel Bernasek, Megan Mclain, William Daughton (Advisor) 
Front (kneeling) L toR: Duy Cao, Wes Miravalle, Matt Staskelunas, Brittany Hill , Heather Siscell , 
Adam Wolf 
Back L toR: Zach Royer, Brian Heitmann, Dan Snyder, Chad Winkler, Dr. Farenholtz, Dr. Hilmas 
Middle L toR: Clarissa Wisner, Angella Schulte, Jenna Reese, Zane Voss 
Front L toR: Meghan McGrath, Jessie Cates, Stephanie Schmucker, Jacob Heithold 
Top L toR: Jon Drury, Derek Elliot, Dave Weidinger 
4th Row L toR: Cory Nees, Matt Flint , Emilie Els 
3rd Row L toR: Eric Roth , Brad Martin , Chris Mills 
2nd Row L toR: Justin Carr, Rachael St. Juliana 
Bottom L toR: Taylor Hall , Dan Drury, Sihem Belarbi 
Back L toR: Gregory Stribling, Timothy McKinney, Alejandro Bishop 
Middle L toR: LaQuan Thomas, Michael L. Wyatt, Cedric Ransburg, Anthony Chiles, Mark T. Jones, Trey 
Mitchell 
Front L toR: Julian Davenport, Phillip Tillman, Bernard Ray, Glenn Shanks, Mrs. Kandy Elder 
Not Pictured: Nikolas McFowland and Reginald Pierre 


Back L toR: Angela Bost, Vanessa Pingsterhaus, Melissa Malone, Jess Owen, Sarah Herrig, Jennifer 
O'Hara, Krystle Mincoff, Beth Babb 
3rd Row L toR: Kristen Hoelzer, Stephanie Schmucker, Brooke Ryan, Danielle Lyman, Kim Morris, 
Brianne Blue, Kaye Wibbenmeyer 
2nd Row L toR: Allison Plummer, Rachel Moore, Erin Rouse, Jessie Cates, Marci Byrd, Melissa Ruth 
Front L toR: Brittany Parker, Emily O'Nan 
Not pictured: Danielle Clayton, Stacey Graybeal, Kelsey Musselman, Nicole Naughton, Sarah Shell , 
Catherine Swift, Ashley Rasmussen, Rachel Shen 
Back L toR: Jennifer Jacobi (Public Relations), Greg Schmoll (Treasurer), Eric Evans 
Middle L toR: Toby Ross, Agatha Dwilewicz, Laura Ward (Vice President) , Krista 
Stewart, Katie Stockstill , Amy Hunt (President), Jamie Statler, Andrew Moss 
Front L toR: Ashley Sheek, Jen Kresse, Chad Abernathy, Thais Diaz-Figueroa 
From L toR: Dr. Diana Ahmad (adviser), Kendra Lewis (secretary), John Batarick (co-
president), Wendy King (treasurer) , Amanda Kamps, Niki Zullig (co-president) 
From L toR: Curt McDonald, Matt Stansfield, Wes Miravalle, Drew Rothermich, AI Bias, 
Kierstyn Harvey, Tracy Frick, Erin Sind, Adrienne Walter, Aaron Weeks, Christyn Collum, Kevin 
Laut, Emily Dillender, Alex Mathis, Matt Dukeman, Stephen Grelle 
Back L toR: Evan Shaw, Thomas Szalapski , Zachary Zeman 
Front L toR: Aaron Goldsmith, Jeff Ward 
Pictured: Frank Morrissey, Steve Puzach, Ryan Miller, Susre Phillips, Lauren Bengston, Margaret 
Gardiner, Jacob Herzog, Justin Dickinson, Trevor Glad back, Jessica Owens, Austin Show, Chris Hill, 
Chris Baker, Marsha Kiphart, Ryan Terrell, Adam Hoefer, Colin Gibson, Chris Nelson 
I<MI\IR 
From L toR: Tom Salt, Jason Phillips (President), Aaron Barnard, Benjamin Stauffer, Mary Rennick 
(LDSSA professor), Nathan Czuba (Vice President), Heather Wilson, Aaron Thornton, Audrey Abney, 
Matt Spring (Secretary) 
MAA 
From L toR: Aaron Goldsmith, Dr. Robert Roe, David Kimzey, Jaime Calvert, 
Joe Chmo, Ted Nelson, Tommy Szalapski, Matt Austin, Matthew Morris, Matt Kutz, 
Mark Chamberlain 
Top L toR: Bryan Rapp, Joshua Bunch 
Row 6 L toR: Paul Williams, Tim Forbis, Krystal Minkoff 
Row 5 L to R: John Casto, Ezra Czuba 
Row 4 L toR: Christian Fick, Kelly Arrington, Debra Shannon, Luciano Bodero 
Row 3 L toR: Sarah Shatz, Megan Partridge, Elizabeth Smith 
Row 2 L toR: Sean Mickey, Kelsie Van Hoose, Katherine Scanlon, Shanti Visurukala 
Bottom L toR: Emily Bahram-Ahi, Jacob Elmer, Dr. Douglas Ludlow 
Omi(!lr&M Deft a l<afJfJlA 
------ ----~ 
Back L toR: Brian Rapp, Kendra Waltermire, Emily Speorl, Michael 
Carter, Tony Friedman 
Front L toR: Elyse Hendrickson, Kristen Loesch, Chris Butterbaugh 
_I 
I 
Back L toR: Adam Venezia, Jeff Van Booven, Adam Hart, Katie Fritts 
Front L toR: Mitch Niehoff, Mark "DC" McNeaL, Travis Stanley, Kelly G. Hunter, 
Jacob Sherry 
Top L toR: Jeff Hardesty, Eric Van DeMark, Chad Swope, Tim Quinn, Robert Shelley, Daren Elcock, 
Ryan Huber, Matthew Cooper, Tom Heppermann, Kris Markway, David Nguyen, Scott Hood, Isaac 
Speckhart, Mark Young, Mike Fleming, Umit Koylu 
Bottom L toR: Ryan Terrell, Ryan Yotter, Kelsey Whitebay, Thomas Graff, Andrew Reitter, Chris Hill, 
Adam Raynor, Nick Sudler, Rachel Day, Aaron Weeks, Jason Sneed, Sarah Kennedy 
PAi 6ti 
1oMHY =- Hill I<:.(: ~ 
Back L toR: Robert Dowdy, Rachel Wilkinson, 
Fifth row L toR: Elma McBroom, Jennifer Haslag (Secretary), Melissa DeKock 
Fourth row L toR: Elizabeth Heath, Tara Gosnell, Ali Mirgain, Holly Payne 
Third row L toR: Lisa Miles, Sherri Lucking 
Second row L toR: Christopher Chandler (President) , Kent Morgan (Vice President) , Jessica 
Alonso (Treasurer) 
Front L toR: Clayton Story (Historian) 
Not Pictured: Taylor Hahn, Tammy Hill, Rusty Jones, Jennifer Kopp, Robert Luhrsen, Amanda 
Meyer, Nathaniel Mitchell, Nikhil Nadkar, Aimee Rea, Stacy Story, Rex Tennyson 
DUA 
Top: Steven Tung 
3rd row L toR: Mike Mueller, Seth Barnes, Michael Fleming, David Pollack, Paul Parham 
2nd row L toR: Mark Ezzell, Patrick Tilk, Chad Winkler, Meg han Winkelmann, Mike Davis, Katie 
Fritts, Colby Hall 
Bottom (kneeling) L toR: Jessica Randle, Sara Seigfreid, Kelley O'Hara, Nathan Carter, Alex 
Lee 
Back (standing) L toR: Cory Cheatham, Sherea Stricklin, Laura Ward, Loraine Johnson, 
Danielle Warchol , Janine Einhellig, Tyler Johnson, Krista Hinton, Krystle Mincoff, Kylee 
Hyzer, Patrick Courtney, Andy Moss, Kevin Walker, Wesley Glick, Ajay Rao, Agatha 
Dwilewicz, Frank Morris 
Front (bending) L toR: Dr. Mary Graham, Emily Bahram-Ahi , Shamim Jaleel, Taylor 
Hahn, Danielle Lyman, Maggi Thompson 
From L toR: Stephen Nunnemaker II , Chris Stewart, Optimus Prime, Emily 
Jungblut, Seth Bradley, Zac Carroll , Joe Waldo, Derek Bell , Matt Kauffman , An-
drew Schmitt, Kurt Linsenbardt, Matt Hawkins 
From L toR: Dena Valencia, Eric Obeldoble, Erica Biser, Stephanie 
Hortado, Carlo Licea, Amy Cervantes 
Back L toR: Daniel Welty, Matthew Bloom, Tom LaBruyere, Corey Williamson, Jason Nolte, 
Jason Pratt, Nathan Steckel, David Schmuck, Tim Robillard 
Front L toR: C.H. Wu, Kerry Pappa, Tim McKieroy, Chris Pieper, Tony Le, Benjamin Haring, 
Navarre Bartz, John Clay, Kevin Breitenstein, John Tyler 
Third Row L toR: Kate Trumbo, Josh Bollinger, Dr. Stuart Baur-Main Advisor, Michael Pyles, 
Joel Lamson, Jason Herron, Adam Smith 
Second Row L toR: Travis Brenneke, Joe Schaefer, David Snodgras, David Holthaus, Chris 
Krueger, Matt Parade is, Stacy Watson 
First Row L toR: Lisa Battern, Sam Markus, Nicole Annis, Jacob Colbert, Luke Sudkamp, Jon 
Clay, Sihem Belarbi, ChristopherWright, Drake Jackson, Lane Ehlert 
From L toR: Zack Christensen, Jordon Crowe, Max Tohline, Jerrod 
Keith, Jason Thrasher. 
Unpictured: Dr. Anne Cotterill (advisor) , Amy Edwards, LeAnn 
Helling-Mounce 
~ P£r-r .a ~&mmift~~ 


Pictured: Lisa Battern, Corey Brown, Joshua Bunch, Ezra Czuba, Justin Enderle, Adam Flynn, Sheena 
Foster, Natalie Frenz, Kyle Guinn, Daimon Heller, Luke Hogrebe, Steve Jung, Adam Keithly, Jeff 
LaBundy, Zachary Miller, Adedotun Moronkeji , Benjamin Oguejiofor, Nathan Publow, Andrew Ricke, 
Robert Shelley, Devin Simms, Christopher Speer, Jason Stallard, Jason Stuckmeyer, Jeffrey Wegener, 
Tyler Winter, Brian Wright, Whitney Rasmussen, John Duvall , Stefanie Eversgerd, Paige Van Maneen, 
Jon Landstra, Jeff Harrouff, Zachary Johnson, Kris Markway, Brandon Bueter, Brain Tooke, Tyler 
Sheeley, Scott Johnson, Trey Cauldwell , Dan Abbott 
TIE~ 
Back (standing) L toR: Steven Gullen, ChristopherThielker, Jordan Varble, John Gier, 
Benjamin Schrum, Ty Cobb, Robert Dowdy, Kyle Smith 
Front (sitting) L toR: Jennifer Beman, Shari Gilbert, Alexandria Fischer, Lauren Maddock 
Back L toR: Timothy McKinnie, Dr. Steve Watkins, Dustin Green, Willie Nelson , George 
Obeldobel, Tommy Rhodes, Alex Bishop, Andrea Hutson 
Front L toR: Shaunda Scott, Philip Meeks, Yishak Habtemichael, Ted Nelson, Julian Davenport 
Top L toR: Sean Smith, Cameron Mings, Dr. Schuman, Alan Windhausen 
3rd Row L toR: Dr. Bone, Joe Poertner 
2nd Row L toR: Megan Oldroyd, Billy Raine, Josh Holzhausen, Peris Carr 
Bottom L toR: Angela Rudolph, Brandi Clark, Kimberly Earl, Tara Banaszek 
Back (standing) L toR: Denise Black, Ben Rood man, Jennifer Seals (Treasurer) , Agatha 
Dwilewicz (President), Katie Durham, John Fuerst, Piotr Baidas, Chris Johnson 
Front (sitting) L toR: Abbie Stewart, Chris Bales, Ashley Wienstroer (Secretary) , 





Capt Angela Mclane, Maj. Stephen Sullivan, TSgt Jeff Bradley, SSgt Mary Zinda, Capt Stan Woronick, Norma Jane Harris, Lt 
Col Jonathan Hines 
Stanly Woronick 
Tips for students? Shore your talents. 
Favorite Class to teach? 400 Preparations for Active Duty 
1st Row: Ms Carmen Stites-Tuttle, and Ms. Gwen Bohannon. 2nd Row: MSG Harry Howery, Mr Mark Hinkle, LTC Joseph 
Herdode, CPT Chad Pense and SFC Ramon Bonilla 
Ramon Bonillia 
Pet Peeves? Weapon on Safe, Finger off the Trigger. 
Why did you decide to teach at UMR? The army told me to. 
1\rts~ L<logO<lges~ 
7\vd tl ilosop Q 
1st Row: Dr. Gerold Cohen, Ms. Shelly Plank, and Dr. Adam Potthast 2nd Row: Dr. Jim Bogan, Dr. Tony Houston, Dr. Dick M iller, 
Dr. Irina lvliyeva, Dr. Don Miller, Dr. Luce Myers 
Gerald Cohen 
Pet peeves? None that I con think of; life is too short for such 
hong-ups 
What research do you do? Etymology: story behind "gung ho'', 
origin of "hot dog", interesting Missouri place names (e.g. Peculiar, 
Tightwad Devil's Elbowt etc. 
BioJogicQJ 
,9cieoces 
lst Row Dr. Katie Shannon, Dr. Robert A ronstam, Dr. T onye N umbere, and Dr. Anne Maglio 2nd Row: Dr. Nathan Chen, Dr. 
Terry Wilson, Dr. David Westenberg, Dr. Ronald Frank, Dr Dev N iyogi, Dr. Roger Brown, 
and Dr. Yue-wern Huang Not Pictured Dr. Melanie Mormile 
Dev Niyogi 
Where did you go to College? Swarthmore College 
Pet peeves? Q uibbling about grades. 
Bosioess 
1\_dmioistr a tioo 
1st Row: Dr. Joseph Bradley, Dr. Stephanie Fi tch, Dr. Chihmao Hsieh, and Dr. Julie Patock-Peckham 2nd RowDrs. Bih-Ru Lea, 
Sundar Srinivasan, Lion Qi, Caroline Fisher, Hong Sheng. Not Pictured Dr. Lance Gentry and Dr. Morris Kalliny. 
Julie Patock-Peckham 
What research do you do? I study how difference persuasion 
tactics can be used to prevent risky behavior or to sell a prod-
uct. I also do a lot of work in the area of college drinking be-
haviors. 
Ch emicaJ 7\vd 
BioJogicaJ (ogioeeriog 
1st Row: Dr. David B. Henthorn, Dr. Y angchuan Xing, Dr. Kimberly H. Henthorn, Dr. Craig D. Adams 2nd Row: Dr. Jee-Ching 
Wang, Dr. Kai-Tak Wan, Dr. Douglas K. Ludlow 
Douglas Ludlow 
How long have you been at UMR? Since 1996 
Why did you decide to teach at the college level? I enjoyed being 
a student. Also a fountain of youth, I am always dealing with people 
the same ages so I do not feel like I am getting any older. 
Chemistr2 
J)epQrtmeo t 
1st Row Or Philip Whitefield, Or. Kious Woelk, Or. Thomas Schuman, Or Nuran Ercal, and Or David Hoiness 2nd Row Or. Paul Nom, 
Or Prakash Reddy, Or. Terry Bone, Or. Cynthia Bolon, Or. Yinfa Ma, Or Jeffrey Winiarz, Or Joseph Counsil, Or. Pericles Stavropoulos, 
Or Frank Blum, and Or. T adashi T okuhiro . 
Nuran Ercal 
What do you miss about being a student? Hanging out with my 
friends. 
Why did you decide to teach at the college level? As long as I 
teach I don't care where I teach. 
Gvit 1\rchitechtorcl~ 
P(vd lDviormeotcl • • u)eeruJg 
1st Row Dr Jerry Bayless, and Dr Craig Adams. 2nd Row Dr Roger LaBoube 3rd Row Dr Ronalda Luna, Dr 
Mark Fitch, Dr C harles Morris. 4th Row Dr. Jianmin Wang, Dr Glenn Morrison, and Dr. Yu-ning Ge 5th Row Dr 
John Myers, Dr Joel Burken and Dr Stuart Bau 6th Row: Dr Cesar Mendoza, Ghulam 
Bham and Dr Richard Stephenson Row 7th: Dr Eric Showalter, and Dr Harold Wagner 
Ronalda Luna 
Interests besides school? Squash and soccer, traveling and family 






















1st Row: Dr. Chaman Sabharwol, Dr. Fikret Ercol, Dr. Dave Mentis, and Dr. Bruce McMillin 2nd Row: Dr. 
Maggie Cheng, Dr. Frank Liu, Dr. Daniel T auritz, Dr. Rolph Wilkerson, Dr. Mayur Thakur, and Dr. Clayton Price 
Fikret Ercal 
Where did you got to school? Istanbul, Turkey 
What do you miss about being a student? Freedom to wake 
up anytime in the morning. Sitting in a cafe and playing bridge 
with friends during the day time. 
(lee trical aod 
Computer (ogioeeriog 
1st Row: Dr. Minsu Choi, Or. Sahra Sedighsarvestani, Or. Cheng-Hsiao Wu, and Dr. Y ahong Rosa Zheng 2nd Row: Or Donald 
Wunsch II, Or Waleed AI-Assadi, Or. Richard DuBroff, Or Bqaya Shrestha, Or Keith Corzine, and Or Reza Zoughi. 3rd Row: Or 
Randy Moss, Or Scott Smith, Or. R Joe Stanley, and Dr. Daryle Beetner. 4th Row: Or Ganesh Kumar Venayagamoorthy, Dr 
Steven Watkins, Or Kelvin Erickson, and Or James Orwniak. 5th Row: Dr Chang -So Kim, Or Mehadi Ferdowsi, Or Hoi Xiao 
and Dr Badrul C howdhury 
Rosa Zheng 
Any tips for students? In engineering, ideas ore cheap. You 
have to show that your great ideo works. 




]' 1 Row Dr. Duke Dow, Dr. Bill Daughton, and Dr. Hal Nystrom 2nd Row: Dr. Eric Smith, Dr Don Higginbotham, Dr. Don Myers, 
and Dr. Chung-Li Tseng Jd Row: Dr. Dave Enke, Dr. Cihan Dagli, Dr. Ray Luechtefeld, and Dr. 
Dave Spurlock 41h Row: Dr. Ken Ragsdell, and Dr. Steve Raper 
Scott Grasman 
Pet peeves? Loud Eaters 
Why did you decide to teach? It is rewarding to see students 
make career decisions. 
What research do you do? Modeling and analysis of supply chains. 
(oglis 7\vd Techoical 
CommOoica tioo 
1st Row Dr. Kristine Swenson. Dr Kathy Northcut. and Dr. Kate Drowne 2nd Row Dr. Gene Doty M rs. Lindo Sands Dr. Anne Cotterill Dr. Jock 
Morgan, and Dr. Ed Malone 
Kristine Swenson 
Favorite class to teach? Contemporary British Literature- because I 
get to read all new stuff [ ... L it's spontaneous, fun and a little risky. 
What do you miss about being a student? I L 0 VED being a stu-
dent. I loved new sets of books each semester, I loved taking 
notes, I loved exams (how sick is that?). 
GeologicQI ,9cieoces 
1\vd (ogioeeriog 
1st Row: Dr Jeff Cawlfield, Dr Curt Elmore, and Dr Daopu Numbere 2nd Row: Dr Mohamed Abdelsalam, Dr. David 
Wronkiewicz, and Dr Leslie Gertsch. 3rd Row Dr Nobert Maerz, Dr. Robert Laudon, Dr. Shari Dunn-norman, Dr. John Hogan, 
Dr. Kelly Liu, and Dr. Stephen Gao Not Pictured Dr. Neil Anderson, Dr. David Rogers, Dr. Mike 
Whitworth, Dr. Baoiun Bai and Dr. Francisco Oboh-lkuenobe. 
John P. Hogan, '"Rock Whisperer" 
How long have you been at UMR? Nine years. 
Comment: Rocks hove been very good to me. 
1{jstor2 7\vd 
toJiticaJ ,9cieoce 
1st Row Dr. Petra DeWitt, Dr Shannon Fogg, Dr. Russ Buhite, and Dr. Diana Ahmad 2nd Row Dr Tseggai Isaac Dr. Larry 
G ragg, Dr Jeff Schramm, Dr. Patrick Huber, and Dr. John M cManus 
Diama Ahmad 
What do you miss about being a student? Nothing, as a pro-
fessor I get to study the some things I did as a student AND 
get paid for it! 
Interests besides school? Travel to the Pacific 
Ioforrna tioo flcieoce 
P(pd Techoolog2 
Dr Sundara Srinivasan, Dr. William Kehr, Dr Sarah Sedigh-Aii, Dr. Barry Flachsbort, Dr Vincent Yu, Dr. Richard Hall, and Dr Hong Sheng 
Bill Kehr 
Tips for students? Be cool; learn what you can; try to 
schedule your time so you don~t get behind. 
Interests besides school? Music, motorcycles, garden-
ing, and photography. 
Io terdisciplioar2 
(ogioeeriog 
1st Row Dr Ralph Flori, Dr. Katie Grantham-Laugh, Dr. Carla Campbell, and Dr. Doug Carroll 2nd Row Dr Jeff 
Thomas, Dr. Patricia Robertson, Dr Cari Bryant, and Dr. Ron Fannin 3rd Row: Dr. Tim Philpot, Dr. Matt Bohm, and Dr. 
Shun Takai 
Matt Bohm 
What do you miss about being a student? Wearing jeans 
with holes in them, being irresponsible, and going out almost 
every night of the week. 
Note: I always chuckle when a student answers "42" on a 
test question ... That usually earns them a few mercy points. 
-· . 
• emor1es ... 
Frank Blum: 
Bill Gates said- If you think your teacher is hard on you, wait till 
you get a boss!- I try hard to prepare students for some real life 
situations, most of them get it. 
Robert Roe: 
Ralph Flori: 
... I taught two years as a lec-
turer in the UMR petroleum Engrg Dept. One of the courses I 
taught was a fluid properties class. All semester two students 
in particular had engaged in a lot of fun banter with me. One 
day, when we were talking about vapor pressure, they asked 
me in jest about the vapor pressure of milk. I remembered that 
and prepared two final exams w hich had on additional ques-
tion asking for the vapor pressure of milk at some tempera-
ture. When I passed out the final exams, I mode sure those 
two students got those two exams. It was all in fun; you 
should hove seen the look on their faces when they got to that 
question. 
As a graduate student I was teaching a first semester 
calculus course. Just a few minutes after handing out the 
final exam for the course one of my students, who had 
struggled most of the semester, turned in his exam pa-
per. Most of the questions were blank except for one 
where I asked the students to state the Fundamental 
Theorem of Calculus. On this question the student an-
swered: "if you don't do your homework you don't pass 
Calculus." 
Douglas Ludlow: 
Question: what is ( APrr )' 
Answer: "a piece of pie raised to the teeth" 
Bill Kehr: 
One of my students suggested one time that both stu-




I found one conversation to be extremely ironic. Several 
women were agreeing emphatically wi th each other that 
women are as capable, if not more so, of doing math, 
science, and engineering w ork as men; and to think or say 
otherwise is discriminator or bigotry. The conversation 
then moved on to another area of agreement they had 
which I found to be quite amusing, that UMR needs to 
offer more non-technical courses to attract more women 
as students. 
One very good student asked me the following question, which 
blew my mind "what is the minimum I have to do to get an 'A' 
in this course?" 
Ita terial ,9cieoce 
Jtod (ogioeeriog 
1st Row Dr. Bob Schwartz, Dr. Scott Miller, Dr. Wayne Heebner, Dr. Joe Netwkirt, Dr. Make Schlesinger, Dr. Die Brow, Dr Bill 
Fahrengoltz, and Dr Fatih Dogan 2nd Row Dr Greg Hlmas, Dr. Ra jiv M ishra, Dr. Matt OKeefe. Dr. Ron Kohser, Dr. David 
VanAien, Dr. Jeff Smith, Dr Kent Peaslee, Dr. Von Richards. 
Kent Peaslee 
Pet peeves? Disorganization. 
Why did you decide to teach at the college level? I love learning 
and teaching and metallurgy- those loves led me to a PH.D and 
then a career change to teaching at the college level. 
rtath 1\vd 
,9tatistics 
1st. Dr. Morgan, Ms. Kim Kinder, and Dr Vy Le 2nd Row Dr David Leach, Dr David Grow, and Dr. David Drain. 3rd Row Dr. 
Roman Dwilewicz, Dr. Meggie Wen , Dr. Leon Hall, and Dr. Martin Bohner. 4th Row: Dr. Roger Hering, Ms. Mary Kirgan, Dr. 
Miron Bekker, Dr. Evan Akin-Bohner 5th Row: Dr Steve Clar, Dr. Robert Roe, Dr. Matt 
lnsall, and Dr. VA Samaranayake 
r Robert Roe 
How long have you been teaching at UMR? 18 years 
Tips for students: Think don't just memorize. 
r.uoiog 
(ogioeeriog 
Dr. Larry Grayson, Dr. Lee W Saperstein, Dr David Summers, Dr. Samuel Frimpong, Dr. Derek Apel and Dr. Greg Galecki 
Paul Worsey 
Pet Peeves? My son and Administrative bull crop. 
What do you miss about being a student? Not having to give a 
damn about being politically correct. 
Where did you go to school? England where they hove a civi-
lized drinking age. 
~ocJear 
l.ogioeeriog 
Dr. Arvind Kumar, Dr. Gory Mueller, Dr. Seungjin Kim, and Dr. Jeffrey King Not Pictured Dr. Usmon 
Pictured above: nuclear reactor 
th2choJog2 
J)epartmeo t 
Ms. Donna Cogell, M erilee Krueger, Dr. Pa~ock, Dr. Mon~gomery, Dr. Haemmerlie, Dr. Canu, Dr. Nelson, Dr. Martin and Dr 
Shorps~een 
Pictured above: One of the o ldest buildings on Campus: 
Norwood H alL 
th2sicaJ 
(docatioo 
1st. Row Mr Mark Mullin, Ms. Sarah Moore, and Mr Russell Yap. 2nd Row Mr Jon Kiester, Ms. Pam Hemme, and Mr Dale 
Martin. 3rd Row Mr Ryan Murphy, Ms. Patti Peterson, and Mr. Don Kennedy. 4th Row Mr Vince Darnell, Mrs. Sue Melton, 
Mr. Chris Coker, and Mr Bryan Schiding. 5th Row Mr. Sterlings Martin, and Ms. Debbie Hickey 6th Row Mr. Kirby Cannon, 
Mr. John Kean, and Mr Alan Eads. 
Pictured above: the first academic building on 
campus: the Rolla building. 
th2sics 
J)epQrtroeo t 
1st Row Dr. Massimo Bertino, Dr. Paul Parris, and Dr. Gerald Wilemski 2nd Row Dr John Schmitt, Dr Thomas Voih Dr Sebastain 
Otranto, and Dr Don Hagen 3rd Row Dr. Oran A Pringle, Dr. Oscar De Lucia Morales, Dr. Jerry Peacher. 4th Row Dr. Julia 
Medvedeva, Dr. Don Madison, Dr. Ronald Bieniek. 5th Row Dr. Dan Waddill, Dr Michael Schulz and Dr. Ralph Alexander. 
Pictured above: The physics building. Sink or swim for all 
engineers on campus. 
J)o loo (ver feel Like t{ittiog 
l oOr TeQciler With lt fie? 
This should become a national sport! I 
think we can rally support! Think abou 
it .. . pie preparation would be 30 per-
cent of the score, technique of throw-
ing 50 percent. Amount of splatter 
Well most students do at some point 
in time. In the fall of 2006, relaxation 
day allowed some students to pie 
their teachers. Right before finals, luck 
students got to make and pi partici-
pating teachers. 
would be the remaining 20. 
In a perfect world we would be able 
to pie teachers when given bad 
grades, but I guess a controlled envi-
ronment will have to do. 
·xqa<:]O xua~sv :Jauyog :~JO~ ~uoa6Jas :snuow:>W :oow :sJa6o~ , 
~s~nuoad :~my~JON ~uowJadns :uowssoJSl ~uow~og :~Jo<:]y:>oi::J puo 
uosuayda~s ~a1y:>J\f ~ownySl puo ssa1fog :~ Ll a6od o~ sJaMsuv 
... 
Best New tfofessor: 
1\<ltie GrQot <lm-Loog 
Education: Bs and Ms Degrees in Aerospace Engineering. 
PHD in Mechanical Engineering all from UMR. 
Hometown: Caruthersville Missouri. 
Experience: has worked for companies such as Ford NASA, 
21st Century Systems and Boeing. 
- -c: She is often mistaken for a student buy other faculty and uni-
• versity officials that hove not met her. 
Dr. Lough decided to teaching the Interdisciplinary Engineer-
ing Deportment (IDE) because different things happen every-
day. Also because there ore new ideas and designs every-
where. She loves to teach 100-400 level classes, including 
some co-listed with systems engineering. The students always 
looking forward to developing new technologies. Currently 
one of Dr. Louhg's classes ore building a walker for a child in Mexico City with a disabil-
ity. The design is intend to all the child to function as normal as possible. 
When asked if she preferred to teach or research she answered " It depends on my 
mood whether I'm extroverted or introverted that day." 
"for my future plans I'm scheduled to speak in Hawaii and Colorado over spring break." 
With every class she teachers, Dr. Lough brings a smile and a great attitude. When pro-
fessors ore excited about what they teach it 
shows. 
The IDE deportment nome although relatively 
new the actual department has always been 
around as basic engineering. The deportment 
has to hove graduates before they con be-
come ABET (accreditation Board for Engineer-
ing and Technology) accredited but with this 
semester's graduating class they ore prepared 
to apply. 
f7 oor ~o ted tfofessors 
Donald Wunsch II Tink Sullivan 
Electrical Engineering Professor since 1999 Air Force ROTC 
What do you miss about being a student? l~m sti ll a Professor 
student. I alw ays wi ll be a student. One should never Pet peeves? Silly 
stop thinking of oneself as a student. Questions. 
Tips for students? There are over a billion people on Favorite class to 
this planet w ho w ould love to change places w ith you. teach? History of 
Be thankful for this op- Airpower What is 
portunity. not to like-1 get to 
Interests outside of talk about airplanes 
school? M y faith and and fl ying all the time. 
famil y are tops. Then What do you miss 
come travel, reading, about being a student? Asking silly questions. 
photograph, and enjoy- Any tips for students? Put down the video games 
ing cultural events and and study! 
music. Research? Defining the universe. 
Stephanie Fitch 
Business Department Professor since 1997 
What do you miss about being a student? I miss 
being bombarded w ith new experiences: new friends, 
new course material, new living arrangements . .. I 
remembers college as a very life-changing, eye-
opening experience. 
Interests outside of 
school? M y favor-







Comment: Only at UMR can you give an integral 
for a bonus question on a history test and every-
one in the class gets it correct. 
Tony Huston 
Spanish Professor since 
2006 
Pet Peeves? The 
obsession w ith grades. 
What is your favorite 
class to teach? Begin-
ning Spanish 
• Any tips for students? 
Find meaning in your 
studies. 
Why did you decide 
to teach at the college 
level? I prefer dealing with adults. 
Interests besides School? Sinning, dancing and 
acting. 



















Favorite Comic Book as a 
Kid: 




































What are you going to miss 
about being a student?: 















Track and Field 






















What do you expect from 
teachers?: Cookies 
Adam Nichols 
What are you going to miss 
about being a student?: 






















Tips for Younger Students: 
Shower. Deodorant is dif-
















Cl Dake, AAPG, SEG, 









Omega Chi Epsilon, Tau 













Chemical Engineering I 





































International Students' Club, 
India Association, SUB, 
IEEE, and HKN 
What do you expect from 
Teachers?: 
A good education of the 














Sigma Gamma Epsilon and 
Association of Engineering 
Geologists 
























People who cough loudly 










































Skydiving, and Rugby 






What are you going to miss 
about bein a student?: ALL 
























FSAF, Pi Tau Sigma, Lambda 
Chi Alpha, OURE, 
and 






















What do you expect from 
teachers?: 



























Sigma Pi, Alpha Sigma Mu, 
CLA, Material 































Newman Center, Phi Sigma, 
Phi Eta Sigma, Helix, Phi 
Kappa Phi, and Yoga Club 
When people don't email 
you back-especialy when 

















Tips for younger students: 






Eta Kappa Nu, Kappa Mu 
Epsilon, Jass Band and 








, English, Teacher Education 
I~ 
Program 
Tau Beta Sigma, Sigma Tau 






















Pet Peeves: people asking 












UMR Women's Soccer, DOL, 
M-Club, Alpha Chi Sigma, 



































Geology & Geophysics, 
Biology 
Zeta Tau Alpha, Order of 
Omega, EWB, CL Dake 
Society Sigma Gamma 











Favorite Comic Book as a 
kid?: 
Spider-Man 




UMR Track, CC, Blue Key, 
Missouri Miner, Chi Epsilon, 








ASME. LSF, Army Corp of 







Once made-out with a 28-


















Pi Kappa Alpha, lEE, Varsity 
Soccer, Tau Beta Pi, and 
Alpha Pi Omega 





Kappa Delta, Panhellenic 







Christian Camp.\IS Fellow· 
ship, and ASME 
What are you going to miss 
about being a student?: 
Sleepin in untill noon, golf-

















Mechanical Engineering I 
UMR baseba11, FCA, M-













Phi Sigma Rho, Ep ilon Mu 





Dake, AAPG, and Skydiving 
Clinton Roberts 



















WEB, and ROTC 





What are you going to miss 
about being a student: Not 





Phi Sigma Rho, Phi Sigma, 
Habitat for Humanity, Phi 




























Geology & Geophysics 
Tau Beta Sigma 
and 
"Ne.wmmCeater 





CCF, Sigma GaJnma T-au. 
OKD. Tbeater. 8Qd Madri9! 
Singers 
Kristin Russell 
What are you going to nuss 
about being a student?: 
Golfing with Ashley Rasnic. 



















Catholic Newman Center, 
Epsilon Mu Eta, Knights of 
Columbus, Phi Kappa Phi 












Tau Beta Sigma 
and Southwinds 


















IS&T ' Mechanical Engineering 
Austin Shaw 
What are you going to miss 
about being a student? 






Miner Football, Omicron 
Delta Kappa, and Mucking 
What do you expect from 
teachers?: 
UMR Caribbean Biodiversity Speak English 
Comme~ceme~t 
Commencement is a start of new 
lives. This year's winter graduating 
class of 2006 will have plenty to 
enjoy. Every memory of ice storms, 
Physics 23, pesky freshman, and St. 
Pat's will linger in the lives of these 
UMR Graduates. 
Congratulations to the class of 2006. 
May you achieve everything you 
dream of and have more then you 
would ever imagine. 
Good luck and you are always 
welcome here in Rolla. 

Comme~ceme~t 
On May 12th the UMR class 
of 2006 Graduated. This may 
commencement was unusual 
because the Commencement 
was split into two groups. The 
first was the Undergraduate 
commencement it took place 
at the UMR Multipurpose 
center. At 11 a.m. The second 
commencement for graduate 
students took place at Leach 
Theater at 3pm. This gave 
enough time for all of those 
0)~ 12fk 2 0 0 7 
attending commencement to have plenty of time between ceremonies. Due to a ' 
record number of graduating classes the ceremo-
nies will continue to be separated. 
This year's Commencement address was 
presented by Calvin B. Cobb of 
Calvin Cobb and Company. 

Alumni association gets to introduce the idea of 
giving back to the University. Giving back to an 
institution that has so many dear memories for its 
graduates is very important. UMR graduates do-
nate millions of dollars a year to further the edu-
cation of the younger generations. For this to con-
tinue the Alumni association hosts Grad Finale. 
Occember 13th, 2006 1 
Every December and May 
theMSM-UMRAlumni 
association helps the UMR 
graduates have a final good 
bye with all of their fellow 
graduates. The Alumni as-
sociation provides prizes, 
food, and free beer to all 
those graduating. 
More importantly the 

Acorn, Tyler Bogie Jr., Robert 
Adams,Angela Bonar, Ross 
Adams, Matthew Boulch,Amy 
Alansari, Muaath Bradfield, Spencer 
Aldana,Adrianna Bradley, Joshua 
Alexander, Duane Bradley, Seth 
Alfermann, Nathan Brandt, Nathan 
Alnaqi, Yaser Brinkmeyer, Brandon 
Alpay, Berke Brittingham, Anthony 
Andrews, Ryan Bromley, Charles 
Angle, Matthew Broockerd, Jason 
Annaert,Allan Brooks, Timothy 
Arrington, Kelley Brown, Corey 
Austin, Matthew Brueggen, Joshua 
Ayres, Nathaniel Bruemmer, Justin 
Bailey, Lindsay Bruns,Ashley 
Baklor, Tess Bryant, Galen 
Baldwin, Joshua Bunch, Joshua 
Banaszek, Tara Burgdorf, Micah 
Banks, Bentley Burlingham, Nicolas 
Barks, Christopher Bushmann, Cynthia 
Barnes, Terri Butchko, David 
Barragan, Mateo Byrum, Christopher 
Bartels, Matthew Camarada, Eric 
Basala, Michael Campbell, Christopher 
Becker, Mark Campbell, Lindsey 
Becker, Paul Canelos, Alicia 
Biermann, William Cantrell, Samuel 
Bin Tasin, Muhammad Capps, William 
Black, Gary Carey, Joshua 
Bledsoe, David Carr, Justin 
Blinzer,Adam Carr, Lucas 
Blue, Corey Carrell, Steven 
Bockman, Christina Carrillo, Sergio 


























Crow ley, Courtney 













































Fleming, Michael Hamilton Jr., Neil Hopkins, Kelly Kellogg, Megan 
Flint, Matthew Hammel, Zachary Horn, Dustin Kimbel, Mathhew 
Florence J r, Lister Hammond, Matthew Hotz II, Robert Kipp, Kelly 
Fowler, James Hancock, Megan House, Matthew Klimrnek, Samuel 
Freeman, Angela Hardy,Ann Howell, Richard Koch, John 
Freibert, Phillip Hardy, Joseph Huchingson, Lauren Kost, Tracie 
Frenz, Natalie Harris, Kristen Hudson, Charles Krabbenhoft, Adam 
Friedman, Anthony Harrouff, Jeffrey Hudson, Thomas Kraybill, Jacob 
Fuerst,John Hart, Adam Hunter, Reanea Krupinski, Timothy 
Fuster, Sheena Has lag, Jennifer Hunter, Stephen Kukic,Amir 
Gaehle, Benjamin Haslag, Kurt Hutson, Christopher Kulifay, Brian 
Gantt, John Hays,Andrew Hutson, Gloria LaBundy,Jeffrey 
Garr, Ronald Heithold, Jacob Hyzer, Kylee Langford, Quinton 
Garvin, Elizabeth Heitmann, Brian Jackson, Phillip Lansbery, Leslie 
Gaul, William Heitzmann, Greg Jacobi, Jennifer Latham, Daniel 
Gawalek, Matthew Hendrickson, Elyse Jacobs, Kelly Laughlin II, Henry 
Genz, Brandt Hendrix, Michael J aleel, Shamim Laughlin, Anthony 
Gerrels, Joshua Henning, Casey Jeffcoat -Sacco, Broadus Laurentius, Paul 
Giacoletto, Ryan Henzler, Jill Jenkins, Steven LeMieux, John 
Gibbons, John Heppermann, Thomas Jerris, Thomas Lauth, Timothy 
Giles, Melissa Herberholz, Pamela Jiang, Bo Lear, Mark 
Girmai, Tesfom Hemandez-Cifuentes, Johnson, Scott Ledford, Noah 
Gater, Thomas Ariel Jokerst, Rebecca Lehmen, Joshua 
Graves, Brandon Hickman, Brian Jones, KiDahn Lightner, Jus tin 
I Gray, Christopher Hilke, Craig Jones, Sean Loeffler, Michael 
Gray, Jessica Hilkemeyer, Ben Jordan, Avian Loesch, Kristen 
Green, N atasha Hinkle, Nathaniel Joyce, Ryan Long, Erin 
Gremp, Diane Hissein-Bidewi, J ullano, Ryan Long, Leigh 
Griffen III, Willie Ahmat Jungferman, Brian Longi, Melanie 
Griffin, Ryan Hlavaty, Matthew Kam,Keong Longrie, David 
Griffin, Steven Hoffer, B. Vonzel Kaminski, Lance Louis Jr., Richard 
Gronemeyer, Hoffmann, Lindsey Kapila, Patricia Lueking, Nicholas 
Benjamin Hogancamp, Elizabeth Kara,Arda Lunn,Amy 
Gule, Ugur Hogrebe, Luke Kargus, Maria Luttrell III, David 
Haas, Joseph Hollstein, Stephen Kasper, Nathan Lutz, Matthew 
Hajaj,Motaz Holm, Jason Kay,Adam Lyman, Danielle 
Hall, Charles Holzer, Eric Keeney, Linda Madson, Bryan 
Halpenny, Katherine Hood, Scott Keithly, Adam Magnan, Anthony 
Hamel, Peter Hopfer, Julia Keller, Kevin Marchegiani, Bran dan 
Marler, Megan Naruka, Vaishalee Polodna, Cody Rose, Derek 
Marquez, Pablo Nees,Corey Polynice, Keller Ross, Phillip 
Marvin, James Newman, Andrea Ponder, Brian Roth, Daniel 
Massmann, Benjamin Newman, Martha Porta, Casey Roth-Roffy, Eric 
Mattingly, Leslie Newton, Robert Porto, Christopher Royer, Zachary 
Mazzei, Matthew Nguyen, David Powell Jr., Rock Ruf,Laura 
McBroom, Elma Nicholas, James Power, Patricia Russell, Kristin 
Meinhardt, Zachary Nichols, Adam Prado, Mindy Sackman, Christopher 
McChesney, Jeffrey Novogoratz, Paul Presser, Benjamin Saini, Sandeep Novotny, Justin McClanahan, Andrew Prinds Jr., Jerry Salisbury, Ryan Nwamba,Andre 
McCreary, Matthew Province, Justin Salmons, Steven O'Hara, Kelley 
McCurdy, Kristina Ptasznik, Michael Salvador, Stuart O'Hem,Sean 
McDaniel, Marshall Publow, Nathan Sanchez, Willie O'Loughlin, Maureen 
McDonald, James Quick, Daniel Sap lin, Steven Oakley, Audrey 
McDonald, Roderick Quinlan, Brian Sass,Adam Ochel, Tanner 
McEwen, Samuel Ramirez, James Sauer, Vaughn Olson, Leslie 
McGavock, Stephen Rasnic, Ashley Scheele, Luke Omoregie, Orobosa 
Meier, Jared Read, Stephen Scheets, Allison Osborn, Andrew 
Meintz, Andrew Reck, Jason Schimming, Dixie Oswald, Nicolas 
Melton, Jeffrey ReckmanJr., Russell Schlett, Aaron Owen, J esica Meyer, Andrea Rector, April Schluender, Derek Owens, Douglas 
Meyer, Andrew Reed, Garrett Schlueter, Theresa Padilla, Matthew 
Meyer, James Reese, J enna Schovanez III,Alfred Palangpour, Parviz Midha,Prem Reese, Kevin Schreiner, Nicholas Palek, Andrew Miles, Lisa Reeves, Seth Schuchmann, Christopher Parrott, Curtis Miller, Emily Reinagel, Jonathan Schuckenbrock, Matthew Parry, Sarah Miller, Keenan Rellergert, Tyson Schulte, Jon Parsons, Noah 
Miller, Zachary Renfro, Casey Scolari, Sarah Patton, Clint 
Mills, Brian . Reno,Aaron Seguy,Adrien Pearce, Kennith 
Mitchell, Dustin Richardson, Erick Semiak, Michael Pelate, Derek 
Montileone, Tyler Rieger, Nathan Service, Travis Peleh, Laura Moore, Phillip Roberts, Clinton Sesser, John Pershing, Amanda 
Moore, Wendy Robillard, Timothy Sharko, Cecily Peters, Brian 
Morhaus, Mark Robinson, Nicholas Shaw, Austin Pettus, Ashlee Moss, Kevin Roderick, LesLee Shelley, Robert Pfeffer, Benjamin Moton, Terrell Roe, Nathan Shelor, Katherine Phelps, Dustin 
Moyers, Ryan Roesner, Grant Sherman, Andrew Pisoni, John 
Myers, Paul Roodman, Benjamin Simms, Morgan Poff, Wade 






































































































4 North 19 
Abbott,Dan 159 
Abbott, Jen 117 
Abdelsalam, Mohamed 180 
Abernathy, Chad 138 
Abney, Audrey 143 
Acorn, Tyler 224 
Acton, Anne 75 
Adams, Angela 224 
Adams, Craig 171 , 173 
Adams, Matthew 224 
Agee, Brett 58, 59 
Ahmad, Diama 181 
Air Force ROTC 166 
Akin-Bohner, Evan 187 
Akley, Patrick 44 
AI-Assadi, Waleed 177 
Alansari, Muaath 224 
Alby, Abby 117 
Aldana, Adrianna 224 
Alexander, Duane 224, 99, 80 
Alexander, Ralph 192 
Alfermann, Nathan 224 
Alnaqi, Yaser 224 
Alonso, Jessica 149 
Alpay, Berke 224 
Alpha Epsilon Pi 98 
Alpha Phi Alpha 99 
Alpha Nu Sigma 130 
Alpha Phi Omega 131 
Alpha Sigma Mu 132 
American Concrete lnst. 133 
American Nuclear Society 133 
Anders, Jared 58 
Anderson, Alvin 99 
Anderson, Jamel 44 
Anderson, Michael 116 
Anderson, Neil 180 
Andrews, Ryan 224 
Anerson, Camille 119 
Angle, Matthew 224 
Annaert, Allan 224 
Annis, Nicole 155 
Apel , Derek 188 
Army ROTC 167 
Arnold, Andrew 4 
Aronstam, Robert 169 
Arrington, Kelley 224 
Arrington, Kelly 145 
Arts, Languages And Philosophy 168 
Ashford, Drammond 99 
Ashford, Dramond 80 
Attebery, Aaron 19 
Aubrey, Jason 44 
Austin , Matt 144 
Austin, Matthew 224 
Ayres, Nathaniel 224 
Babb, Beth 137 
Bahr, Jared 44 
Bahram-Ahi, Emily 145, 152 
Bai , Baojun 180 
Baidas, Piotr 163, 59 
Bailey, Lindsay 224 
Baird, Alec 109 
Baklor, Tess 224 
Baldwin, Joshua 224 
Baldwin, Katie 118, 124 
Balensiefer, Ashlyn 61 
Bales, Chris 163 
Banaszek, Ashley 118 
Banaszek, Tara 224, 117, 122, 162 
Banks, Bentley 224 
Barber, Courtney 80 
Barks, Christopher 224 
Barnard, Aaron 143 
Barnes, Seth 151 
Barnes, Terri 224 
Barragan, Mateo 224 
Bartels, Matt 58 
Bartels, Matthew 224 
Bartow, John 123 
Bartz, Navarre 154 
Basala, Michael 224 
Bass, Alec 1 09 
Batarick, John 139 
Battern, Lisa 155, 159 
Batzer, Eric 1 09 
Bau, Stuart 173 
Bayless, Jerry 173, 175 
Beach, Doug 44 
Bearnes, Christian 114 
Beck, LeRon 99 
Becker, Mark 224, 44 
Becker, Paul 224 
Beeson, Brooke 118, 80 
Beetner, Daryle 177 
Beezley, Ray 25 
Behrle, Lauren 119, 123 
Bekker, Miron 187 
Belarbi, Sihem 133, 155 
Bell, Derek 153 
Beman, Jennifer 160 
Berens, Christian 14 
Berens, Riley 25 
Berg, Steve 58 
Bernasek, Jerel 131 
Bertholf, Evan 103 
Bertino, Massimo 192 
Beta Sigma Psi 19 
Beuerlein, Jesse 109 
Sham, Ghulam 173, 175 
Bias, AI 140 
Bieniek, Ronald 192 
Biermann, William 224 
Binder, Nathan 44, 58 
Biological Sciences 169 
Bird, Josh 58, 59 
Biser, Erica 153 
Bishop, Alejandro 134 
HAVE E R 
Bishop, Alex 161 
Bishop, Kalvin 44 
Black, Denise 163 
Black, Gary 224, 58, 59 
Black Man's Think Tank 134 
Blantt, Luchien 44 
Bledsoe, David 224 
Bliar, Joshua 25 
Blinzer, Adam 224 
Blinzler, Adam 17 
Block Party 30 
Bloom, Matthew 154 
Blue, Brianne 137 
Blue, Corey 224 
Blue Key 135 
Blum, Frank 172, 184 
Bockman, Christina 224 
Bodeman, Colin 103 
Bodero, Luciano 145 
Boeckmann, Joshua 58 
Boening, Jeremy 224 
Bogan, Jim 168 
Bogenpohl, Terry 116 
Bogie, Robert 224 
Bohannan, Gwen 167 
Bohm, Matt 183 
Bohner, Martin 175, 187 
Bohyer, Doug 1 05 
Bollinger, Josh 155 
Bolon, Cynthia 172 
Bonar, Ross 224 
Bone, Dr T 162 
Bone, Terry 172 
Bonilla, Ramon 167 
Bonillia, Ramon 167 
Booven, Jeff Van 14 7 
Boresi, Morgan 118 
Borgerding, Shawn 1 07 
Bast, Angela 137 
Boudria, Ashley 120 
Baulch, Amy 224 
Boyd, Jasmine 80 
Bozeman, Delverick 99 
Bozeman, Delvrick 99 
Bradfield, Spencer 224 
Bradley, Jeff 166 
Bradley, Joseph 170 
Bradley, Joshua 224 
Bradley, Lisa 61 
Bradley, Seth 224, 153 
Brandt, Nathan 224 
Breckenridge, Emily 118 
Breitenstein, Kevin 154 
Brenneke, Travis 155 
Brenner, Amanda 117 
Brinkmeyer, Brandon 224 
Brittingham, Anthony 224 
Britton, Silvey 117 
Bromley, Charles 224 
Broockerd, Jason 224 
Brooks, Timothy 224 
Brow, Die 186 
Brown, Corey 224, 159 
Brown, Neil 103 
Brown, Roger 169 
Brown, Dustin 116 
Brownell, Nathan 114 
Brueggen, Josh 102 
Brueggen, Joshua 224 
Brueggen, Tommy 102 
Bruemmer, Justin 224 
Bruns, Ashley 224, 120 
Bryant, Cari 183 
Bryant, Galen 224 
Bryant, Katie 16, 17 
Buchmeier, Katie 117 
Budler, Nick 148 
Bueter, Brandon 159 
Bulen, Andrew 44 
Bunch, Joshua 224, 145, 159 
Burdick, Mark 102 
Burgdorf, Micah 224 
Burken, Joel 173 
Burlingham, Nicolas 224 
Bushmann, Cynthia 224 
Business Administration 170 
Butchko, David 224 
Butler, Justin 104, 44 
Butterbaugh, Chris 146 
Byrd, Marci 137 
Byrum, Christopher 224 
Cable, Addie 118, 124 
Calvert, Jaime 144 
31 
Camarada, Eric 224 
Campbell , Alexis 120 
Campbell, Carla 183 
Campbell, Chris 99 
Campbell, Christopher 224, 80 
Campbell, Lindsey 224, 117 
Campbell, Tiffaney 117 
Campus Man 18 
Canelos, Alicia 224, 119 
Cannon, Keith 44 
Cannon, Kirby 191 
Cannon, Nathan 102 
Cannon, Nathan 102 
Cantrell , Samuel 224 
Cao, Duy 131 
Capps, William 224 
Cardwell, Paul 47 
Carey, Jayson 123 
Carey, Joshua 224 
Carney 94 
Carr, Justin 224, 133 
Carr, Lucas 224 
Carr, Peris 162 
Carrell, Steven 224 
Carrillo, Sergio 224 
Carroll, Doug 183 
Carroll , Zac 153 
Carson, Ryan 106 
Carsten, Chris 58 
Carstens, Thomas 114 
Carstens, Tom 29 
Carter, Michael 146 
Carter, Nathan 151 
Carter, Nick 44 
Carter, Oliver 44 
Cascio, Andrea 119 
Case, Adam 224, 116 
Casto, John 224, 145 
Casto, Martha 224 
Cates, Jessie 132, 137 
Catlet, Steve 1 02 
Cauldwell, Trey 224, 159 
Cawlfield, Jeff 180 
Cervantes, Amy 153, 165, 3 
Chamberlain, Mark 144 
Chambers, Gina 224 
Chandler, Christopher 224, 149 
Chaney, Clarence 80 
Chasteen, Amanda 198 
Cheatham, Cory 152 
Cheek, John 224 
Chemical & Biological Engineering 171 
Chemistry Department 172 
Chen, Nathan 169 
Chenault, Beth 224 
Cheng, Maggie 176 
Chi Omega 120 
Chi Epsilon 135 
Chi Omega 19, 28 
Chiles, Anthony 134 
Chmo, Joe 144 
Choi, Minsu 177 
Chong,Hui 224 
Chowdhury, Badrul 177 
Christensen, Zachary 224 
Christensen, Zack 156 
Christian Campus Fellowship 136 
Circle K 136 
CArE 173 
Clar, Steve 187 
Clark, Adam 44 
Clark, Brandi 162 
Clarkson, Gary 100 
Clay, John 154 
Clay, Jon 155 
Claypool, Erin 224 
Clayton, Danielle 137 
Coale, Lidnesy 75 
Cobb, Ty 160 
Cocos, Alexander 224 
Cogell, Donna 190 
Cohen, Gerald 168 
Coker, Chris 191 
Colbert, Jacob 155 
Cole, Adam 224 
Cole, Amy 224 
Coleman, Cyara 80 
Collum, Christyn 120, 140 
Computer Science 176 
Conners, Eboni 80 
Conrad, Andrew 224, 58, 59 
Conroy, John 28 
Cook, Christopher 224 
Cooley, Elizabeth 224 
Cooper, Matthew 148 
Coronation 25 
Corzine, Keith 177 
Cotterill , Anne 179 
Cottrell, Cari 117 
Cottrell , Clint 44 
Cottrell , Michael 224 
Coulson, Samuel 224 
Council , Panhellenic 4 
Counsil, Joseph 172 
Courtney, Patrick 152 
Craft, Aaron 224 
Craft, Aaron Elisha 130 
Craig, Christopher 224 
Crane, Zachary 224 
Crawford, Elijah 224 
Crider, Bryan 44 
Criss, Lagarius 104 
Cronin, Brandon 44 
Croom, Wes 58 
Crowe, Jordon 156 
Crowell, Christopher 224 
Crowley, Courtney 224 
Crowley, Erin 224 
Cubicle, Milford 28 
Cunha, Gabriel 44 
Cunningham, Eric 224 
Cyrus, Charay 80 
Czuba, Ezra 224, 145, 159 
Czuba, Nathan 143 
Da Vinci 19 
Dagli, Cihan 178 
Daniel, Adam 224 
Daniels, Jason 224 
Darnell, Vince 191 
Datillo, Emily 119, 123 
Daughton, Bill , 178 
Daughton, William 131 
Daut, Kevin 224 
Davenport, Julian 134, 161 
Davidson, Jeremy 44 
DaVinci 85 
Davis, Andre 99, 80 
Davis, Krista 224 
Davis, Mike 151 
Davis, Rachel 224 
Davis, Wesely 224 
Day, Rachel 148 
Dean, Jarryd 58 
Deken, Steven 224 
DeKock, Melissa 224, 149 
Delgado, Joshua 224 
Delta Sigma Phi 1 00 
Delta Tau Delta 101 
Delta Omicron Lambda 137 
Delta Sig 29 
Delta Sigma Phi 15, 28 
Delta Tau Delta 19, 29 
DeMark, Eric Van 148 
Dempsey, Alex 69 
Denson, Stuart 58 
Determan,Kristin 224 
DeVries, Erin 118 
Diana, Dr. Ahmad 139 
Diaz-Figueroa, Thais 138 
Diebold, Robin 118 
Dieckmann, Matt 112 
Dierker, Shaun 84 
Dierking, Nicole 224 
Difani, Richard 224 
Di llender, Emily 140 
Dillinger, Renny 44, 58 
Distler, Brandon Paul 130 
Dixon, Devin 11 4 
Dixon, Devon 11 4 
Doerr, Kyle 224 
Dogan, Fatih 186 
Doherty, David 224 
Dolan, Ryanne 224 
Dornajafi , Mahsa 224 
Doty, Gene 179 
Douglas, Dr. Ludlow 145 
Douthit, Colin 44 
Dow, Duke 178 
Dowdy, Robert 149 160 
Drain, David 187 ' 
Draper, Andrew 224 
Dreyer, Michael 44 
Driscol , James 224 
Driscoll, Jim 16 
Drowne, Kate 179 
Drury, Dan 133 
Drury, Jon 133 
Drussa, Derek 44 
Drwniak, James 177 
Dubelman, Steven 25 
DuBroff, Richard 177 
Duda, Phill ip 224 
Duggan, Erin 224, 15 
Dukeman, Matt 140 
Dunkmann, Theodore 224 
Dunn-norman, Shari 180 
Durbin, Jason 14 
Durham, Katie 163 
Duvall, John 159 
DuVall, Kristen 224 
Dwilewicz, Agatha 138, 152, 163 
Dwilewicz, Roman 187 
Eads, Alan 191 
Earl, Kimberly 162 
Eddie, and Kotowski. 114 
Edwards, Amy 224, 11 7 
Edwards, Daniel 99 
Edwards, Sean 44 
Edwards, Steve 44 
Efftink, Lance 44 
Ehlert, Lane 155 
Einhellig, Janine 152 
Elam, Ryan 224 
Elcock, Daren 148 
Electrical Engineering 177 
Elliot, Derek 133 
Elliott, Josiah 224 
Elmer, Jacob 224, 145 
Elmore, Curt 180 
Eloe, Nate 16 
Els, Christina 118, 124 
Els, Emilie 133 
Elsenraat, Jennifer 117 
EmilyTucker 122 
Enderle, Justin 224, 159 
Engelke, Amanda 8, 16 
Engineering Mangagement 178 
England, Philip 116 
English 79 
Enke, Dave 178 
Eppenberger, David 224 
Ercal , Fikret 176 
Ercal, Nuran 172 
Erickson , Kelvin 177 
Etheridge, Jennifer 224 
Evans, Eric 138 
Evenden, Jason 224 
Everhart, Wes 58 
Eversgard, Stefanie 119 123 
Eversgerd, Stefanie 159, 
Ewert, Brian 224, 19 
Ezra Czuba 145 
Ezzell, Mark 151 
F 
Fahey, Kelly 224 
Fahrengoltz, Bill 186 
Fannin, Ron 183 
Farenholtz, Dr. 132 
Farley, Charles 224 
Farr, Amanda 224 
233 
Faughn, Bethany 224 
Fazio, Jessica 120 
Feighery, Daniel 224 
Feltmann, Lauren 224 
Ferdowsi, Mehadi , 177 
Ferguson, Louis 44 
Fick, Christian 145 
Finely, William 99 
Fink, Michael 224 
Fischer, Alexandria 224 160 
Fischler, Benjamin 224 ' 
Fisher, Caroline 170 
Fitch , Mark 173 
Fitch, Stephanie 170 195 
Fitzgerald, Aaron 224 
Fitzgibbons, Patrick 1 05 
Flachsbart, Barry 175, 182 
Fleming, Michael 225, 151 
Fleming, Mike 148, 31 
Flint, Matt 133 
Flint, Matthew 225 
Florence, Lister 225 
Flori, Ralph 183, 184 
Flynn, Adam 159 
Foeller, Chris 102 
Fonda, Nathan 123 
Forbis, Tim 145 
Ford, Phillip 25 
Foster, Sheena 159 
Fowler, James 225 
Francka, Ryan 109 
Frank, Morris 152 
Frank, Ronald 169 
Franklin, Steve 44 
Franklin, Steven 99, 80 
Frankoviglia, Charlie 19 
Freaker's Bal l 1 o 
Freeman, Angela 225 
Freeman, Brandon 105 
Freibert, Phillip 225 
Frenz, Natalie 225, 159 
Frick, Tracy 140 
Friedman, Anthony 225 
Friedman, Tony 114, 146 
Frimpong, Samuel 188 
Fritts, Katie 147, 151 
Fuerst, John 163 
Fuerst,John 225 
Fuster, Sheena 225 
a 
G., Kelly Hunter 147 
Gaehle, Benjamin 225 
Galecki, Greg 188 
Galvan, Andrew 103 
Galvin, Justin 44 
Gantt, John 225 
Gao, Stephen 180 
Garber, Lindsey 119 
Garcia, Victor 1 03 
Gardner, Leyla 84 
Garr, Ronald 225 
Garvin, Elizabeth 225 
Gaul, William 225 
Gawalek, Matthew 225 
Ge, Yu-ning 173 
Genez, Brandt 122 
Gentry, Lance 170 
Genz, Brandt 225 
Geological Engineering 180 
Gerrels, Joshua 225 
Gertsch, Leslie 180 
Giacoletto, Ryan 225 
Gibbons, John 225 
Gier, John 160 
Gifford, Caitlin 117 
Gilbert, Shari 160 
Giles, Melissa 225 
Gill , Emily 119 
Gillespie, Spencer 116 
Girmai, Tesfom 225 
Glass, Bryan 123 
Glick, Wesley 152 
Goldsmith , Aaron 141 , 144 
Goslin, Gunner 105 
Gosnell, Tara 149 
Goter, Thomas 225 
Goter, Thomas Patrick 130 
Gowan, Tim 28 
Graff, Thomas 148 
Graff, Tom 47 
Grantham-Laugh, Katie 183, 194 
Grasman, Scott 175, 178 
Graves, Brandon 225 
Gray, Christopher 225 
Gray, Jessica 225 
Graybeal, Stacey 137 
Grayson, Larry 185, 188 
Greaving, Mike 44 
Greek Sing 28 
Greek Week 4 
Green, Dustin 161 
Green, Natasha 225 
Green, Thomas 58, 59 
Grelle, Stephen 140 
Grelle, Steve 47 
Gremp, Diane 225 
Griffin, Ryan 225, 116 
Griffin, Steven 225 
Griffin, Willie Ill 199 
Gronemeyer, Benjamin 225 
Gronewold, Ashton 44 
Gronewold, Brian 44 
Groom, Heath 58 
Gross, Levi 44 
Gross, Tim 14 
Grow, David 187 
Guinn, Kyle 159 
Gule, Ugur 225 
Gullen, Steven 160 
Gunther, lan 109 
Guthrie, Andy 109, 19 
H 
Haas, Joseph 225 
Habermehl, Alyson 25 
Habtemichael, Yishak 161 
Hagen, Don 192 
Hahn, Taylor 122, 149, 152 
Hajaj, Mo 19 
Hajaj, Motaz 225 
Hall, Charles 225 
Hall, Colby 151 
Hall , Kelsey 11 7 
Hall , Leon 187 
Hall , Richard 182 
Hall, Taylor 133 
Hallam, Matt 44 
Halpenny, Katherine 225 
Hameed, Ahmeed 1 04 
Hamel, Peter 225 
Hamilton, Neil 225 
Hammel, Zachary 225 
Hammond, Matthew 225 
Hancock, Megan 225 
Handley, Lucas 58 
Hardesty, Jeff 148 
Hardy, Ann 225 
Hardy, Joseph 225 
Haring, Benjamin 154 
Harman, Stephanie 117, 61 
Harris, Kristen 225 
Harris, Norma J 166 
Harrison, Jon ita 118 
Harrouff, Jeff 159 
Harrouff, Jeff B. 130 
Harrouff, Jeffrey 225 
Harster, Ed 1 00 
Hart, Adam 225, 14 7 
Harvey, Kierstyn 120, 140 
Haslag, Jennifer 225, 149 
Haslag, Kurt 225 
Hatfield, Kelly 117 
Hawkins, Matt 153 
Hay, Nathan 1 00 
Hay, Nathaniel 58, 59 
Haynes, Lance 25 
Hays, Andrew 225 
Heath, Elizabeth 149 
Hect, Jill 120 
Heebner, Wayne 186 
Heinzke, Anita 117 
Heithold, Jacob 225, 132 
Heitmann, Brian 225, 132 
Heitzmann, Greg 225 
Helix Club 138 
Heller, Daimon 159 
Helton, Adam 44 
Hemme, Pam 191 
Hendrickson, Elyse 146 
Hendrickson, Elyse 225 
Hendrix, Michael 225 
Henning, Casey 225 
Henry, Jordan 58 
Henthorn, David B 171 
Henthorn, Kimberly H 171 
Hentschke, Gina 118 
Henzler, Jill 225 
Heppermann, Thomas 225 
Heppermann, Tom 148 
Herberholz, Pamela 225 
Herdade, Joseph 167 
Hering, Roger 187 
Herington, Katie 61 
Hernandez-Cifuentes, Ariel 225 
Herrig, Sarah 137 
Herron, Jason 155 
Herron, Kaci 61 
Hesse, Josh 44, 58 
Hickey, Debbie 191 
Hickman, Brian 225 
Hickman, Michael 44 
Hiestand, Ryan 47 
Higgenbotham, Nathan 105 
Higginbotham, Don 178 
Higgins, Brad 114 
Hilgedick, Adam 106 
Hilke, Craig 225 
Hilkemeyer, Ben 225 
Hill, Brittany 131 
Hill, Chris 148 
Hill, Tammy 149 
hill, Tim 105 
Hilmas, Dr. 132 
Hilmas, Greg 186 
Hines, Jonathan 166, 185 
Hinkle, Mark 167 
Hinkle, Nathaniel 225 
Hinton, Krista 152 
Hirt, Nate 114 
Hissein-Bidewi, Ahmat 225 
History AndPolitical Science 181 
History Club 139 
Hlavaty, Matthew 225 
Hoefer, Adam 1 05 
Hoelzer, Kristen 137 
Hoenig, Mike 116 
Hoffer, B. Vonzel 225 
Hoffman, Trey 44 
Hoffmann, Lindsey 225 
Hogan, Bryan 58 
Hogan, John 180 
Hogancamp, Elizabeth 225 
Hogrebe, Luke 225, 159 
Hoiness, David 172 
Holcombe, Joffroi 58, 59 
Hollenbeck, Peter 58 
Holley, Brandy 117 
Hollstein, Stephen 225 
Holm, Jason 225 
Holthaus, David 155 
Holzer, Eric 225 
Holzhausen, Josh 162 
Homco, Keith 44 
Homecoming 8 
Honeycutt, Shaun 1 09 
Hood, Scott 225, 148 
Hooneycutt, Shaun 1 09 
Hoose, Kelsie Van 145 
Hopfer, Julia 225 
Hopkins, Alex 1 06 
Hopkins, Kelly 225 
Horn, Dustin 225 
Hortado, Stephanie 153 
House, Matt 19 
House, Matthew 225 
Houseman, Valerie 124 
Houska, Zach 11 4 
Houston, Tony 168 
Howald, Kari 120 
Howard, Brandon 1 05 
Howell, Richard 225 
Howery, Harry 167 
Hsieh, Chihmao 170 
Huang, Yue-wern 169 
Huber, Ryan 148 
Huchingson, Lauren 225 
Hudson, Charles 225 
Hudson, Kevin 106 
Hudson, Thomas 225 
Huether, Shellie 119 
Huffmann, Jennifer 117 
Humphrey, Tommy 44 
Hundt, Angela 117 
Hunt, Amy 138 
Hunter, Reanea 225 
Hunter, Reanea D'Ann 130 
Hunter, Stephen 225 
Hurford, Josh 59 
Huston, Tony 195 
Hutson, Andrea 161 , 80 
Hutson, Christopher 225 
Hutson, Gloria 225 
Hyzer, Kylee 225, 152 
/ 
Iglehart, Jon 44, 58 
lmm, Kristin 118 
Information Science And Technology 182 
lnsall, Matt 187 
Intercollegiate Knights 140 
Interdisciplinary Engineering 183 
International Students Day 20 
Irene, Krista Kaiser 130 
lvliyeva, Irina 168 
Jackson, Crystal 80 
Jackson,Drake 155 
Jackson, Phillip 225 
Jacobi, Jennifer 225, 138 
Jacobs, Kelly 225 
Jaleel, Shamim 152 
Jaleel, Shamim 225 
Jateff, Lindsey 117, 122 
Jeffcoat-Sacco, Broadus 225 
Jenkins, Steven 225 
Jennerjohn, Rachel 118 
Jerris, Thomas 225 
Jerrod 156 
Jiang, Bo 225 
Johnson, Chris 163 
Johnson, Loraine 152 
Johnson, Sccott 14 
Johnson, Scott 225, 159 
Johnson, Tyler 152 
Johnson, Zachary 159 
Jokerst, Rebecca 225 
Jonathan, Adam Daniel 130 
Jones, KiDahn 225 
Jones, Rusty ~ 49 
Jones, Sean 225 
Jordan, Andrew 107 
Jordan, Avian 225, 44 
Jordan, Brandon 44 
Jordan, Brian 44 
Jorgenson, Lynsey 120, 61 
Joseph, Jeffery Joggerst 130 
Joyce, Ryan 225 
Juggling Club 141 
Juliano, Ryan 225 
Jung, Steve 159 
Jungblut, Emily 153 
Jungferman, Brian 225 
Kaczmarek, Anna 25 
Kalliny, Morris 170 
Kam, Keong 225 
Kaminski , Lance 225 
Kamps, Amanda 139 
Kampunzu, Jonathan 114, 19 
Kandy, Mrs. Elder 134 
Kapila, Patricia 225 
Kappa Alpha 1 05 
Kappa Alpha Psi 1 04 
Kappa Delta 118 
Kappa Sigma 1 06 
Kappa Alpha 19, 29 
Kappa Delta 18 
Kappa Delta' 124 
Kappa Kappa Psi 18, 19 
Kappa Mu Epsilon 141 
Kappa Sigma 7 
Kara, Arda 225 
Karas, Joe 58, 59 
Kargus , Maria 225 
Kasper, Nathan 225 
Kathryn , Northcut 175 
Kauffman, Matt 153 
Kay, Adam 225, 16 
Kean, John 191 
Keeney, Linda 225 
Kehr, Bill 182, 185 
Kehr, William 182 
Keith 156 
Keithly, Adam 225, 159, 44 
Keller,Kevin 225 
Kelley, Sean 44 
Kelly, Jenny 117 
Kennedy, Don 191 
Kennedy, Sarah 148 
Kernan , Keith 44 
Kerrick, Ryan 103 
Kessler, Brandon 44 
Kessler, Emma 117 
Keulker, Mark 112 
Kienitz, Daniel 25 
Kiester, Jon 191 
Kim, Chang-So 177 
Kim, Seungjin 189 
Kimzey, David 144 
Kinder, Kim 187 
Kinealy, Jeremiah 115 
King , Jeffrey 189 
King , Wendy 139, 17 
Kirgan , Mary 187 
Klump, Samantha 61 
KMNR 142, 10 
Knickerbocker, Michael 58, 59 
Koebbe, Caitlin 117 
Koehler, Danny 44 
Koenig , Amanda 75 
Kohlfeld, Andrew 1 09 
Kohser, Ron 186 
Konetski, Joe 103 
Kopp, Jennifer 149 
Kormann, Steven 115 
r.t~~-
36 
Kost, Tracie 163 
Kotowski, Eddie 114, 122 
Koudys, Nick 44 
Koylu , Umit 148 
Kresse, Jen 138 
Krueger, Chris 155 
Krueger, Merilee 190 
Kruggel , Amy 117 
Krumme, John 44 
Kuelker, Mark 44 
Kuelker, Matt 44 
Kumar, Arvind 189 
Kutz, Matt 144 
LaBoube, Roger 173 
LaBruyere, Tom 154 
LaBundy, Jeff 159 
LaMar, Daniel 44 
Lambda Sigma Pi 18, 19 
Lamda Chi Alpha 107 
Lamson, Joel 155 
Lancey, Patrick 1 06 
Landis, Joe 25 
Landry, Brandon 44 
Landstra, Jon 159, 44 
Lang, Ashley 118 
Langhans, William 44 
LaPreze, Abby 117 
Latter-Day Saints Student Assoc. 143 
Laudon, Robert 180 
Laughary, Jessica 61 
Laurentius, Mike 14 
Laut, Kevin 131 , 140 
Lawellin , Dacia 120 
Lawson, Breenen 109 
Le, Tony 154 
Le, Vy 187 
Lea, Bih-Ru 170 
Leach, David 187 
Leahy, Martha 120, 28 
Lee, Alex 151 
Lewis, Brad 114 
Lewis, Kendra 139 
Licea, Carlo 153 
Linsenbardt, Kurt 153 
Lisle, Angela 163 
Little Shop of Horrors 16 
Liu, Frank 176 
Liu, Kelly 180 
Loeb,Ben 122 
Loebs, Jared 1 05 
Loesch, Kristen 146 
Logan, Matthew Dennis 130 
Longi, Melanie 117 
Longstreet, Ben 44 
Louis, Michael Lampe 130 
Loula, Matt 44 
Lovins, Angie 119 
Luckett,Jesse 107 
Lucking, Sherri 149 
Ludlow, Douglas 171 , 185 
Luechtefeld, Ray 178 
Lueking, Nick 102 
Luellen, Mandy 122 
Luhrsen, Robert 149 
Luke Merchant 23 
Luna, Ronalda 173 
Lutheran Student Fellowship 143 
Lvellen, Mandy 117 
Lyman, Danielle 137, 152 
Lyon, David 103 
Ma, Yinfa 172 
MAA 144 
MacCash, Logan 58 
Maddock, Lauren 160 
Madison, Don 192 
Maerz, Nobert 180 
Maglia, Anne 169 
Magnan, Tony 116 
Malone, Ed 179 
Malone, Melissa 137 
Maneen, Paige Van 159 
Manthei, Josh 114 
Manthei., Josh 114 
Marchand, Cory 105 
Marchant, Cory 1 05 
Marchegiani, Brandon 58 
Marie, Ann Stracuzzi 118 
Marincel, Dan 17 
Markus, Adam 47 
Markus, Sam 155 
Markway, Kris 148, 159 
Marlay, Kyle 124 
Marler, Megan 226 
Marquez, Pablo 226 
Marsha, Makiah 25 
Marshall, Brett Factory 104 
Martin, Brad 133 
Martin, Dale 191 
Martin, Michael 47 
Martin, Skyler 106 
Martin, Sterling 58, 59 
Martin, Sterlings 191 
Marvin, James 226 
Mary, Dr. Graham 152 
Massar, Cody 109, 19 
Massar, Sonny 124 
Massie, Dallas 44 
Massmann, Benjamin 226 
Material Science And Engineering 186 
Math And Statistics 187 
Mathis, Alex 140 
Mattingly, Leslie 226, 119 
Maxwell, Zach 1 03 
May, Matt 114 
Mazzei, Matthew 226 
McBroom, Elma 149 
McBroom, Elma 226 
McBryan, Colleen 117 
McChesney, Jeffrey 226 
McClanahan, Andrew 226 
McCreary, Matthew 226 
McCurdy, Kristina 226 
McDaniel, Marshall 226 
McDonald, Curt 140 
McDonald, James 226 
McDonald, Roderick 226 
McDonald, Rodrick 104 
McEwen,Samuel 226 
McFarland, Katie 117 
McFowland, Nickolas 99, 80 
Mcfowland, Nickolas 99 
McGauley, Chris 103 
Mcgauley, Jimmy 103 
McGavock, Stephen 226 
McGrath, Meghan 132 
McKinney, Timothy 134 
McKinnie, Timothy 161 
McKieroy, Tim 154 
McLain, Megan 117, 131 
McLane, Angela 166 
McManus, John 175 
McMillin, Bruce 176 
McNeaL, Mark "DC" 147 
McNeal, Mark "DC" 18, 19 
Medvedeva, Julia 192 
Meeks, Philip 161 
Meier, Jared 226 
Meinhardt, Zachary 226 
Meintz, Andrew 226 
Melton, Charles 58 
Melton, Chuck 104 
Melton, Jeffrey 226 
Melton, Sue 191 
Mendoza,Cesar 173 
Mennel, Kevin 59 
Mentis, Dave 176 
Merchant, Luke 23, 27 
Meyer, Amanda 149 
Meyer, Andrea 226 
Meyer, Andrew 226 
Meyer, James 226 
Meyers, Diana 17 
Michael, Jacob King 130 
Mickey, Sean 145 
Midden, Molly 118 
Midha, Prem 226 
Miles, Lisa 226, 149 
Miles Netockny 30 
Miller, Allison 118 
Miller, Dick 168 
Miller, Don 168 
Miller, Emily 226, 117 
Miller, Jerome 44 
Miller, Keenan 226, 99, 80 
Miller, R.J. 44 
Miller, Ryan 141 
Miller, Scott, 186 
Miller, Zachary 226, 159 
Mills, Brian 226 
Mills, Chris 133 
Mills, Jason 14 
Mincoff, Krystle 137, 152 
Mings, Cameron 162 
Mining Engineering 188 
Minkoff, Krystal 145 
Miravalle, Wes 131 , 140 
Mirgain, Ali 149 
Mishra, Rajiv 186 
Mitchell, Dustin 226 
Mitchell , Nathaniel 149 
Mitchell , Trey 134 
Montileone, Tyler 226 
Mooberry, Hope 61 
Moore, Brady, 84 
Moore, Phillip 226 
Moore, Rachel 137 
Moore, Sarah 191 
Moore,Wendy 226 
Morales, Oscar De Lucia 192 
Morgan, Jack 179 
Morgan, Kent 149 
Morhaus, Mark 226 
Mormile, Melanie 169 
Moronkeji, Adedotun 159 
Morris, Charles 173 
Morris, Jake 1 09 
Morris, Kim 137 
Morris, Matthew 144 
Morrison, Glenn 173 
Morrissey, Frank 131 , 141 
Morrow, Matt 44, 58 
Moss, Andrew 138 
Moss, Andy 152 
Moss, Kevin 226 
Moss, Randy 177 
Moton, Terrell 226 
Moyers, Ryan 226 
Mueller, Brian 44 
Mueller, Gary 189 
Mueller, Jessica 25 
Mueller, Kevin 103, 125 
Mueller, Mandi 120 
Mueller, Michael 19 
Mueller, Mike 151 
Mullin, Mark 191 
Murphy, Ryan 191 
Murray, Chris 58, 59 
Musselman, Kelsey 137 
Myers, Don 178 
Myers, John 173 
Myers, Luce 168 
Myers, Paul 226 
Nadkar, Nikhil 149 
Nam, Paul 172 
Nance, Timothy 226 
Naruka, Vaishalee 226 
Naughton, Nicole 137 
Nees, Corey 226 
Nees, Cory 133 
Nelson, Ted 144 
Nelson, Ted 161 
Nelson, Willie 161 
Netockny, Miles 24, 30 
Netwkirt, Joe 186 
Newbern, Kevin 116 
Newman, Andrea 226 
Newman Center 144 
Newman, Martha 226 
Newton, Robert 226 
Nguyen, David 226, 148 
Nicholas, James 226 
Nichols, Adam 226 
Niehoff, Mitch 147 
Nisbett, Katie 17 
Niyogi, Dev 169 
Nolte, Jason 154 
Norgren, Chris 44 
Norna, Jackie 82 
Northcut, Kathryn 175, 179 
Nottage, Dustin 103 
Novogoratz, Paul 226 
Novotny, Justin 226 
Nuclear Engineering 189 
Null , Aaron 116 
Numbere, Daopu 180 
Numbere, Tonye 169 
Nunnemaker, Stephen II 153 
Nwamba, Andre 226 
Nystrom, Hal 178 
38 
Oakley, Audrey 226 
Obeldobel , George 161 
Obeldoble, Eric 153 
Oboh-lkuenobe, Francisca 180 
Ochel , Tanner 226 
Oguejiofor, Benjamin 159 
O'Hara, Jen 122 
O'Hara, Jennifer 137 
O'Hara, Kelley 226, 151 
O'Hern, Sean 226 
Ojo, Michael 104 
O'Keefe, Matt 186 
Oldroyd, Megan 162 
O'Leary, Ryan 44 
Oliver, Kate 68, 78 
O'Loughlin , Maureen 226 
Olson, Leslie 226 
Omega Chi Epsilon 145 
Omega Sigma 146 
Omicron Delta Kappa 146 
Omoregie, Orobosa 226 
O'Nan, Emily 137 
Orlando, Micheal 68 
Osborn, Andrew 226 
Osmond, Matt 58 
Oswald, Nicolas 226 
Otranto, Sebastain 192 
Owak, Maddie 61 
Owen , Jesica 226 
Owen, Jess 137 
Owens, Douglas 226 
Packard, lan 58 
Paddock, Adam 1 02 
Padilla, Matt 44 
Padilla, Matthew 226 
Padock, Adam 1 02 
Palangpour, Parviz 226 
Palek, Andrew 226 
Panhellenic Council 4 
Paradeis, Matt 155 
Paravonian, Rob 23 
Parham, Paul 151 
Parker, Adam 19 
Parker ,Brittany 137 
Parnell, Heather 117 
Parris, Paul 192 
Parrott, Curtis 226 
Parry, Sarah 226 
Parsons, Noah 226 
Partridge, Meg 119, 123 
Partridge, Megan 145 
Patel , Hiralkumar H. 130 
Patock-Peckham, Julie 170 
Patrick, and Fitzgibbon 105 
Patton, Clint 226 
Patton, Torey 44 
Patz, Michelle 119 
Payne, Holly 149 
Peacher, Jerry 192 
Pearce, Ken 44 
Pearce, Kennith 226 
Peaslee, Kent 186 
Pelae, Leandra 61 
Pelate, Derek 226 
Peleh, Laura 226, 124 
Pense,Chad 167 
Perfect101mprov 147 
Perry, Chris 112 
Pershing, Amanda 226 
Peters, Brian 226 
Peterson, Patti 191 
Petrie, Daria 1 03 
Pettus, Ashlee 226, 119 
Pfeffer, Benjamin 226 
Phelps, Dustin 226 
Phi Kappa Theta 116 
Phi Sigma Rho 119 
Phi Kappa Theta 28 
Phillips, Jason 143 
Phillips, Susie 120 
Phillips, Susre 141 
Philpot, Tim 183 
Philpy, Justin 44 
Physical Education 191 
Physics Department 192 
Pi Kappa Alpha 108 
Pi Kappa Phi 1 09 
Pi Kappa Alpha 125, 28 
Pi Kappa Phi 19 
Pi Tau Sigma 148 
Pieper, Chris 154 
Pierre, Reggie 44 
Pike, Jeff 58 
Pingsterhaus, Vanessa 137 
Pisani, John 226 
Pitsch, Sam 44 
Pitsch, Scott 44 
Plank, Shelly 168 
Plummer, Allison 137 
Podhorsky, Nichole 118 
Poertner, Joe 162 
Poff, Wade 226 
Poker Tournament 14 
Poladna, Cody 1 09 
Politte, Liz 11 7, 124 
Pollack, David 151 
Polodna, Cody 226 
Polynice, Keller 226 
Ponder, Brian 226 
Pappa, Kerry 154 
Porta, Casey 226 
Porto, Christopher 226 
Potthast, Adam 168 
Powell , Rock 226 
Power, Patricia 226 
Poythress, Eric 44 
Prado, Mindy 226 
Pratt, Jason 154 
Presser, Benjamin 226 
Prewitt, Rachel 117, 122 
Price, Clayton 176 
Prinds, Jerry 226 
Prime, Optimus 153 
Pringle, Oran A 192 
Province, Justin 226 
Psi Chi 149 
Psychology Department 190 
Ptasznik, Michael 226 
Publow, Nathan 226, 159 
Puzach, Steve 107, 141 
Pyles, Michael 155 
QHA 150 
Qi, Lian 170 
Quick, Daniel 226 
Quinlan, Brian 226 
Quinn, Tim 148 
Rader, Michelle 16 
Ragsdell , Ken 178 
Raine, Billy 162 
Rajab, Tariq 109 
Ramirez, James 226 
Randle, Jessica 151 
Rangel, Caleb 44 
Ransburg, Cedric 134 
Rao, Ajay 152 
Raper, Steve 178 
Rapone, Sarah 117, 122 
Rapp, Brian 146 
Rapp, Bryan 145 
Rasmussen, Ashley 137 
Rasmussen, Whitney 159 
Rasnic, Ashley 226, 119 
Ratcliff, Tori 122 
Ratliff, Tori 11 7 
Ravadge, Andrew 44 
Ray, Bernard 134 
Raynor, Adam 148 
Rea, Aimee 149 
Read, Stephen 226 
Reck, Jason 226 
Reckman, Russell 226 
Rector, April 226 
Reddy, Prakash 172 
Reed, Eric 116 
Reed, Garrett 226 
Reed, Matt 105 
Reese, Jenna 226, 132 
Reese, Kevin 226 
Reeves, Seth 226 
Reinagel , Jonathan 226 
Reinholdt, Angela 16 
Reitter, Andrew 148 
Rellergert, Tyson 226 
Renfro, Casey 226 
Rennick, Mary 143 
Reno, Aaron 226 
Res College Association 19, 151 
Res Hall Association 19 
AHA 84 
Rhodes, Kristin 1 0 
Rhodes, Tommy 161 
Rich , Lindsey 117, 122, 124, 131 
Richards, Von 186 
Richardson, Erick 226, 104 
Ricke, Andrew 159 
Ricks, Scott 44 
Riddle, Kendra 200 
Rieger, Nathan 226 
Ringwald, Andrew 114 
Ringwald. ,Andrew 114 
Rivers, Sean 1 03 
Robert, Dr. Roe 144 
Roberts, Clinton 226 
Robertson, Patricia 183 
Robillard , Tim 154 
Robillard, Timothy 226 
Robinson , Lindsay 119 
Robinson, Lisa 120, 61 
Robinson, Nicholas 226 
Robinson, Nick 114 
Roderick, LesLee 226 
Rodman, Jens 58, 59 
Rodriguez, Jose 114 
Roe, Nathan 226 
Roe, Robert 184, 187 
Roesner, Grant 226, 106 
Rogers, David 175, 180 
Roland, Paul 58 
Roodman, Ben 163 
Roodman, Benjamin 226 
Ropp, Andrew 58, 59 
Rose, Bobbi 226 
Rose, Derek 226 
Rose, Kyle 105 
Ross, Phillip 226 
Ross, Toby 138 
Roth , Daniel 226 
Roth , Eric 133 
Roth-Roffy, Eric 226 
Rothermich, Drew 131 , 140 
Rouse, Erin, 137 
Royer, Zach 132 
Royer, Zachary 226 
Rudolph , Angela 162 
Rues, Maria 117 
40 
Auf, Laura 226 
Rumors 12 
Russel, Kristin 119 
Russell , Kristin 226, 119 
Russell , Matt 58, 59 
Ryals , Zach 102 
Ryan , Brooke 137 
Sabharwal, Chaman 176 
Sachtleben, Matt 44 
Sackman, Christopher 226 
Sadil, Ryan 44 
Sage, Erin 117 
Saini , Sandeep 226 
Salisbury, Ryan 226 
Sail, Tara 163 
Salmons, Steven 226 
Salt, Tom 143 
Salvador, Stuart 226 
Samaranayake., V.A. 187 
Sanchez, Willie 226, 44 
Sands., Linda 179 
Sanson , Jamie 120 
Sansone, Jamie 120 
Saperstein, Lee W 188 
Saplin, Steven 226 
Sara, and Stephans 119 
Sargent, Tommy 112 
Sass, Adam 226 
Sauer, Vaughn 226, 14 
Savage, Beth 117, 122 
Scabarozi , Mark 100, 123, 44 
Scanlon , Katherine 145 
Scanlon , Katie 119 
Schaefer, Joe 155 
Schauwecker, Kurt 58, 59 
Scheele, Luke 226 
Scheets, Allison 226 
Scheikel , Michelle 120 
Schiding, Bryan 191 , 58, 59 
Schimming, Dixie 226 
Schlesinger, Make 186 
Schlett, Aaron 226 
Schloss, Philip 8 
Schluender, Derek 226 
Schlueter, Jason 116 
Schlueter, Theresa 226 
Schmitt, Andrew 153 
Schmitt, John 192 
Schmitz, Cassie 117, 122 
Schmoll, Greg 138 
Schmuck, David 154 
Schmucker, Stephanie 132, 137 
Schneider, Curtis 123 
Schomburg, Shayna 120, 131 
Schovanez, Alfred Lawrence 130 
Schreiner, Jacob 105 
Schreiner, Nicholas 226 
Schrum, Benjamin 160 
Schuchmann, Christopher 226 
Schuckenbrock, Matthew 226 
Schuessler, Michael 1 05 
Schulte, Angella 132 
Schulte, Jon 226 
Schulz, Michael 192 
Schuman, Dr. 162 
Schuman, Thomas 172 
Schwartz, Bob 186 
Schwartz, Christopher 25 
Schweitzer, Brandon 1 06 
Scolari, Sarah 226 
Scott, Jesse 58 
Scott,Shaunda 161 
Scroggin, Thomas 106 
Scrubs 152 
Seals, Jennifer 163 
Sedigh-Aii, Sarah 182 
SedighsaNestani, Sahra 177 
Seguy, Adrien 226 
Seigfreid, Sara 151 
Sell, Anna 117 
Serniak, Michael 226 
SeNice, Travis 226 
Sesser, John 226 
Severs, Loren 44 
Shanks, Glenn 134 
Shannon, Debra 145 
Shannon, Katie, 169 
Sharko, Cecily 226 
Shatz, Sarah 145 
Shaw, Austin 226 
Shaw, Chrissy 117 
Shaw, Evan 141 
Sheek, Ashley 138 
Sheeley, Tyler 159 
Sheilds, Phillip 99 
Shell, Sarah 137 
Shelley, Robert 226, 148, 159 
Shelor, Katherine 226 
Shen, Rachel 117, 137 
Sheng, Hong 170, 182 
Sherman, Andrew 226 
Sherry, Jacob 147, 19, 84 
Shields, David 44 
Shields, Phillip 99, 44, 58 
Shockley, Chad 44 
Show-Me-Anime Club 153 
Showalter, Eric 173 
SHPE 153, 82, 88 
Shrestha, Bijaya 177 
Sicking , Laura 61 
Sigma Chi 114 
Sigma Nu 110 
Sigma Pi 111 
Sigma Tau Gamma 112, 113 
Sigma Chi 19, 29 
Simmons, Kayla 120 
Simms, Devin 159, 19 
Simms, Morgan 227 
Sims, Jamel 227, 44, 58 
Sind, Erin 120, 140 
Siscel, Heather 117, 124 
Siscell, Heather 131 
Sisk, Jason 227 
Skaggs, Andrew 25 
Skala, Kory 114 
41 
Skinner, Melissa 120 
Slater, Bobby 112 
Slattery, Timothy 227 
Smiley, Tory 61 
Smith , Adam 155 
Smith, Annie 61 
Smith, Corey 122 
Smith, Darrin 25 
Smith, Elizabeth 145 
Smith, Eric 178 
Smith, James 44 
Smith, Jay 227 
Smith, Jeff 186 
Smith, John 227 
Smith, Kyle 160 
Smith, Lisa 227 
Smith, Scott 177 
Smith, Sean 162, 14 
Smith, Tyrone 227, 58 
Smith ., Corey 114 
Smythe, Shane 227 
Sneed, Jason 227, 148 
Snodgras, David 155 
Snyder, Dan 132 
Snyder, Daniel 227 
Solar Car 154 
Solar House 155 
Sommer, Eric 227 
Southwinds Magazine 156 
Spaw, Mark 58, 59 
Spears, Kit 61 
Speckhart, Isaac 148 
Speer, Christopher 159 
Speer, Christopher Andrew 130 
Spehn, Josh 123 
Spencer, Kyle 1 06 
Speorl , Emily 146 
Spies, Amy 117 
Spoering, Ryan 227 
Spring, Matt 143 
Spurlock, Dave 178 
Spychala, Scott 227 
Srinivasan, Sundar 170 
Srinivasan, Sundara 182 
St Pat's Alt! 24 
St Pat's concert 27 
St. Juliana, Rachael 133 
St. Pat's Committee 156 
St. Pat's Parade 26 
Stafford, Geoff 44 
Stallard, Jason 227, 159 
Stallard, William 227 
Stampley, William 227 
Stanley, Joe 177 
Stanley, Travis 147 
Stansfield, Matt 131, 140 
Staskelunas, Matt 131 
Statler, Benjamin 227 
Statler, Jamie 122, 138 
Stauffer, Benjamin 143 
Stavropoulos, Pericles 172 
Steckel , Nathan 154 
Stegen, Zachary 227 
Stensby, Travis 227 
Stephens, Robert 227 
Stephenson, Richard 173, 175 
Stephenson, Wayne 227 
Steve, Dr. Watkins 161 
Stevens, Kelly 227 
Stevens, Taylor 25 
Stewart, Abbie 163 
Stewart, Chris 153 
Stewart, Krista 138 
Stilwell, Kirk 44 
Stine, Lisa 120 
Stites-Tuttle, Carmen 167 
Stockstill , Katie 124, 138 
Stone, Fred 227 
Storie, John 227 
Story, Clayton 149 
Story, Stacy 149 
Staub, Jermey 227 
Stougova-Carey, Natalia 227 
Strack, Tim 105 
Strange, Anet 123 
Strange, Janet 119 
Stratler, Jamie 117 
Strazzere, Kim 120 
Strein, Adam 44 
Stribling, Gregory 134 
Stricklin, Sherea 118, 124, 152 
Stuart, Dr. Baur 155 
Stuckmeyer, Jason 159 
STUCO 20 
Student Council 157 
SUB 14, 19, 20, 85, 87 
Suda, Eric 115 
Sudkamp, Luke 155 
Suh, Dong 227 
Sullivan, Julie 119, 123 
Sullivan, Stephen 166 
Sullivan, Tink 195 
Summers, David 188 
Summers, Kiley 99 
Summerville, Lauren 61 
Swanson, Steve 44 
SWE 158 
Sweeney, Brett 227 
Swenson, Kristine 179 
Swift, Catherine 137 
Swope, Chad 148 
Szalapski, Thomas 141 
Szalapski, Tommy 144 
r 
Takai, Shun 183 
Talbert, Richard 227 
Talecka, Katarzyna 163 
Talley, Justin 227 
Tallyn, Jameson 227 
Tarasenko,Jason 227 
Tasin , Bin, Muhammad 224 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 115 
Tau Beta Pi 159 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 28 
Tauritz, Daniel 176 
Taylor, Corey 1 05, 44 
Taylor, Sannon 227 
Taylor, Shannon 227 
Teame, Mehari 227 
Teel, Chris 58, 59 
Tennyson, Rex 149 
Terrell, Ryan 148 
Thakur, Mayur 176 
Theiss, Eric 227 
Theta Xi 102 
Thielker, Chris 58, 59 
Thielker, Christopher 160 
Thomas, Jeff 183 
Thomas, Jerry 99 
Thomas, Jerry Jr. 99 
Thomas, LaQuan 134 
Thome, Greg 58, 59 
Thompson, Dell 99 
Thompson, Maggi 152 
Thompson, Margaret 227, 8 
Thompson, Paul 227 
Thornton, Aaron 143 
Thrasher, Jason Keith 156 
Thrasher, Trent 227 
TIES 160 
Tilk, Patrick 151 
Tillman, Phillip 104, 134, 44 
Timko, Paul 227 
Tinoco, Phillip 114 
Tinsley, James 227 
Toastmasters 161 , 19 
Toeller, Nicholas 227 
Tohline, Andrew 227 
Tohline, Max 156 
Tokuhiro, Tadashi 172 
Toney, Erin 227, 119 
Tooke, Brain 159 
Topper, Josh 1 09 
Tosh, Matt 44 
Towey, Tom 116 
Townsend, Maren 227 
Tracy, Matt 116 
Triangle 103 
Triplett, David 227 
Trucy, Matt 116 
Trulli, Dennis 122 
Trumble,Anna 119, 123, 25 
Trumbo, Kate 155 
Trynoski, Richard 227 
Tseng, Chung-Li 178 
Tucker, Emily 122 
Tullock, Charles 227 
Tung, Steven 151 
Turner, Augusta 118, 124 
Turner, Dan 1 02 
Turner, Garyion 44 
Turner, Jay 1 05 
Turner, Timothy 227 
Tyler, John 154 
Ucar, Mustafa 227 
UMR International Affairs 20 
Underwood, Ross 105 
Underwood, Steven 227 
Urrutia, Claudia 120 
Uzoaru, Quinn 103 
Valencia, Dena 153 
Valencia, Tim 44 
Valez, Stephanie 80, 82 
Van, Abraham Dyke 44 
VanAien, David 186 
Vandewiele, Patrick 102 
VanHoose, Kelsie 117, 122 
VanMaaren, Paige 120 
Varble, Jordan 160 
Vaughn, Amanda 227 
Vega, Carlos 18, 19 
Venayagamoorthy, Ganesh Kumar 177 
Venezia, Adam 227, 147 
Vessell , Ryan 44, 58 
Viers, Daniel 227 
Virant, Frank 18, 19 
Visurukala, Shanti 145 
Vogt, Jake 116 
Voight, Josh 1 05 
Vojta, Thomas 192 
Volek, Cassidy 120 
Vosbrink, Daniel 227 
Voss, Lori 227 
Voss, Paul 115 
Voss,Zane 132 
Vujic, Dinko 106 
Waddill , Dan 192 
Wade., Ryan 114 
Wagner, Harold 173 
Waldo, Joe 153 
Walker, Cathy 119, 123 
Walker, Dawn 227 
Walker, Kevin 152 
Walter, Adrienne 140 
Waltermire, Kendera 227 
Waltermire, Kendra 146 
Walters, Andrew 227 
Walton, Kyle 105 
Wan, Kai-Tak 171 
Wang, Jee-Ching 171 
Wang, Jianmin 173 
Warchol, Danielle 118, 124, 152 
Ward, Jeff 141 
Ward, Jeffrey 227 
Ward, Laura 227, 138, 152 
Ward, Robert 227 
Waters, Lindsay 227 
Waters-Jones, Kai-EI 58 
Watkins, Steven 177 
Watson, Jessie 227 
Watson, Stacy 155 
Watterscheid, Erin 117 
Weaver, Cornelius 227 
Weaver, Kellen 44 
Weaver, Kyran 1 04 
Weber, Amanda 119 
Weeks,Aaron 227, 140, 148 
Wegener, Jeffrey 159 
Wegener, Nathan 116 
Wehrli , Rueben 227 
Weidinger, Dave 133 
Weidinger, David 227 
Weidner, Brendan 44 
Weidner, Brendan-Travis 227 
Weiland, Jake 114 
Weilland, Jake 122 
Welch, Elizabeth 227 
Welty, Daniel 154 
Wen, Meggie 187 
Wessel, Andrew 63 
West, Corey 227 
Westenberg, David 169 
Whaley., Nathan 115 
Whaling, Brent 227 
Whitaker, Scott 227 
White, Daudi 227, 44 
White, Jason 114 
Whitebay, Kelsey 148 
Whitebeck, Sara 227 
Whitefield, Philip 172 
Whitehouse, Dallas 44 
Whitworth, Mike 180 
Wibbenmeyer , Kaye 137 
Wiederrich, Josh 106 
Wienstroer, Ashley 163 
Wilding, Matthew 227 
Wilemski , Gerald 192 
Wilke, Nathaniel 227 
Wilkerson, Ralph 176 
Wilkinson, Rachel 149 
Willers, Derek 227 
Wil liams, Bridget 61 
Williams, Drew 227 
Williams, Kyle 58 
Williams, Mary 25 
Williams, Nicholas 44 
Williams, Nick 84 
Williams, Paul 145 
Williamson, Corey 154 
Willingham, Alex 114 
Wilson, Heather 143 
Wilson, Jordan 58, 59 
Wilson, Joseph 227 
Wilson, Terry 169 
Windhausen, Alan 162 
Windhorst, Nicholas 58 
Winiarz, Jeffrey 172 
Winkelmann, Meghan 151 
Winkler, Chad 132, 151 
Winter, Tyler 227, 159 
Winters, Christina 227 
Winters, Joe 44 
Wire, Keith 227 
Wisner, Clarissa 132 
Wissmann, Jonathan 227 
Woehl, Taylor 109 
Woelk, Klaus 172 
Wolf, Adam 131 
Wolf, Andy 227, 109 
Wolken, Douglas 227 
Woodard, Laura 227 
Woodard, Robbie 44 
Worley, Shannan 117 
Woronick, Stan 166 
Woronick, Stanly 166 
Worsey, Paul 188 
Wright, Brian 159 
Wright, Christopher 155 
Wright, Matthew 227 
Wronkiewicz, David, 180 
WT Schrenk Society 162 
Wu, C.H. 154 
Wu, Cheng-Hsiao 177 
Wuest, Michael 227 
Wunderlich, Christian 227 
Wunsch, Donald 177, 195 
Wyatt, Amanda 120 
Wyatt, Michael L. 134 
Xiao, Hai 177 
Xing, Yangchuan 171 
y 
Yaltir, Gokhan 227 
Yap, Russell 191 
Yoga Fitness Club 163 
Yoon, Jong-Chan 227 
Yotter, Ryan 148 
Young, Jacob 227 
Young, Mark 148 
Young, Nathan 58, 59 
Yu, Vincent 182 
Zeman, Zachary 141 
Zemann, Jonathon 227 
Zeta Tau Alpha 117 
Zeta Tau Alpha 19, 29 
Zeta Tau Alpha. 7 
!ill ... 
.,.. 
Zheng, Rosa 177 
Zimmerman, Glenn 227 
Zinda, Mary 166 
Zoughi, Reza 177 
Zuch, Jeffrey 227 
Zullig, Niki 139 
Zych, Evan 44 
Find your future at HBE. 
"I would recommend HBE to anyone interested in pursuing a 
construction related field." says John Kelton , Rolla grad and 
HBE Assistant Project Manager." Working for HBE presents 
new and interesting challenges everyday," adds Brett 
Goodman, Rolla grad and HBE Chief Engineer. 
We're a nationwide provider of design and construction for 
hospitals, medical buildings, and financial facilities. HBE i 
annually ranked among the top design-build firms by 
Engineering News Record and a great place to build your 
career. 
Does Graduation Have You 
1l 
Ground Yourself with these UMR Grads! 
Rohn Abbott, 1966, 1968 
Chris Groves, 1968, 1969 
Richard Frueh, 1975, 1976, 2002 
Bill Kremer, 1981 
Frank Wuttig , 1983 
Tom Abkemeier, 1987, 1992 
Jason Frierdich, 1999 
Kyle Kershaw, 1999 
Scott Walker, 1999 
Pat Kinsella, 2000, 2005 
David Asunskis, 2004 
2043 Westport Center Drive Saint Louis, Missouri 63146 






Brewer Science is a global company with opportunities to travel and work at locations across the 
US and abroad. 
We are a company that believes people are our greatest investment. Our employees enjoy 
excellent benefits, competitive salaries, professional development and outstanding growth 
opportunities. 
Interested in a career in a dynamic, fast-paced environment with opportunities for growth and 
advancements? Here is your chance to join Brewer Science, one of the fastest growing 
companies in the industry. To view our current openings, go to or website at : 
www.brewerscience.com, click on "Company" and then "Careers". 
Brewer Science is proud to be an Equal Employment Opportunity I Affirmative Action Employer 
and we support a smoke-free, drug-free working environment. 
An Equal Opportunity Employl•r M/ F/ D/V 
Associated Electric Cooperative Inc. (AECI) is owned 
by and provides wholesale power to six regional and 51 local 
electric cooperative systems in Missouri, southeast Iowa and 
northeast Oklahoma that serve more than 850,000 customers. 
AECI's mission is to provide an economical and reliable power 
supply and support services to its members. 
Associated headquarters is located in Springfield, Mo., and 
employs about 170 persons. Headquarters has seven corporate 
divisions: Accounting & Finance, Information Services 
(computer services/technology), Engineering & Operations 
(electrical and mechanical), Human Resources, Member 
Services & Corporate Communications (public relations, 
graphic design, economic development), Power Production 
(electrical and mechanica l) and Executive (general manager, 
internal audit). 
The Thomas Hill Energy Center, located in north-central 
Mo., employs about 260 persons. The New Madrid Power 
Plant, located in southeast Mo., employs about 200 persons. 
Both of these coal-based power plants offer employment 
for mechanical, electrical, chemical and civil engineers as 
well as instrument technicians, electricians, mechanics, 
heavy equipment operators, auxiliary operators and general 
laborers. 
Associated Electric offers excellent traditional benefits and 
others targeted more specifically to our employees. Our 
salaries are market-based and competitive in the region. 
To learn more about Associated visit our Web site 
at www.aeci.org. 
ONGRATUlATIONS UMR GRADUATES 
1304 Hwv 12 East, Rolla 
426-5000 
GEOTECHNOI.OG(, INC. 
ENGINEERING AND ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES 
ST. LOUIS • COLLINSVILLE • KANSAS CITY 
~ to. tire~() ot 2007 1-wm l9wt 
U.M!R a1unmi and ate tire fmp~ ot 
~,Jnc. 
Philip A. Jozwiak; B.S. 1966, Prof. C. E. 2000 
Dominic J. Grana; B.S. 1972, M.S. 1975 
MarkA. Roenfeldt; B.S. 1978, M.S. 1980 
Ronald F. Williams; B.S. 1980, M.S. 1981 
Dale M. Smith; B.S. 1981 
Dennis F. Boll; B.S. 1981, M.S. 1982 
Pamela S. Cole; B.S. 1982 
Jeffrey P. Klein; B.S. 1982 
Richard M. Solomon; B.S. 1983 
William C. Jones; B.S. 1986 
Shawna Murray; B.S. 1987 
Matt~ew H. McQuality; B.S. 1993, M.S. 1996 
Mtchael S. Roark; B.S. 1997, M.S. 1998 
Glen L. Adams; B.S. 1997, M.S. 1998 
Eric J. Neuner; B.S. 1999, M.S. 2001 
Laura E. Wager; B.S. 2002 
D. Thomas Coleman; B.S. 2003 
Craig K. Kaibel; B.S. 2003, M.S. 2004 
Brian J. Sanders; B.S. 2005 
(9~ ou1.1tand.ing. opp0Jdunitie6 f-o.!t oul.1~ 
~duate, in g.eotec.fmicat and eJW.bw.tunen.ta en.g.i.nwt.ing. 
Geotechnology, Inc. 
St. Louis, MO • Collinsville, IL • Kansas City, KS 
www.geotechnology.com • 314-997-7 440 
• AMI:IliCA llAILCAil iNUlJ$ I Flii:S. I C. 
Congratulations to the 
Class of 2007! 
1 00 Clark St. 
St. Charles MO, 63301-2075 
(636) 940-6000 
IMO'S ~ 
r , ... rc ... , . .. 
PI Z Z A 
lmo's-The only place in town to get th~ 
original St. Louis Style pizza, complete w1th 
zesty tomato sauce, fresh ingredients 
and Provel cheese, baked to perfection 
on a thin , crispy crust. 
(573) 341-8484 
6328 South Bishop, Rolla 
www.Rollalmos.com 
William J. Green. P.E .. Chairman - B.S. '68. M.S. '69 
Mark A. Harms. P.E.. President - B.S. '83. M.S. ·as 
William J. Guerdan. P.E.. Senior Vice President- B.S. ·ao 




.,. Natural Resources 
.,. Cultural Resources 
SCI ENGINEERING, INC. 
www.sciengineering.com 
The Successful Combination of 
Technology and Engineering 
The Leader in Refrigeration and 
Air Conditioning Flow Controls 
Visit us at: www.emersonflowcontrols.com 
EMERSON. 
EMERSON. CONSIDER IT SOLVED.TM Climate Technologies 
• l t SCHOLASTIC ~11, ADVERTISING, INC. 
Advertising Specialists 
and Consultants providing 
professional sales 
and service support for University 




Manufacturer of automotive 
service equipment ... 
Distributed Worldwide 
11250 Hunter Drive • Bridgeton, MO 63044 
1-800-448-6848 
Visit Our Web Site at: www.hunter.com 
( 'ampLe II 
Mattress 
"a Vuy. SpeciaL JWui of- 0mfpiUUJ" 
Wa&e Up ... 9lef~te6fted. 




Bill's Custom Welding 
&Pre-Fab 
Serving the Area Since 1979- Bill Nash - Owner 
Hydraulic Hoses· Cast· Stainless· Aluminum · Magnesium Steel 
Large Supply of Steel and Nuts & Bolts in Stock 
Ornamental Iron With Repair On Heavy And Farm Equipment 
Trailer Hitches· Boat & Canoe Repair· Boat Trailers 
Kelderman Air Ride· Fire Extinguishers 
WF- Beams· Structuraii-Beams 
(573) 364-5738 · Mon-Fri 8-5 ·Sat-Sun Closed 
12970 State Rt CC (2 Miles On CC Hwy) ·Rolla, Missouri 65401 
GE Energy's environmental services group offers 
comprehensive air quality solutions to customers in 
energy and industry. We incorporate multiple products, 
services and technologies that help reduce emissions, 
improve plant performance and increase overall 
profitability. 
Join our team of experts dedicated to meeting customer 
needs from our facilities in Kansas City, Mid-Missouri 
and in 11 countries around the globe. 
Visit www.gecareers.com to learn more about opport unities 
available with our growing team! 
.) imagination at work 
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Did we miss something? 
Comments? 
Concerns? 
Tel us about it! 
Emai us at 
Ro aMo©Jumr.edu. 
I look forward to reading all your emails. 
Frtesens 
The Yoarbook Company 
Q.. Prmled m Canada 
'CJ on Ac1d-Free Paper 









